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Better Designs - Faster 
With the Personal Design Solution 

The Design Solution Includes: Electronics Workbench Personal Edition + EWB Layout 

Electronics Electronics 

Workbench WQrkbenchLq)/ol1t 
Personal Edition 

Full- featured schematic capture 
and SPICE 3F circuit simulation! 
The world's best selling circuit design software. With 
analog, digital and mixed A/D SPICE simulation, a 
full suite of analyses and over 4000 devices. Imports 
netlists. Seamlessly integrated with EWB Layout or exports 
to other popular PCB programs. Still the standard for 
power and ease of use. Still the same effective price. 
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FULLY INTERACTIVE SIMULATION 
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FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
DC OPERATING POINT 
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TRANSIENT 
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NOISE 
DISTORTION 

30 -DAY MONEY -BACK 
GUARANTEE 

Power -packed PCB layout with 
autorouting and real -time DRC! 
EWB Layout is a powerful board layout package for 
producing high -quality, multi -layer printed circuit boards. 
Offering tight integration with our schematic capture 
program, you can incorporate board layout and design 
and quickly bring well- designed boards to production. 
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ELECTRONICS WORKBENCH Personal Edition $299.00 

EWB LAYOUT Personal Edition $299.00 

?,4ÌÌ 800 - 263 -5552 
For a free demo, visit our website 
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CALL FOR INFORMATION 
AND PRICING ON OUR 

PROFESSIONAL EDITION. 

PERSONAL DESIGN SOLUTION Ss?C.uO 
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31 Build the Promotional Pin 
Promote your latest product, service, or even your company with an eye - 

catching lighted lapel pin, while practicing surface -mount construction tech- 

niques -JonJ. Vorteresion 

C O N S T R U C T I O N 

37 Sprinkler Guardian Il, The Sequel 
Improve the operation of the original project with this updated version, which 

eliminates the control circuitry and sensor monitoring - Walter W. Schopp 

F E A T U R E S 

41 Smart Batteries Have Arrived! 
Discover how automotive technology is putting the smarts into your car's 

electrical system by preventing battery drain and discharge -Bill Siuru 

P R O D U C T R E V I E W S 

13 Hands -on Reports 
Nickelodeon PhotoBlaster Camera 

19 Gizmo 
ICES = Hot Stuff! -A scmple of exciting new consumer electronics products - 
from accessories to high -end audio, from mobile electronics to home- integra- 

tion systems -that were 1998 CES Innovations Awards winners 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

.i 

One scientist's vision 
revolutionizes the hearing 
industry, benefiting millions 
of people... 
Crystal Ear® uses sophisticated electronics to provide affordable, 
cosmetically -pleasing and easy -to -use hearing amplification. 

by Harold Sturman 

One day a friend asked my 
wife Jill if I had a hearing 
aid. "He certainly does," 

replied Jill, "Me!" After hearing 
about a remarkable new product, 
Jill finally got up the nerve to 
ask me if I'd ever thought about 
getting a hearing aid. "No way," 
I said. "It would make me look 
20 years older and cost a fortune." 
"No, no," she replied. "This is 
entirely different. It's not a hearing 
aid...it's Crystal Ear!" 

No one will know. Jill was right. 
Crystal Ear is different -not the 
bulky, old- styled body -worn or 
over -the -ear aid, but an advanced 
personal sound system so small 
it's like contacts for your ears. 
And Crystal Ear is super- sensitive 
and powerful, too. You will hear 
sounds your ears have been miss- 
ing for years. Crystal Ear will make 
speech louder, and the sound is 
pure and natural. 

I couldn't believe how tiny it is. It is 
smaller than the tip of my little finger and 
it's almost invisible when worn. There are 
no wires, no behind - the -ear devices. Put it in 
your ear and its ready -to -wear mold fits 
comfortably. Since it's not too loud or too 
tight, you may even forget that you're wearing 
it! Use it at work or at play. And if your hear- 
ing problem is worse in certain situations, use 
Crystal Ear only when you need it. 
A fraction of the price. Hearing loss is the 
world's number -one health problem, but in 

i_!,t1iJ1!;,1! 1;?áJrJ!,:1J'1!JI'J:. 

FREQUENCY 

RES ONSE: 

Hz to 
6 42 Hz 

HARMONIC 
DISTORTION: 

.03% at 1600 Hz 

AMPLIFICATION: 

Superior 
Çlass D 

Adjustable 

Innovative, 
breakthrough 
technology 
solves common 
problem... 
Hearing loss, which 

typically begins 

prior to teenage 

years, progresses 

throughout ones 

lifetime. Nearly 90 

percent of people 

suffering the type 

of loss Crystal Ear 

was designed for 

choose to leave the 

problem untreated. 

Crystal Ear is now 
available to help 

these people treat 

their hearing loss 

with a small and 
very affordable 

Class I in- the -canal 

hearing amplifier 

most cases it goes completely untreated. For 
many millions of people, hearing devices are 
way too expensive, and the retail middlemen 
want to keep it that way. What's more, treating 
hearing loss the old retail way can involve 
numerous office visits, expensive testing and 
adjustments to fit your ear. Thanks to Crystal 
Ear, the "sound solution" is now affordable 
and convenient. Almost 90% of people with 
mild hearing loss, and millions more with just 
a little hearing dropoff, can be dramatically 
helped with Crystal Ear. Plus, its superior 

design is energy -efficient, so batter- 
ies can last months, not just weeks. 

You'll feel years younger! Wear 
Crystal Ear indoors, outdoors, at 
home and at work. Crystal Ear 
arrives ready to use, complete with 
batteries, two different fitting 
sleeves, a cleaning brush and even a 
carrying case. Crystal Ear is a break- 
through advance in the hearing 
device field. It is made in the USA, 
using state -of- the -art micro -manu- 
facturing techniques that cut costs 
dramatically- savings that we can 

COMPARE CRYSTAL EAR AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE 

MOST 
IN -CANAL CRYSTAL 
BRANDS EAR 

Require fitting Yes No 

Require testing Yes No 

Battery life 160 hours 320 hours 
Impact resistance Average Excellent 
Whistling /feedback Frequent Limited 
Telephone use Yes Excellent 
Retail price $1,000 -2,000 $299.85 

pass on to you. The conventional companies, 
domestic and foreign, don't like that! 
Don't be fooled by high prices. No hear- 
ing device, no matter how expensive, can 
eliminate background noise, despite claims 
by the manufacturers. Crystal Ear does not 
promise miracles -just an affordable, sound 
solution to many common hearing problems. 

DON'T TAKE OUR 

WORD FOR IT... 
"My father spent 
over $5000 on anoth- 
er brand. I wowed 
him my Crystal Ear, 
he tried it, aad he 
decided it worked 
better than lds 
brand, even -hough 
it was a small 
fraction of tFe cost!" 

-A satisfied Crystal Ear user 

"Over 32 million Americans experience 
some loss of hearing. Though most cases go 
untreated, over 90 percent of these people 
would be disappointed to learn from their 
doctor that there is no medical or surgical 
cure. There s, however, an effective treat- 
ment: electronic amplification." 

-Dr. Dale Massad, MD 

Risk free. Try Crystal Ear and hear what 
you've been missing. It comes with a 90 -day 
manufacturer's limited warranty as well as 
our risk -free Home trial. If you're not satisfied, 
return it within 30 days for a full refund. 

Crystal Ear®: 
Three credit card payments of $99.95 $12 S&H 
if not purchasinga pair, please specify right or left ear. 

Please mention promotional code 3461 -12890. 

For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 
visA l7rA 

comtrad 
industries 
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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Accredited B.S. Degree in 
Computers or Electronics 

by studying at Home 

Grantham College of Engineering 
offers 3 distance education programs: 

B.S.E.T. emphasis in Electronics 
B.S.E.T. emphasis in Computers 
B.S. in Computer Science 

1 i 
ÑErElectronics Workbench Professional 5.0 

included in our B.S.E.T curriculums 
-Approved by more than 200 Companies, 
VA and Dantes, (tuition assistance avail.) 

For your free catalog of our programs dial 

1- 800 -955 -2527 
http: / /www.grantham.edu 

GCE 
Your first step 
to help yourself 
better your future! 

Grantham College of Engineering 
34641 Grantham College Road 

Slidell, LA 70460 -6815 

4 

Some Say Watching Tropical 
Fish Lowers Blood Pressure 

Relieves Stress... 

They Coaulll Be On To 
Something. 

Discover the Caribbean aboard a Tall Ship. 
6 & 13 day adventures from $650. 

For more information call your travel agent 
or 1 -800- 327 -2601. 

Windjammer 
Ba efootCruises.w 

I' 0. B., ] 9()I u, Dept.5568, Miami Beae6, FL 33119 

CIRCLE 172 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

cfla 

SMT for Beginners 
In my March editorial, "Let's Hear From You," 

I requested that would -be authors out in read- 
er -land warm up your soldering irons, turn on 

your word processors, and start sending in 

manuscripts to us. I also raised the rhetorical 
question "What type of articles are we seek- 
ing?" Well I am happy to say that the flood- 
gates for manuscripts have opened and pro- 

jects are starting to fill up the storage room at 

Popular Electronics again. In short, you can 

look forward to a wealth of good construction projects, tutorials, infor- 
mational, and how- to -do -it articles for the future. 

On the other hand, we have received lots of mail requesting certain 
projects. One topic that keeps coming up is construction projects 
using Surface -Mount Technology, or SMT for short. For those unfa- 
miliar with this technique, it is the manufacturer's dream -come -true, 

which was developed mostly in the automation packaging industry for 
manufacturing ease and reliability. SMT uses printed- circuit boards 
without holes, tiny grain -sized components (which many times are 

supplied on a strip or reel), and millimeter lead spacing and compo- 
nent spacing. Special tools and materials may be required along with 
good eyesight and a steady hand. Some of you will avoid this con- 
struction technique, and others will enjoy using their skill and dexteri- 
ty to fabricate these ultra- miniature light- weight projects. 

To kick off this technique, we present on page 31 the simplest of these 
SMT projects, "Build the Promotional Pin." This is a fun -to -build and 

useful project, which will break the ice in using this new technology. In 

the following months, we will present several more projects and assem- 

blies. In each issue, several new modules will be introduced, their con- 

struction carefully described and explained, and then their use as 

"building blocks" in the assembly of a small system or specific applica- 
tion will be shown. 

We hope you enjoy your exposure to this new field, and, as always, we 

welcome your feedback on this construction subject. 

Ed Whitman 
Managing Editor 

J 
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The U.S. Government 
always knows exactly 
what time it is...do you? 
New clock from Arcron uses radio s'gnals from the 
U.S. Atomic Clock in Colorado to d'spiay the precise 
time, within a billionth of a second. 

by lake Prine 

These days, timing is 
everything. Between 
meetings and appoint- 
ments, deadlines and 
conference calls, my 

schedule requires that 
I know the time down to 

the minute. Even on weekends, I've g,t 
Little League games to coach, shows to tepe 
and planes to catch. If I'm late, I'm sunk. The 
problem is that it's hard if my clocks aren't 
correct. Even the digital clocks can display 
time inaccurately. Power outages, dead bat- 
teries, time changes...any of these can cause 
a clock to be inaccurate. The next thing you 
know, you're strolling into that important 
conference...an hour late. Now there's no 
need to worry, because advanced radio tech- 
nology has produced a clock which gets the 
time directly from the U.S. Atomic Clock in 
Fort Collins, Colorado, the standard for 
time -keeping the world over. The Atomic 
Clock by Arcron is the most accurate, reli- 
able and convenient timepiece you can buy. 

The most accurate clock on Earth. 
Every morning at 1:00 a.m., this "smart" 
clock tunes in to the 
radio time signal emit- 
ted by the U.S. Atomic 
Clock in Colorado and 
automatically resets 
itself to the exact hour, 
minute and second. The 
U.S. Atomic Clock 
is accurate to ten 
billionths of a 
second per day. 
Using molecular 
technology, it mea- 
sures the vibration 
rate of atoms - 
a constant -to 
calibrate time. 
This means that 
the clock deviates 
less than one sec- 
ond over a one 
million year peri- 

od! The Atomic Clock even adjusts automat- 
ically for daylight savings time, so you don't 
have to remember to "spring forward" or 
"fall back ". This clock is the only atomic 
clock with an internal calibrator that cre- 
ates "intelligent" adjustments based on the 
latest signal readings. The desktop model is 
the only clock that will not lose time with low 
power or when you change its batteries. 

An easy time. The most accurate clock in 
the world is of no use if it is difficult to 
operate. The Arcron Atomic Clock is engi- 
neered in Germany using the latest 
scieitific technology. It comes in two 
s -yles, the wall clock and the executive 

desktop model. Both are 
designed to be function- 
al and easy to use. 

The desk 
clock's display 
features the 
exact time (in 
hours, minutes 
and seconds), 
month and 
date, or you 
can choose to 
display any 
two U.S. or 
world time 
zones. It fea- 
tures a sleek, 
European de- 
sign, and, at 
only eight 
ounces, is the 
perfect travel 

Every morning at 
1:00 a.m., this 
"smart" clock 
tunes in to the 
radio time signal 
emitted by the 
U.S. Atomic Clock 
in Colorado and 
automatically 
resets itself to 
the exact hour, 
minute and sec- 
ond. The U.S. 
Atomic Clock Is 
accurate to ten 
billionths of a 
second per day. 

clock. It also has dual alarms, per- 
fect for couples, and one -touch 
illumination for nighttime viewing. 

The handsome wall clock 
comes with temperature and 

humidity gauges. After you install the 
batteries, watch the hands spin at 20 times 

their normal rate, until the clock has adjusted 
to the precise time. Both the executive desk- 
top and the wall model have an internal 
antenna for superior reception sensitivity, 
without unattractive wires. 

Imagine having the ability to know the 
exact time, all the time. The Atomic Clock 
probably costs less than most of the clocks 
and watches you own, but you'll be able to 
use it to set them all correctly. Isn't it about 
time you had a clock you can trust? 

The time to buy is now! Act now and 
you can own the world's most precise time- 
piece. Both the executive desktop and the 
wall model come with a one -year manufac- 
turer's limited warranty and Comtrad's risk - 
free home trial. If you are not completely sat- 
isfied, return your purchase within 90 days 
for a full "No Questions Asked" refund. 

Atomic Wall Clock $99 $8 S&H 

Atomic Desktop Alarm Clock $99 $8 S&H 

Please mention promotional code 2761 -12795. 

For fastest service call toll -free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 
Jw 420 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the total 
amount including S&H. To charge it to your credit card, 
enclose your account number and expiration date. 

Virginia residents only - please add 4.5% sales tax. 

comtrad 
industries 
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102 5 
Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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LETTERS 
OP -AMP BASICS 
CLARIFICATIONS 

Since I have received other ques- 
tions on my article, "Hands -on App- 
roach to Op -Amp Basics" (Popular 
Electronics, February 1998), I would 
like to make some further clarifications. 
(See my previous correspondence in 

the Letters column of the April issue.) 
I discovered another error that could 

be the source of some confusion. The 
values for Cl and C6 were given as 1 

p.F in the schematic and parts list; these 
should have read "0.1 p.F." Also, in the 
last paragraph on page 39, references 
to R8 should be replaced with "R9." 

Regarding Figure 3: As printed (and 
in the original graph) there are two sets 
of numbers for the vertical scale. The 
intention was to provide both linear 
(actual voltage gain) and logarithmic 
(dBv) indications. The large numbers 
represent decibels, and the small num- 
bers represent actual voltage gain: "0" 

dB (bottom of the graph) represents 
unity gain. The small numbers go up 
from there to voltage gains of 2, 3, 4, 

etc. to 10, which represents 20 dB rela- 
tive to unity. (Note that since we're 
working with voltage, each decade rep- 
resents 20 dB, not 10 dB, since power 
is proportional to voltage squared.) 
Since this is a log -log graph, the small 
numbers marking the next divisions 
would represent voltage gains of 20, 
30, 40 etc. to 100, which is 40 dB. 
Similarly, above 40 dB the small num- 
bers would indicate voltage gains of 

200, 300, 400...up to 1000, represent- 
ing a gain of 60 dB relative to unity. 

The markers for 10, 30, and 50 dB 
were omitted simply because they are 
awkward, falling at voltage gains of 
3.16, 31.6 and 316, respectively. 
Again, though, since we're using a log - 
log graph, these points would be 
exactly at the midpoints between the 
0, 20, 40, and 60 dB markers. 

I'm sorry if using this dual axis -mark- 
ing approach was a source of confu- 
sion. It's common engineering practice 
to plot the actual voltage response 
(since the readings are gathered using 
an AC voltmeter) on log paper, then 

6 adding the decibel equivalents at con- 
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Lower frequency response characteristics of the RIAA Magnetic Phono Preamp 

venient intervals. Saves a lot of tom- 
foolery with taking logarithms, but 
makes it confusing to people unfamiliar 
with this shortcut plotting method. 

I should have stated that the 3 dB 
corners imposed by the input and output 
networks are in addition to the roll -off 

inherent in the RIM filter itself (imposed 
by the T- network composed of R4, R6, 

and C3, and the corresponding parts in 

the right channel amplifier). This "built - 
in" rolloff is partly responsible for the 
peak at about 80 Hz, and causes the 
rolloff below that to "shelf" at 10 Hz. The 
magnitude of the shelf can be computed 
by calculating the DC gain of the ampli- 
fier, which is 1 + (15k+51k)/15k, or 5.4. 
Taking 20 x log (5.4) gives an equiva- 
lent dBv figure of almost 15 dB. 

The presence of the input and output 
high -pass poles at 30 Hz is responsible 
for eliminating this shelf. You can barely 
see the change in direction of the curve 
of Fig. 3. Coming down from the peak, 
the curve appears to be headed towards 
the shelf, and then changes direction 
and starts heading more sharply down- 
wards again. Each pole causes the 

response to be down 3 dB at the corner 
frequency (this is also called the half - 
power point, and represents a linear 
voltage -gain ratio of about 71 %). Below 
the corner frequency, the response 
asymptotically approaches a straight 
line with a slope of 6 dB per octave. 
Since there are two poles involved 
(input and output), the total rolloff is 

therefore 12 dB per octave. 
The corner frequencies are given 

by the equation 

fc= 1/(27RC) 

For example, using the input net- 
work, we get 

fc= 1/(6.28 x 51 x 103 x 0.1 x 10-6) 
= 1/(32 x 10-3) = 1/.032 = 31.3 Hz 

If the circuit is modified as men- 
tioned in the text (increasing C1 /C6 to 
1 µF, etc.), the corner frequency is 

lowered to about 3 Hz, and the "built - 
in" rolloff is allowed to reach the shelf 
starting around 10 Hz before the 12 dB 
per octave coupling circuit rolloff kicks 
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in around 3 Hz. 
Attached is a graph of the lower 

region of the amplifier's response 
which might help clarify this. At the left, 
near the top of the page, is the natural 
response of the T -net within the feed- 
back loop. This is what the response 
would look like if the inputs and out- 
puts were DC- coupled. At the lower 
right corner of the page is the effect of 
the input and output coupling net- 
works. (Note that these straight line 
segments are the asymptotes; the 
actual response would of course be a 
curve passing through the 3 dB point 
and asymptotically approaching the 
straight lines as suggested by the 
dashed lines.) In the case of the input 
and output networks, since the corner 
frequencies are the same, the attenu- 
ation is doubled (in decibels) so that 
our corner is actually 6 dB down (not 
just 3 dB as would be the case with a 
single pole filter), and the slope of the 
rolloff is 12 dB per octave (not just 6 

dB /oct. as for a single pole). The 
heavy line represents the net effect, 
which is to give a total of 18 dB per 
octave rolloff down to the 10 Hz shelf, 
at which point it decreases to 12 dB 
per octave. 

I was hesitant to get too deeply into 
the AC analysis of this circuit, because 
this can rapidly become verbose and 
unnecessarily complicated. Given that 
these questions have been raised, it is 

possible that others will find these clar- 
ifications of interest also. 
-Fred Nachbaur 

ARTICLE SUGGESTION 
I have been a subscriber for many 

years, and I have found Popular 
Electronics and Electronics Now to 
be my favorites. It has been years since 
there has been any thing on the hobby 
of metal detecting. An article on the var- 
ious methodologies and theories of 
detection or any project connected to 
this subject would be appreciated. 
Thanks for your help. 
D.B.S. 
Stamford, NY 

STEREO, ANYONE? 
I would like to devise a receiver that 

would pick out the FM stereo signal 
from my TV cable converter (a Time 
Warner unit set on Channel 3) which 
would then provide FM stereo to speak- 
ers. All of our TV sets and VCRs are 
non -stereo, and I don't want to pur- 

chase new ones just to get stereo 
sound. Perhaps a receiver that would 
feed its output into a conventional FM 
stereo set would work. 

Can any reader help me with a 

solution to this question? 
James A. Waite 
Oakland Street Electronics 
3341 Oakland Street 
Eau Claire, WI 54703 

HAVES & NEEDS 
One of my hobbies is bringing old 

radios and electronic equipment 
back to life. I recently picked up a 

Commodore Plus4 Computer at a thrift 

store. Of course, it's inoperative, and I 

would like to get it working. Could any- 
one provide me with the circuit dia- 
gram that I need to service this 
old- timer? I would gladly pay for a 

usable copy. 
Steve Rustyak 
1102 N. Cayuga Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 

Some Commodore sources on the 
Web are: www. jbrain. com /cswap/ (class- 
ified ads), www. jbrain. com /caboom (a 

Commodore meta -index), and www. 
jbrain. corn/vicug (Commodore user's 
group).- Editor 

PC -BOARD DESIGN 
made easy 

Why have more than 25,000 
pc board designers chosen 
EAGLE as their layout tool? 

Mainly because EAGLE is so easy to 
use that you can start designing your 
own boards within a few hours. But 
there are many other good reasons! 
Check out our Web Site for a free demo 
and more detailed information. 

EAGLE 3.5 
Schematic Capture Board Layout 

A Jtorouter 

for Windows 95/NT 
Windows 95 anc Windows NT are registered 
trademarks of Mcrosoll Corporation. 

V trsl-Nvlrn., u+M 
ammo sl'-J17°WpU'q.VJJ3'dLJJ .LJf9,eF.-r-. 

FREE Support! 
No Maintenance Fee! 

EAGLE Standard 

Board Size: 6.3 x 4 Inches 
4 Signal Layers 
99 Sheets per Schematic 

398$ 

EAGLE Light 

Board Size: 4 x 3.2 inches 
2 Signal Layers 
1 Sheet per Schematic 

100$ 

Order a FREE demo today 
and experience EAGI'E first hand. 
You will be atr 

EAGLE Professional 

Board Size: 64 x 64 inches 
16 Signal Layers 798$ 
99 Sheets per Schemdic 

alic Capture and Board Layout. 

'it available for 50/199/399$. 
Pay tbë difference for Upgrades. 

CodSoft Computer, Inc., 801 S. Federal Highway, Delray Beach. FL 33483 
Hotline (561) 274 -8355, Fax (561) 274 -8218, E -Mail nfo<ilcadsoftusa.com 
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SCANNER SCENE 
Everyone's Tracking Trunks 

Add RadioShack to the list of 
scanner manufacturers ready, 

willing, and fully able to meet the needs 
of scannists who require monitoring 
gear that can wrangle with standard 
two -way FM communications, plus the 
most popularly encountered 800 -MHz 
trunked communications systems. You 

got it! Here comes the PRO -90 Trunk 
Tracker, a 300 -channel triple- conver- 
sion handheld whizbang. 

The PRO -90 offers its channels set 
up in ten banks of 30 each, and it cov- 
ers the 29 -54, 137 -174, 406 -512, 
806 -824, 849 -869, and 894 -960 MHz 
communications bands, plus the 
108 -136 MHz VHF aeronautical band. 
There are ten priority channels, plus 
pre -programmed service -search chan- 
nels for police, fire, aeronautic, mar- 
itime, and weather operations. 

The trunk -tracking properties allow 
you to identify the various user groups 
within a trunked system shared by sev- 
eral agencies. Then you can search 
for those you want and lock out the 
unwanted users. Triple- conversion cir- 
cuitry means virtual elimination of 
almost all annoying interference from 
image signals. Data skip and search 
skip lets you shut -out irritating lockups 
during searches. 

The PRO -90 comes with a re- 
chargeable battery pack, plus an AC 

adapter /charger, a belt clip, and a de- 
tachable rubber duckie antenna (with 
BNC connector). A leather case is op- 
tionally available as an accessory. 

What with trunked 800 -MHz sys- 
tems becoming popular with municipal 
systems, especially in major cities, the 
PRO -90 Trunk Tracker handheld looks 
to be a serious contender. You can get 
a looksee at your nearest RadioShack 
store. 

SECRET STUFF 
Looking for surveillance communi- 

cations and wondering where they 
are? Well, one reader wrote in to say 
that he monitored two DEA surveil- 
lance helicopters in New Jersey. They 
were working one another on 120.775 

8 MHz, while communicating on 418.75 

C,flit 
&eïL.. 

The PRO -90 Trunk Tracker /rnm RadioS7urk is a 

3(1(1 -channel triple- conversion handheld unit. 

MHz with ground surveillance vehicles. 
Generally speaking, search the 

418.00- 419.00 -MHz band for DEA sur- 
veillance operations. Some FBI sur- 
veillance operations, in conjunction 
with various combined police /FBI task 
forces, have been reported in the 
172.00 -173.00 -MHz band. 

Recently, the FCC issued an ex- 
perimental license (WA2XKW) to CBS 
Communications Services, of Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL, "for test, development, 
and demonstrations of communica- 
tions and surveillance equipment for 
federal, state, and local governments." 
The license is for fixed and mobile 
operation anywhere in the continental 
United States. Among the frequency 
bands authorized are: 138.00- 140.00, 

MARC SAXON 

150.05- 174.00, 216.00- 222.00, 
410.00- 413.00, 450.00- 512.00, 
806.00- 824.00, and 851.00- 869.00 
MHz. 

According to several recent reports 
from readers, Secret Service and relat- 
ed communications during visits of the 
President have been most frequently 
noted on 164.65, 164.8875, 165.2125, 
165.375, 165.7875, and 166.5125 
MHz. Some transmissions are sent "in 

the clear" (that is, unscrambled). 
The AF -1 plane -to -limo phone circuit 
(162.6875/171.2875 MHz) has been 
observed being tested while the plane 
is on the ground. The trusty old 415.70 
MHz AF -1 air /ground phone channel 
appears to have fallen into disuse. 

If you hear odd signals occasionally 
on 173.075 MHz, that's the channel 
used nationally by the Lojack stolen - 
vehicle recovery system. When a 

Lojack- equipped vehicle is reported to 
the police as being stolen, the police 
transmit a coded data signal on this fre- 
quency. That turns on (only) the stolen 
vehicle's hidden Lojack tracking trans- 
mitter, which also operates on this fre- 
quency. The vehicle sends out a series 
of beep signals. The signals enable 
police mobile units equipped with radio 
direction finders to track down the loca- 
tion of the stolen vehicle in a short time. 
Lojack is used in many areas now, and 
you may be unhappily surprised to 
notice how often this frequency comes 
alive in your community! 

MYSTERY SIGNAL? 
"What about an open carrier with no 

modulation that often appears on 
288.0 MHz ?" asks Harry Konrad, of 
Indianapolis, IN. He reports it can stay 
there for an hour or more, causing his 
scanner to lock up when he is search- 
ing the UHF aeronautical band. It's not 

there every day though, but it's a real 
signal. That's to say, he knows it isn't a 

birdie because it is not listed in his 

owner's manual as such; also the sig- 
nal vanishes when the antenna is dis- 
connected. Harry wants to know if we 
can tell him who uses this frequency in 

his area and what reason they would 
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have to transmit on it in this manner. 
This type of complaint isn't all that 

uncommon these days, sorry to say. 
Yes, it is a very real signal, but not from 
a communications station deliberately 
sending it out. Unfortunately, many 
modern devices now in common use 
contain chips and other circuitry that 
seem to oscillate low -level radio signals 
on all sorts of strange and unexpected 
frequencies. These devices often 
include, for example, computers, word 
processors, other radios, control cir- 
cuits, timers, vehicle ignition systems, 
and cordless telephones (even some 
phones that transmit when not in actual 
use). Granted these signals don't gavel 
far. Yet, if a scanner happens to be 

close enough to one or more such 
devices, their signals will enter via the 
antenna and cause the type of grief 
Harry describes. 

In Harry's particular case, it sounds 
to us like the culprit is someone's per 
sonal computer. Possibly one being 
used by a neighbor, or even a member 
of Harry's own household. We receive 
at least two letters per month here 
concerning similar mystery signals. 

LIGHTS! CAMERA! 
A reader reports having a handheld 

scanner available while watching a 

Hollywood crew do location filming of a 

major motion picture. Putting the unit 
into search mode, he discovered eight 
channels in use by the director and crew 
(props, transportation, carpenters, etc.). 
They were referred to as Channels 1 -8 

in the following order: 467.06, 468.98, 
466.63, 469.34, 466.60, 469.05, 464.15, 
and 464.40 MHz. These frequencies 
may well be standard for location 
shoots, so make a note of them just in 

case you have the opportunity to use 
them! 

Please keep us posted with your 
monitored frequencies, questions, and 
comments. Our e-mail address is: 

Sigintt@aol.com, or you can write to us 

at: Scanner Scene, Popular Elec- 
tronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., Farming- 
dale, NY 11735. 
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Free Sample! ó !,off :, ;- ' l- 
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MulTiMEdiA WATCh 
SCSI Motherboards, a 100x CD- 
ROM Drive, and More! 

Before I start this month's col- 
umn, I'd like to make a correc- 

tion to something I said in my March 
column. I mentioned that if you put a 
narrow SCSI device (8 -bits) on a wide 
SCSI chain (16- bits), the whole chain 
would drop down to narrow perfor- 
mance. The fact is, however, that per- 
formance suffers only when the narrow 
device is active -but even that is not 
entirely true. Let me just say that there 
is a tremendous amount of confusion 
out there regarding SCSI basics. I got 
my misinformation from a tech for a 

well -known SCSI vendor. And plenty of 
computer -savvy people confirmed what 
I heard. Basically all SCSI devices 
should negotiate their own proper con- 
nection speed, regardless of the con- 
troller type. Fast devices must wait for 
slower ones to finish what they're 
doing, but they would also have to wait 
for faster ones as well -just not quite as 
long. That's why servers usually isolate 
fast SCSI devices from slower ones by 
providing separate controllers. 

Anyway, I'm seeing a new trend in 

high -end motherboards these days, 
and that is to have SCSI built right into 
Pentium II motherboards. I think it's 
going to become pretty much stan- 
dard, just as IDE controllers are 
always featured on motherboards. 
However, IDE controllers are standard 
on all motherboards, while SCSI will 
only become standard at the high end. 
That's because low -end systems have 
no need for expensive SCSI- expen- 
sive in relative terms, that is. A low - 
end motherboard might feature built -in 
video, but not SCSI. The boards are 
using genuine Adaptec Ultra -Wide 
SCSI controller chips, too, so they can 
be trusted completely. Having SCSI 
built into the motherboard leaves valu- 
able expansion slots free for use with 
other peripherals. 

A company called Iwill recently sent 
me a couple of its latest motherboards 
to check out, both Pentium II units, and 

10 both with SCSI and an Accelerated 

Graphics Port (AGP) built in. I haven't 
tested any AGP graphics adapters that 
are much more impressive than their 
PCI counterparts, but I've seen some 
impressive demos, and some really 
cool stuff is on the way. Anyway, one of 
Iwill's motherboards, the DPIILS2 at a 

manufacturer's suggested retail price 
(MSRP) of $499, accepts two Pentium 
Il CPUs, while its lower -cost sibling, 
the PIILS (MSRP of $359) accepts 
only one CPU, but is otherwise identi- 
cal in design. 

Iwill's DPIILS2 ATX form factor motherboard 
will accept two Pentium I1 processors and has 

Adaptec SCSI and Accelerated Graphics Port 
built in. 

Iwill's new ATX form factor mother- 
boards use Intel's latest 440 LX chipset 
that supports the new AGP function 
and new Ultra DMA33 interface, which 
boost the IDE interface data transfer 
rate up to 33 MB /second. The DPIILS2 
features an Adaptec AIC 7895 ASIC 
with dual Ultra -Wide SCSI channels - 
it's equivalent to having an AHA 
3940UW card. The two channels can 
hook up to 30 devices with a total data 
transfer rate up to 80 MB /second to 
satisfy server applications. The PIILS 
features an Adaptec AIC 7880 ASIC 
with a single -channel Ultra -Wide SCSI 
interface -this is equivalent to having 
an Adaptec AHA 2940UW card. The 
single channel can connect up to 15 

devices with a data transfer rate up to 

MARC SPIWAK 
TECHNICAL. EDITOR 
WINDOWS MAGAZINE 

40 MB /second to serve CAD /CAM and 
multimedia applications. You can find 
out more about Iwill's motherboards at 
www. iwillusa. corn. 

100x CD -ROM DRIVE 
A while back I was talking about CD- 

ROM drives and how they really can't 
get much faster than they are now. Well 
they still can't, but there is, and always 
has been, a way to make the apparent 
speed of a CD -ROM drive faster -and 
that is to copy the data to a hard drive 
first. It's just that one is more likely to do 
this with today's huge hard drives. I'm 
not talking about permanently copying 
data off a CD- ROM -simply buffering 
data to a hard drive is enough. 

Elitegroup Computer Systems' 
Smart 100x CD ROM drive ($89) uses 
a system's hard disk drive as a CD 
buffer, enabling transfer rates as fast 
as 33.3 MB /second and access times 
as low as 10 ms. The bundled buffering 
software lets users choose the desired 
buffer size. Up to 100% of the CD ROM 
disc can be buffered. The buffering 
software automatically copies some or 
all of a CD's contents to disk, but only 
when both the hard drive and CD -ROM 
are inactive so as not to affect system 
performance. The scheme works, but 
the penalty is that a portion of the hard 
drive is lost to buffering forever. 
Nonetheless, it is one way to speed up 
a CD -ROM. 

CD SCRATCH REMOVER 
Scratches on CDs and CD -ROMs 

are not good and can sometimes cause 
a disc to fail or skip. I recently learned of 
a product designed to repair most 
scratches to restore operation of a disc. 
ScratchAway, from ScratchAway of 
North America, comes in two flavors - 
one for music CDs and another for CD- 
ROMs. Apparently there is a difference 
in the plastic used on the two types of 

discs. At least that's what ScratchAway 
claims. 

ScratchAway uses a two -part for- 
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mula to remove the milkiness caused 
by a scratch, again making the plastic 
coating clear. Scratches might still be 
visible, but the disc should still play 
properly. The product is useless -and 
so is your disc -if the scratch is made 
through the silk- screened side and into 
the foil layer containing the data. I have 
personally seen the product work on at 
least one disc -a music CD that would 
no longer play. The scratch repair kits 
will restore more than 40 discs. I just 
hope you don't have that many ruined 
discs on hand. The audio CD repair kit 

costs $19.95 and the CD -ROM kits 
costs $29.95. Add $3.95 to either for 
shipping and handling. 

Elitegroup Computer Systems' Smart 100x CD- 
ROM drive uses a system's hard disk- dr-iv. as a 

CD buffer, enabling transfer rates as fast as 33.3 

MB /second and access times as low as 10 ms. 

NEW SOFTWARE 
LucasArts' Balance of Power offers 

challenging new campaigns for X -Wing 
vs. Tie Fighter. Players engaging in the 
Rebel Campaign can enlist in the elite 
Rogue Squadron to continue the fight 
for freedom. The Imperial Campaign 
lets players join the Galactic Empire's 
infamous Avenger Squadron to battle 
for the glory of Emperor Palpatine. 
Each campaign can be flown in single 
or multiplayer mode. Balance of Power 
includes new melee missions and corn - 
bat engagements. In addition to other 
enhancements, Balance of Power fea- 
tures a new B -wing starfighter and a 

non -pilotable Super Star Destroyer -a 
key battle target. Should you wish to 
accept this mission, be prepared to 
spend $29.95 estimated street price 
(ESP). 

Personal Roots, from Expert 
Software, is an easy way to preserve 
your family heritage. You begin by 
entering basic information about par- 
ents, children, and marriages. The you 
enter your favorite family stories in the 
notes section. You can even store digi- 
tal images of family photographs. You 

can enter up to two million relatives for 

each family tree -although I doubt that 
anyone could live long enough to enter 
that much data. There are ten addition- 
al fields that you can customize. It's 

easy to search for ancestors or descen- 
dants as long as you've already entered 
the information. You can easily print 
ancestor trees with up to 30 genera- 
tions on a single sheet of paper. 
Personal Roots costs $14.99. Also from 
Expert Software comes Bicycle Sol- 
itaire. This lets you match wits against 
the odds in over 50 different solitaire 
variations -some involving up to four 
decks. Other titles from Expert Software 
include Calendar Shop, Sonic CD, and 
McDonaldland Silly Games for kids. All 
of these cost $14.99. 

Sweet! Digizine has a new issue out. 
This quarterly CD -ROM uses popular 
entertainment to expose teenagers to 
valuable life skills such as leadership, 
decision- making, and self- esteem. Each 
issue of Sweet! includes carefully 
selected celebrity interviews designed 
to motivate teens into positive action. 
The second issue features interviews 
with boxer Oscar de la Hoya, actress 
Jessica Biel, and blues musician Jonny 
Lang. It also features film clips from Men 

in Black. Sweet! Digizine, is offered in 

an educational version which includes a 

facilitator's guide and printable lesson 
plans designed to assist teachers in 

using Sweet! in the classroom. Schools 
can order an annual, four -issue sub- 
scription for $99. An entertainment ver- 
sion is targeted at teens and is available 
as single issues in magazine -style pack- 
aging. It can be purchased at news- 
stands, book stores, and music stores 
for $6.95. 

Activision's Quake Il is loose, and it 

delivers non -stop action as players 
attempt to annihilate alien aggressors 
and save Earth from mass destruction. 
The future of humanity is at stake as 
Earth launches its final assault against 
alien aggressors. Players must infil- 
trate the alien planet and fight their 
way through heavily fortified military 
installations. Garners must duck gun- 
fire and crawl through narrow shafts to 
annihilate enemies in 39 different lev- 
els, while 18 flesh- hungry monsters 
relentlessly hunt players down. Quake 
Il has a suggested retail price of 
$54.95. 

Nightmare Creatures, also from 
Activision is now available on the PC 
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WHERE TO GET IT 

Access Software 
4750 Wiley Post Way 
Building 1, Suite 200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 
801 -359 -2900 
www. accesssoftware. com 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Activision 
11601 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 
310 -255 -2000 
www. activision. com 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Elitegroup Computer Systems 
45401 Research Drive 
Fremont, CA 94539 
510- 226 -7333 
888 -ECS -2288 
www.ecsusa.com 

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

e.works 
1358 5th Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
310- 656 -4540 
888 -98 -SWEET 
www.sweetstuff.com 

CIRCLE 63 ON FREE 
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Expert Software, Inc. 
800 Douglas Road, Executive Tower 
Coral Gables, FL 33134 
800 -443 -0786 
www.expertsoftware.com 
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Hasbro Interactive 
50 Dunham Road 
Beverly, MA 01915 
978 -921 -3700 
www. hasbro. corn 

CIRCLE 65 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

twill USA Corp. 
1542 Edinger #B 
Tustin, CA 92780 
714- 258 -4500 
www.iwillusa.com 
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INFORMATION CARD 

LucasArts Entertainment Company 
PO Box 10307 
San Rafael, CA 94912 
415 -472 -3400 
www.lucasarts. com 

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

ScratchAway of North America 
11 Dunanderry Way 
Paxton, MA 01612 
508 -791 -3615 
www.realmech.com.au/scratch/ 

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Syracuse Language Systems 
5790 Widewaters Parkway 
Syracuse, NY 13214 
800 -797 -5264 
www.syrlang.com 

CIRCLE 69 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Virgin Interactive Entertainment 
18061 Fitch Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
714 -833 -8710 
www.vie.com 

CIRCLE 70 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

platform. Nightmare Creatures plunges 
players into the underworld of 19th - 

century London to uncover a mysteri- 
ous cult. Players must destroy the 
monsters lurking in the city's sewers 
and back alleys. Another game, Heavy 
Gear, immerses players in a brutal civil 
war on Terra Nova in the 62nd century. 
Players pilot a sophisticated battle 
chassis known as a Gear, loaded with 
rifles, lasers, and grenades. These cost 
$49.95 each. 

Access Software is now bundling 
multiple expansion golf courses in a sin- 
gle set -The Links 5- Course Library, 
Volume 4 includes Torrey Pines South, 
a spectacular setting with the surging 
Pacific Ocean and steep 300 -foot 
canyons; the Oakland Hills South 

12 Course, home to numerous U.S. Opens 

and PGA Championships including the 
1996 U.S. Open; the Hyatt Dorado 
Beach East Course in Puerto Rico, a 

6985 -yard tropical masterpiece; Castle 
Pines in Castle Rock, Colorado, which 
is 7495 yards, the longest course on the 
PGA Tour; and the Ocean Course at 
Pelican Hill, carved into the bluffs north 
of Crystal Cove in Southern California, 
and featuring the Pacific as backdrop 
on every hole. Greens fee for these 
courses run $29.95 MSRP. 

New from Virgin Interactive comes 
SubSpace, an outer -space shoot -em- 
up game. The playing field consists of 
various obstacles, safe zones, and 
power- ups -players must collect 
power -ups to increase their ship's fire 
power, armament, maneuverability, and 
special weapons. Players can form 

teams or have themselves assigned to 
one through the computer. Points are 
scored for collecting power -ups and 
destroying opponents. SubSpace is 

divided into different zones, with each 
zone having unique team or player 
goals and levels of difficulty. Players 
can communicate in real -time with 
each other through an on- screen chat 
system. Arm -up with this game for 
$29.99. 

Syracuse Language Systems is 

offering multimedia software to help 
people learn another language. 
Success in Spanish is an interactive 
course of 12 structured lessons. Speech 
recognition evaluates the pronunciation 
of words, phrases, and sentences. guid- 
ing the learner towards a proper accent. 
The software can help users enhance 
leisure travel, prepare for a business 
trip, or improve language grades in 

school. A multimedia glossary provides 
the translations and pronunciation of 
2600 words. Success in Spanish sells 
for $24.95. A higher -level package, The 
Spanish Self -Study Edition is a 60 -les- 
son stand -alone multimedia course. It's 

ideal for business and leisure travelers, 
as well as high school and college stu- 
dents. This is the only language- learn- 
ing software with IBM continuous 
speech recognition built -in. Courses 
include speaking, listening, reading, 
writing, grammar, and vocabulary. The 
product includes a 60,000 -word multi- 
media dictionary, plus express links to 
selected language and travel websites. 
The package includes four CD -ROMs, a 

microphone, two audiocassettes, a two - 
volume workbook set, grammar guide, 
and pocket bilingual dictionary. The 
Spanish Self -Study Edition sells for 
$79.95. 

Frogger is back, thanks to Hasbro 
Interactive, and he's armed with new 
moves, power croak, heat -seeking 
tongue, and super jump. The coolest 
amphibian in town is lost in strange new 
worlds filled with hungry enemies. 
Quick reflexes help Frogger navigate 
polluted ponds, hostile deserts, dark 
caves, and more. The disc includes the 
original Frogger play pattern, plus ten 
new worlds and 50 levels of game play. 
Based on the arcade hit of the early 
1980s, the new Frogger is rebuilt with 
3D graphics. Players must guide 
Frogger to safety past multiple lanes of 
traffic, and a river filled with logs, swim- 
ming turtles, and hungry alligators. 
Jump at this for a MSRP of $39.95. 
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Nickelodeon PhotoBlaster 

If you've ever purchased a 
camera for a young child over 
the age of 6 years, you've 

probably gone through quite a few 
rolls of film before the child "mas- 
tered" their photographic aptitude. 
Leave it to Nickelodeon to come 
up with a camera that gives your 
child four times the chances to 
practice snapping a picture and, I 

might add, create some really cool 
shots. The Nickelodeon PhotoBlaster 
is a 35 -mm precision camera, with 
two focus -free lenses, which takes 
four 2- x 3 -inch pictures on each 4- 
x 6 -inch print. This concept is rela- 
tively new to the juvenile photo 
industry and means that a roll of 24- 
exposure film will give you a whop- 
ping 96 different shots (four per 
print). The PhotoBlaster comes corn - 
plete with two required AA batter- 
ies and a roll of 12 exposure Kodak 
35 -mm film. This way your enthusias- 
tic photographer can be handed 
the camera, and it's ready to go. 

The PhotoBlaster is indeed a 
child -friendly camera. The instruc- 
tions were quite thorough (printed 
in English and Spanish) and were 
set up to easily locate the highlight- 
ed direction you were looking for. 
After an adult loads the camera 
and advances the film to the first 
picture, the PhotoBlaster is ready to 
be kid -handled. The camera size is 

designed to avoid common child - 
related mishaps. For example, by 
placing one hand on the "Green 
Slime" hand -grip and the other on 
the purple side of the camera, 
small fingers would really have to 
stretch to cover the lens. This almost 
completely prevents those discour- 
aging fingertip shots. Similarly, the 
"Big Red Button" shutter release 
knob is quite easy to push, but not 
easy enough to take unwanted 
pictures. The bright purple film 

Novel new camera for kids takes 
four different pictures in each frame 

and quadruples the number of images per roll. 

Nickelodeon PhotoBlaster features a "Big Red Shoot Button," "Green Slime" sure -grip handle, an 

easy -view film counter, built -in flash, easy -wind film advance knob, and best of all-four times the 

number of pictures per roll as a standard camera! 

advance wheel is also designed 
with the child in mind. It's simple 
enough for little fingers to turn, but 
not overturn and break. The cam- 
era is equipped with auto -flash, a 
bright red LED indicator that shows 
when the built -in flash is activated, 
and auto -focus 

Besides its easy -to -use fea- 
tures, the PhotoBlaster meets the 
most stringent safety standards. 
Nickelodeon's entire line of "serious 
electronics" are deemed child - 
safe by its distributor Long Shore 
Technologies, are rigorously tested 
and reviewed for child safety by a 
nationally recognized testing labo- 
ratory, and are fully compliant with 
national safety standards. There 
are many safety features which set 
this camera apart from its com- 
petitors. For example, it has no 
sharp edges or loose parts, and the 
knobs are made in shapes and 
sizes which can be readily manipu- 
lated by children. The external walls 

are up to 50% thicker than similar 
products, which adds to the cam- 
era's strength and durability. The 
camera goes through extensive 
abuse testing (drop, torque, tension 
and impact tests) and must meet 
the standard before and after test- 
ing. Construction of the body is in a 
tough, impact- resistant ABS plastic. 
The paint, ink, and other coatings 
are tested for toxicity and con- 
firmed appropriate for children's 
products. They are also tested for 
electrical safety. Nickelodeon's tag 
line, "serious electronics built to last" 
found on all Nickelodeon electronic 
products, is backed by a six -month 
"no- nonsense" warranty that guar- 
antees free replacement of a 
defective product. 

Four Times the Fun. Besides the 
lure of the Nickelodeon name, what 
differentiates the PhotoBlaster from 
other "kid- cameras" is that the 
PhotoBlaster is a "half- frame" cam- 13 
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era -so each shot is only half as 
wide as a regular 35 -mm negative. 
This doubles the number of pictures 
you can take. Furthermore, the two 
lenses on the camera then divide 
each frame into a top and bottom 
half. Ergo, the first shot exposes the 
top right quarter, the second the 
bottom right, the third top left, etc. 
Each of these mini- 2- x 3 -inch pic- 
tures can be cut out easily by kids 
along the black division lines which 
separate each shot. 

We took our PhotoBlasterwith our 
six -year -old daughter to her ele- 
mentary school to practice our pic- 
ture taking. The amount of positive 
feedback the camera generated 
was overwhelming. All the kids, both 
boys and girls, wanted to get a look 
at the "cool Nickelodeon camera" 
and tell their parents "I want one!" 
And this was before they even saw 
how unique the pictures were. The 
moms were also relieved to learn 
that the camera was quite accessi- 
ble. Besides the local toy stores, the 
camera is available at stores nation- 
wide: Target, Amway, FAO Schwarz, 
the Sears catalog, and more. As a 
parent who wants to provide her 
child with the same popular toy "all 
the other kids have," being able to 
locate the item is an extremely ben- 
eficial feature. The manufacturer's 
suggested list price, $39.95, is quite 
reasonable for this camera, and dis- 
counts may be available. And when 
you develop the film you only pay 
for one picture when you're really 
getting four. This comes to a 75% 
saving in developing alone. 

Pros and Cons. We tested the 
Photoblaster quite extensively with 
two rolls of film. Another 12- exposure 
roll was difficult to locate, so we had 
to settle for a 24- exposure roll (or 96 
separate pictures) -we were shoot- 
ing everything in sight! We ran the 
camera through its paces and 
came across a few flaws which pre- 
vented us from giving the product a 
"picture- perfect" review. 

Loading the batteries is quite 
easy, even for a child; however, the 
closure on the bottom of the cam- 
era kept opening. Our child- tester 
placed the camera down a few 
times and was discouraged to find 
the batteries on the floor. Also, on 

14 impact, the batteries could fall out. 

The frame counter is imprecise. 
To begin shooting, you must take 
pictures until the frame counter 
reaches #1. This is very hard to judge 
because of the unclear reading of 
exposures in the frame counter. You 
may end up taking pictures too 
soon or wasting the beginning 
shots. The counter is indexed from 1 

to 144 (the last frame in a 36 -expo- 
sure roll), with index marks every 8 

exposures. You are never exactly 
sure what exposure you are up to- 
not that it really matters as the cam- 
era is completely double- exposure 
proof just turn the bright purple 
knurled knob a short distance to 
advance the frame. 

One feature which definitely has 
its pros and cons is the lens cover 
mechanism, which turns off the 
camera flash after one minute if you 
do not take a picture. This feature is 

great because we all know how 
easily kids waste batteries. If they 
leave the lens open and walk away, 
the camera shuts off and the batter- 
ies are saved. However, if the child is 

contemplating that perfect shot 
and it takes longer than a minute, 
the flash won't go off. As we were 
walking around inside the school, we 
didn't realize the lens cover had 
been open for over a minute. We 
saw a photo opportunity, aimed the 
camera, and depressed the "Big 
Red Button " -nothing happened - 
the flash didn't work -we unwittingly 
timed out! This was very discourag- 
ing; we missed a few good shots and 

had to repeatedly ask the question, 
"Did the flash go off?" The lens door 
must be closed and opened again 
to turn the flash on and reactivate 
the flash sensor. By the way, the flash 
range is from 4 feet to about 10 feet 
from your subject. 

After taking our 12 exposures (48 
pictures) and manually rewinding 
the film, we took the film over to the 
local one -hour supermarket -type 
photo lab. We explained to the 
technician what type of camera it 

was (even though our Photo8laster 
claims to need no special develop- 
ing). He examined the film and said 
there should be no problem. 
Subsequently, the negatives came 
out fine, but some of the positive 
prints were cut off at the ends. The 
technician explained to us that his 

print -developing machine "reads" 
the wide black bands between 
frames to determine the end of one 
standard 4- x 6 -inch picture. How- 
ever the Photo8laster process also 
produces a thinner black band 
between the four individual pictures 
in this standard frame. Depending 
upon the setting of the print- devel- 
oping machine, it didn't know 
where one picture ended and the 
next began; hence some of the 
prints were partially printed full 2- x 
3 -inch size. We then took these 
negatives to our neighborhood 
photo store and explained to them 
the situation. They said it would be 
no problem to produce prints from 

(Continued on page 40) 

Typical presentation of four mini -sized pictures developed in a standard 4- X 6 -inch frame. 
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NET WATCh 
Online Updates and Free Stuff 

Elne of the most wonderful things 
that the Internet has done for 

the typical computer user is save him or 
her time and money. Time, because it's 

faster to download than wait for a 

FedEx or USPS truck, and money, 
because a lot of what you download 
doesn't cost anything. 

And, fellow computer user, just 
what are you downloading out there in 

cyberspace? "What aren't you down- 
loading?" might be a more appropriate 
question. If it's an application that can 
be run on a PC of any type, chances 
are a version of it is sitting on an FTP 
server on the Net just waiting to be 
summoned. 

Some of you might already have 
megabytes or gigabytes of programs 
stored on your system, but want to get 
the latest versions of each. Many soft- 
ware companies provide free upgrades, 
patches, and add -ons that are definitely 
worth the download time. But how do 
you find all these goodies and some- 
times necessities? Enter our two very 
useful, yet very different sites of choice 
for this month's column. 

For the most part, the sites we're 
going to look at are free. Neither of them 
cost anything to access and use, and 
one of them provides you with absolute- 
ly free downloads. So fire up your 
browser and make room on your hard 
drive -it's time to get some freebies! 

CATCH-UP 
Our first site is more of a virtual 

application than a static page. Catch 
UP, from Manageable Software Ser- 
vices, is a free service that makes it 

possible for you to keep current with the 
latest versions of whatever software is 

on your machine, without the hassle of 
searching through countless Web sites. 

To get set up, all you need to do is 

download the free Catch UP utility. It's a 
780k or so file that should not take long 
to stream down over a 28.8 -kbps con- 
nection. Copy the .EXE file to a new 
directory and run it. The application will 
automatically install and perform a scan 
of your hard drive. Once this is done, 

KONSTANTINOS KARAGIANNIS 

Cmrh l Ir Pra Nrisrnpr F-7 

CATC SULTS 

Sign up for Catch-UP News 

Catch -UP found the following updates to your software: 

Acrobat Reader 3.0 (32 -b11), request #2, can be upgraded to 

Top Production Release Acrobat Reader 3.01 .. (File Detain 
o Site 1 or Site 2 

DirectPlay 5.0 (4.05.00.0155) (32 -bit), request ?311, can be upgraded to... 

Top Production Release: DirectPlay 5.0a (4.05.01.1583) (File Details) 
(Win95 Only Patch) Site 1 

Catch UP makes it easy to stay current with the versions of the software that you have on your sys- 

tem. Choose your upgrade options and the software will find ary upgrades, patches, and plug -ins 

you need. 

the software will know every update - 
able program that's currently on your 
computer. These results are given to 
you in HTML format on your computer's 
Web browser. You can then check 
boxes next to the ones you want infor- 
mation about. 

Once you've decided which software 
you actually care to upgrade, select 
from one or more of these four 
options -Find newer production releas- 
es; Find the most recent releases; Find 
the most recent 32 -bit production 
releases of the 16 -bit applications; and 
Find the most recent 32 -bit releases of 
the 16 -bit applications. Then click the 
update button and watch the results 
appear. 

Each appropriate program result 

HOT SITES 

Manageable Software Services 
www.manageable.com 

Nonage 
www.nonags.com 

will have information on what versions 
are available, what kind of license the 
upgrade nas (freeware, shareware, 
etc.), and a direct link to the upgrade. 
Not bad for a free service, huh? In fact, 
from what I've found so far, all of Catch 
UP's competition comes from compa- 
nies that charge for update informa- 
tion. This makes this site and service a 
great choice for anyone. 

What kind of software can you keep 
up with through the service? The list of 
every title is too long to print here, but 
here are some of the categories. 
Popular programs of these types are 
supported -Business, Career, Com- 
puting & Programming, Desktop, 
Drivers, Education, Fun & Games, 
Home & Personal, Internet & Telecom, 
Multimedia, Patches & Fixes, Utilities, 
and more. 

I particularly liked the fact that Catch 
UP takes a look at basic Windows files 
like those with a .dll extension. When 
these dynamic link libraries are outdat- 
ed, certain new programs won't run 

well or at all. Having the latest is 15 
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always a good idea and Catch UP 
makes that possible. Because it's so 
fast and foolproof, Catch UP is a ser- 
vice that you will find yourself using 
quite regularly. As a result, even that 
old PC on your desk will be able to bet- 
ter keep up with the quickly changing 
world of software. Whether it can actu- 
ally run the latest software is another 
story, of course. 

Finally, before moving onto our next 
site of interest, I should point out that if 

you read this column you're definitely in 

need of the type of service provided by 
Catch UP. After all, what program has 
more plug -ins, patches, and upgrades 
than a Web browser? 

NONAGS 
Here's a site that I've been using for 

years now, but only recently decided to 
pop into a column. Part of the reason 
for my delay is that the site has taken 
some time to really reach its prime. 

ft. 
I reewme Shareware Weld Center - Nenngs Mon Page - Netscape 

He Edil ytew qo Communicator 

1` 3 :"4 
Beck ... ; ANoad Home Search Guide Print S.curly Ste 

BOG- Nrelks At Locedrn:111tp /!cmweb corn/non egstmmnhOnl 
hsl lh1ess..e 1 Internet _i Loo :.rí New&Cool 

v 40 V c7 

Internet Applications For Win95 /NT 
D Chet Giants 
D Dialup Tools 
D E-Mail Clients 
D E-Mail Tools 
D FTP Clients 

HTIAL Tools 
D INC Clients 
D Java Tools 
D Mise Net Apps 

D News Readers 
D News Tickers 
D Server Daemon 
N Server Tools 

D Telnet Clients 
N Tune Clients 
N Virtual Reality 
N Web Browsers 
D Web Tools 

General Applications For WIn95iNT 
D A.tivirus Tools 
D Genreomi Line 
D Decode -UnZip 
D Desktop Mgmt. 
D Disk Utilities 
D Educational 

D Fun Toys 
D Drames 
D Graphics Tools 
D Leunchpeds 
N Misc. Utilities 

D Power Toys 
D Printing Tools 
D Programming 
D Screen Severs 
D Security Tools 

D Sound Utilities 
D Text Editors 
D Test Utilities 
D Tuning Tools 
D Tips -Help -Into 
N Missing Files 

The Coolware Section 
>Fonts D Free Senrtrws D Theories D Wallpaper D Irnos D Cursors D Logas 

Document Done 
J' 

As you can see, Nonags has an impressive collection of software types to choose from. Best of all, 
they're absolutely free. 

NONACS bile Utilities 32ld Neussopa 

.. 
Fhle ELIO 

7! 

yrew Leo Communicator beep 

3 II r 4 $ 41 
Reload Home Search Guide Pmt Seasiy Stop 

*Bookmarks /. LocetenIhnp i1cripieb.cum;nonags/hleuD2.html 

lnstar$Messae Internet 'J Lookup New /foul 

sCR3 

File Utilities - 32bit 

Drag -n -Drop Mutti Files Renamer 
Download Drag -n .Drop Multi Files Renamer 2.01 For Windows 95 (28 kb) 
Updated: Fab 02, 1998 
Homepage 
Author: Technologies documentòes 
Description: With this mini-application, you can modify the file extension or modify a 
segment of the file name of a large number of fies by dragging the files into il. (New: it 
accepts the ? wlIdcerd characters). Requires VB5 runtime. 

Ni 

4_. 

[Home] . [Top] 

Download Properties Plus 1.60 For Win 95 - NT 4.00 (226 Kb) 
Updated: Feb 05, 1998 
Author: Irish design 
Description: ProoertlesPlus Is a Explorer Add-on that adds a menu modlMna attributes. 

(Reelr+gNle..Der it 
. .. , 

) ! ? 

Each program linked to the Nonags site has lots of useful in /inmation, including a brief renew and 
16 the si_e of the download. 

When I first logged on about three 
years ago, there weren't too many free- 
bies available at Nonags. Now, the site 
has turned into one of the best spots to 
visit if you want to get something for 
nothing in the digital world. 

What exactly is Nonags? It's a free - 
ware site That means that after you 
download a program linked here and 
install it, you won't find the program 
shutting down in 30 days or constantly 
nagging you with reminders to pay 
some registration fee. Hence, the site's 
name. 

Just picture it; you're sitting at your 
computer thinking that there must be a 
better way to keep track of files on 
your system, or perhaps you're fretting 
over a possible virus infection your 
system might have. Instead of heading 
out to the software store, you load up 
your browser, type in the Nonags URL, 
and you're on your way to getting what 
you want. 

When you first log on to the site, 
you're greeted by a list of international 
sites. Choose from a server that's clos- 
est to you (several U.S. states are list- 
ed for those of us here), and you're in. 
Nonags designed its mirror sites this 
way to no doubt speed up access, as 
the farther away a server is from a 

user the more Net traffic could affect 
performance. 

On the main page for your closest 
server, you're presented with a huge list 
of categories to choose from. If you're 
the type who just likes to know what's 
new, scroll to the bottom of the page for 
all the recent updates. The categories 
are broken into three main groupings. 
The first, Internet Applications For 
Win95 /NT, will contain programs useful 
to anyone who visits the site. There are 
Chat Clients, Dialup Tools, E -Mail 
Clients, E -Mail Tools, FTP Clients, 
HTML Editors, HTML Tools, IRC 
Clients, Java Tools, News Readers, 
News Tickers, and Web Browsers, just 
to name a few. 

For an eclectic collection of comput- 
er applications, check out the General 
Applications For Win95 /NT, which con- 
tains Antivirus Tools, Decode -UnZip, 
Desktop Management, Disk Utilities, 
File Utilities, Games, Organizers, 
Printing Tools, Screen Savers, Security 
Tools, Sound Utilities, and several 
other useful aids. Finally, there's the 
Coolware Section, which satisfies 
every computer user's need to have 

(Continued on page 62) 
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0359768 $19.95 
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Troubleshooting 
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Campaci Disc Players 

0241996 $24.95 
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54.95 
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0157626 $24.95 0215286 $19.95 

0116113 $40.00 5871890 $12.99 

McGraw -dill CIRCUIT 
EFKYCLOPEDIA 
Ne- roublestooti+xtfetkk 

Volume 3 

0376115 $39.95 024247X $49.00 

gketronir 
Alarm and 
$CCUnty 
Systems 

a` 
-ttr. 

0305285 $39.95 0052387 $28.95 0376581 $39.50 0535469 $29.95 

Electronics 
=Book Cl S' Your one -stop electronics resource! 

CNES: 

How to Troubleshoot 
& Ropdr Automated 

Equipment 

Please send me the books listed below, billing me just $4.95, plus shipping /handling 
tax. Enroll me as a member of the Electroiics Book Clair according to the terms outlined in 
is ad. If not satisfied, I may return the books within 10 days without obligation and my member - 

hip will be cancelled. I agree to purchase just 2 more selections at regular club prices during the 
xt 12 months and may resign anytime thereafter. 

If you select a book that counts as 2 choices, write the book number in one box and XX in the next. 

Please bill me 
- Check or money order enclosed payable to: The McGraw -Hill Companies 

Charge my U Visa U MasterCard U AMEX U Discover 

cct.# Exp. Date / / 

ame Signature 
(required on an orders) 

`Address /Apt.# 

City /State 

Zip Phone 

Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by Electronics Book Club. Canada must remit in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks. 
) Applicants outside the U.S. and Canada will receive special ordering instructions. A shipping/handling charge & sales tax will be added 

all orders. © 1998 EBC 
PE698 
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JOIN NOW TO GET THESE 
GREAT CLUB BENEFITS: 
The largest selection of electronics books available 
anywhere - at up to 50% off publishers' prices. 

Free 10 -day trial on every book you order. You 
must be satisfied - or you may return any book 
within 10 days with no obligation. 

Free Bonus Book Program that lets you earn 
points for bigger book -buying power! 

Great Club Terms: simply buy 2 more books at 
exclusive member savings within the next 12 
months with no further obligation. 

Dependable Service and Delivery: you're guaran- 
teed to get the best choice of books from all pub- 
lishers. Every 3 -4 weeks, you'll receive the Club 
Bulletin, packed with the newest and best elec- 
tronics books. When the Bulletin arrives, if you 
want the Main Selection, do nothing - it will be 
shipped automatically. If you want another book 
or no book at all, just indicate your choice on the 
Reply Form and return it by the date specified. If 

you ever receive a book you don't want due to 
late delivery of the Club Bulletin you may return it 

at our expense. 
All books are paperback unless otherwise indicated. Publishers' paces shown. 
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ThiNk TANk 
More Goodies! 
I n last month's column we dis- 

cussed one of the fundamental 
structures within semiconductor tech- 
nology, namely the PN junction. In This 

issue we explore one of the first prac- 
tical semiconductor devices using the 
properties of the PN junction -namely 
the point- contact diode. The PN junc- 
tion is widely used both with integrated 
circuits and also as a discrete device 
for more conventional circuits. 

WHAT IS A POINT- 
CONTACT DIODE? 

The point- contact diode is the earli- 
est form of a semiconductor device. It 

was very simple and was constructed 
around a crystal of a substance such as 
galena, zincite, or carborundum -all of 
which are semiconductor material. In its 

original form with a "cat's whisker," the 
diode was used as a cheap and effec- 
tive method of detecting radio waves. A 
thin wire, or cat's whisker, preferably 
made of gold to avoid oxidation, was 
made to touch the crystal, as shown in 

Fig. 1. Other forms of detectors devel- 
oped later, including more expensive 
germanium diodes and eventually cost- 
ly detector tubes. As a result of this, she 

point- contact cat's whisker was used for 
many broadcast wireless receivers up 
through World War I. 

The cat's whisker detector set or 
crystal set was not nearly as reliable as 
we expect modern semiconductors to 
be. The 'whisker" had to be manually 
positioned on the crystal, locked in 

place, and then after a few hour's use 
the efficiency would fall and a new posi- 
tion would need to be found. Despite its 

shortcomings, the whisker and crystal 
was the first semiconductor to be used 
in radio or electronics. In those early 
days of wireless, people had no idea of 
how it operated, it worked comparative- 
ly well, and its price was within the 
reach of most wireless enthusiasts. 

( "What is A... ?" series reprinted by permis- 
sion from Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith 
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, 
Dorset BH18 8PW, England.) 

411113 JIIN 

Fig. I. A can's whisker diode using galena crystal 
(lead sulfide, the most common Pan of lead ow). 

SPPU IRE 

Fig. 2. A point- contact diode. 

Germanium Diodes 
Today's point- contact diodes are far 

more reliable. They are manufactured 
from a piece of N -type germanium on 
which a thin tungsten or gold wire (tak- 
ing the place of the whisker) is placed 
as shown in Fig. 2. Where the wire 
touches the germanium, some migra- 
tion of the metal occurs into the semi- 
conductor. This acts as an impurity and 
forms a small P -type area, and it cre- 
ates the PN junction. 

The PN junction is very small, and 
this means that it cannot withstand large 
values of current. A few milliamps is 

usually the maximum. Another feature 
about the point- contact diode is that the 
reverse current is higher than that of a 

good silicon diode. Values of around five 
to ten microamps are typical. Also, the 
reverse voltage that the diode can with- 
stand is not as high as many other sili- 
con types. The value is usually 
measured as the peak inverse voltage 
(PIV), i.e. the peak value of reverse volt- 
age that the diode can withstand. For 
one of these point- contact diodes, val- 
ues of around 70 volts are typical. 

Properties 
Although the point- contact diode, or 

germanium diode, is elementary in 

many respects, it does have a number 

ALEX BIE 

of advantages. The first is that it is easy 
to manufacture. Diffusion or epitaxial 
growth processes are needed to make a 
more conventional PN junction, and 
these processes are not required in the 
point- contact diode. It is simple enough 
for the manufacturer to cut up pieces of 
N -type germanium, mount them, and 
place a wire to them at the optimum rec- 
tification point. It is for this reason that 
these diodes were widely used in the 
early days of semiconductor technology. 

Another advantage lies in the point - 
contact diode's simplicity. As the junc- 
tion is very small, it has a very small 
value of capacitance. Although standard 
silicon diodes like the popular 1N914 
and 1N916 have values of only a few 
picofarads, those of the point- contact 
diodes are even lower, making them 
ideal for radio -frequency applications. 

Finally, the fact that the diode is 

made from germanium means that it 

has a low forward- voltage drop, mak- 
ing it ideal for use as a detector. This 
means a much lower voltage is needed 
for the device to conduct. The normal 
voltage is only 0.2 volts compared with 
0.6 volts for a silicon diode. 

A Crystal Set and Other 
Applications for the Diode 

Anyone wanting to build a crystal 
set should use a germanium diode as 
the detector. I have tried silicon diodes 
before now and found they just do not 
work! Although it is easy to "roll your 
own" radio crystal set, the individual 
components might be difficult to find 
nowadays. It is easier to buy the set 
and then do your own experimenting. 
One source for crystal sets and parts 
is Antique Electronic Supply, P.O. Box 
27468, Tempe, AZ 85285, Tel. 800- 
706 -6789 or 602- 820 -5411, Fax: 602- 
820 -4643, with a Web site: www.tube 
sandmore. corn. 

A more likely use for these diodes 
within hobbyists' circles is for RF 
probes using a simple circuit like that 
shown in Fig. 3. Here the low forward - 
voltage drop means that the circuit will 
detect much lower signal levels. While it 17 
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C5 
.47µF 

is possible to determine the actual 
probe voltage by adding 0.2 volts to the 

DC voltage read on the meter in many 
cases the meter will almost give a direct 
reading. 

The germanium type of point- contact 
diodes are not as common as they used 

to be. They are relatively old technology, 
but for the radio hobbyist they still per- 
form well and can be used in a variety of 

detecting roles where a low capacitance 
and a low voltage drop are essential. 

Next month, we will continue our 

PROBE 
POINT 

.01 
D1 

1N34A 

R1 

22K 
Cl 
.01 - 

TO 
METER 

Fig. 3. A circuit for an RF probe using a point - 
contact diode. 

TO PHONE -LINE 

TIP Cl 
.47 TO 1 µ F 

200V L1 NE1 
NE-2 

"What is a ... ?" series with the Schottky 
Diode. Right now let's look at all sorts 
of circuit goodies that you sent in. 

REMOTE TELEPHONE 
ALARM 

Did you ever miss an important tele- 
phone call because you were in your 
basement or garage and didn't hear the 
telephone ring? Or perhaps you heard it 

ring, but you heard it too late and, 

although you rushed as fast as you 

could, you couldn't get to the phone in 

time. Even if the call is not important, 
missing it by a few seconds can be 
annoying to say the least. The remote 
telephone alarm circuit shown in Fig. 4 

will solve your problem. 
The phone line ring signal fires 

through the two NE -2 neon bulbs. A 

metal -oxide varistor, MOV1, protects 
the circuit against possible high -tran- 
sient voltage spikes on the input line. 
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Fig. 4. When the telephone rings, this circuit will alert you with a resounding audible tone. 
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18 Fig. 5. Here's a neat little circuit to identify sources of "hugs" (and we don't mean the 8- legged types). 

Just about any good MOV can be used 
(e.g., RadioShack 276 -568). Capacitor 
Cl blocks the DC -line voltage, but cou- 
ples the AC -ring signal to the full -wave 
bridge rectifier through limiting resistor 
Rl. The bridge is rated at 200 volts, 1A, 

which can be a RadioShack 276 -1161 

module or built around 1 N270 diodes. 
The pulsating DC from this bridge recti- 
fier is then coupled to capacitors C2 

and C3. These capacitors isolate the 
circuit from the phone line. While R2 is 

the load resistor for the bridge and D1 is 

a diode clamp, capacitor C2 couples 
negative -going pulses to trigger the 555 
IC, which acts as a monostable one - 
shot. This in turn sounds a buzzer or 
Sonalert audible signal device. The 
Sonalert can be replaced by a solid - 
state relay if some other alarm or indi- 

cator, such as a light in your workshop 
is to be used. 
-Craig Kendrick Sellen, Waymart, PA 

Well done, Craig. From what I know 
of these Sonalerts, the audible sound 
pressure produced of 95 dB would be 
loud enough to hear throughout the 
house. Of course, if you still missed the 
call you can always dial '69 and ring 
back the caller (for a fee, of course!). 

BUG DETECTOR 
This "bug" detector, or RF detector, 

can locate small bugs that are as low in 

power as 1 mW at 20 feet. The closer 
you are to the bug, the more LEDs will 
light. The front end of the detector has 

a two -stage wideband RF amplifier 
with a hot- carrier (Schottky) diode for a 

detector. The detected signal is filtered 
and fed to the LM3915N IC bargraph 
driver, which has a logarithmic display 
output. Each LED lit represents a 3 -dB 
step in received signal. 

In constructing this circuit I found that 
any good "rubber -duckie" antenna can 
be used as the probe. The more wide - 
band the antenna is, the better it will 

serve its purpose for this circuit. The 
MAR -6 ICs are wideband monolithic 
amplifiers that are manufactured by 

MiniCircuits in Brooklyn, NY (call 800- 
654 -7949 for a local distributor, or the 
amplifiers can be conveniently obtained 
from DC Electronics, Tel. 800 -467- 
7736). The amplifier covers a frequency 
range from DC to 2000 MHz. The only 
other critical circuit components are the 
RF diodes, which can be any good 
wideband Schottky detector diode (such 
as the Hewlett Packard 5082 -2800). An 

(Continued on page 28) 
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ICES = HOT STUFF! 
Last month, we looked at some of the exciting new technologies that were introduced and displayed at the 1998 International Consumer 
Electronics Show (ICES), held this January in Las Vegas. Most of them, however, foreshadow the future of consumer -electronics -that is 
to say, they won't be broadly available for some time to come. 

This month, we'll give you a glimpse of some exciting new products that represent the here and now. Each year, a panel of 15 indus- 
try experts bestows awards on the most innovative products in a number of categories ranging from accessories to high -end audio, from 
mobile electronics to home integration systems. The winners of the Design & Engineering Honors Program are displayed in a special 
exhibit at ICES. Here's a small sampling of the 1998 winners; we hope to bring you in -depth reviews of many of them in upcoming issues. 

INNOVATIONS WISH LIST 

CIOCO iPhone 

Interlink VersaPoint 
Wireless Keyboard 

Phone Home -Page 
The iPhone from CIDCO Inc. (220 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037; 
Tel: 408 -779 -1162; Web: www.cidco.com) provides out -of- the -box, plug -and- 
play access to the Internet, Web, and e-mail using a standard telephone con- 
nection. Combining the familiar convenience of a telephone with the power of 
the Internet, the device allows users to enjoy full graphical display of Web pho- 
tographs and artwork in addition to text. (Although the screen images are not 
color, the 16 -shade gray -scale graphics are comparable to a newspaper -quality 
black- and -white image.) No previous competer or Internet experience is 
required to use the iPhone. Users can be connected to a Web site by simply 
pressing an icon on the 7.4 -inch screen and typing in a Web address on the 
pull -out keyboard. Phone calls can be placed by touching an on- screen phone 
number; the number will be dialed automatically. A built -in directory makes it 

easy to keep track of phone numbers and street and e-mail addresses. The 
phone itself features a speakerphone, Caller m capability, and support for 
advanced telephone services such as three -way conferencing. Price: $499. 

Wireless Computing 
Billed as a "tota :. wireless input station," the VersaPoint wireless keyboard from 
Interlink Electronics, Inc. (546 Flynn Road, Camarillo, CA 93012; Tel: 805 -484- 
8855; Web: www.interlinkelec.com) combines an ergonomic 81 -key PC key- 
board with a semiconductive touchpad. Almost omni -directional infrared corn - 
munications technology allows the keyboard to be held at just about any angle, 
and the integrated pointing device works with the touch of either a fingertip or a 

stylus. The wireless keyboard is designed for Internet browsing, cordless desk- 
top computing, and interactive presentations. Sleep -mode fumware extends the 
estimated life of the requisite 4 AAA batteries up to one full year. Because the 
VersaPoint is compatible with Windows 95, no additional driver software is 

required. Price: $159.95. 
19 
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Sharp Digital 
Touch -Screen Slim Cam 

RCA Networx Computer 

Desktop Via TV 
Videophone 

Voice It Cigital Voice 
Recorder with PC Link 

20 

Touch -Screen Digital Camcorder 
Sharp Electronics Corporation's (Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430 -2135; Tel: 1- 800 -GO- 

SHARP; Web: www.sharp- usa.com) VL-PDIU is the first digital SlimCam to feature 

touchscreen control. Basic camcorder functions, including play /record, zoom, focus, and 

lighting changes, can be made by touching the 4 -inch color LCD, which opens out when in 

use and can be stored flat when the color optical viewfinder is being used. For instance, if 

two people are in the image and you want to zoom in on one, press that person's image and 

the camera will zoom in on that person automatically. The VL -PD1U produces 500 lines of 

horizontal resolution and CD- quality sound. The digital SlimCam measures just over 2-1/4 - 

inch thick and weighs less than 1-J/2 pounds. Price: $2999.95. 

Network Computerized TV 
The RCA Network Computer from Thomson Consumer Electronics (10330 North 

Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46290 -1024; Tel: 317 -587 -3000; Web: www.rcaelec- 

tronics.com) adds Internet, e -mail, and other services to any television. The device allows 

the user to set up a personal Internet/television programming guide that automatically 

provides customized information and entertainment for up to seven family members. 

Once the guide is set up, specific information, from local weather to favorite sports or 

stocks, is available with one click of a button. Price: $199. 

Desktop Videophone 
The Desktop ViaTV Videophone from 8x8, Inc. (2445 Mission College Blvd., Santa 

Clara, CA 95054; Tel: 800- VIEW8X8; Web: www.8x8.com) uses standard telephone 

lines to deliver full -color video and audio. The Desktop unit features a built -in, full- color, 

active -matrix LCD, a digital video camera, a high -performance analog modem, and a 

video communication processor. It can be used with 8x8's Modular speakerphone for 

hands -free operation, or can be connected to any touch -tone phone. Because it uses stan- 

dard phone lines, it requires no additional or special wiring, and no additional local or 

long- distance fees. Video is displayed at up to 20 frames per second. Both resolution and 

frame rate can be adjusted by the user. The Desktop Videophone's electronic 

pan/tilt/zoom feature allows you to center the field of view on the object of interest, and 

the snapshot feature lets you take or send a still -frame image. Price: $649. 

Digital Recorder with PC Link 
Allowing business travelers to communicate clearly and quickly with the home 

office-or just to record and store personal memos and reminders -the VR 1000 Digital 

Voice Recorder with PC Link from Voice It Worldwide, Inc. (2643 Midpoint Drive, Suite 

A, Fort Collins, CO 80525; Tel: 800 -47- VOICE; Web: www.voiceit.com) allows users to 

download voice messages to a PC through a serial cable connection. PC Link software 

simplifies the data transfer. Once the voice recordings have been downloaded, they can 

be transcribed, organized, archived, and even sent on the Internet. The Digital Voice 

Recorder can store up to 50 minutes of audio on internal semiconductor memory; option- 

al reusable memory cards each add another 50 minutes of recording time. Recordings can 

be organized into separate "folders" for easy retrieval. Digital recording allows you to 

use different playback speeds and to insert and delete portions within a recording. Flash 

memory ensures that recordings won't be lost when the batteries run down. Price: $219. 
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Magnavox WebTV Plus 

Cobra FRS -200 Two -Way Radio 

Phñips CARiN Vehicle 
Navigation System 

WebTV Plus PIP 
The Magnavox WebTV Plus Receiver from Philips Electronics (64 Perimeter 
Center East, Atlanta, GA 30346 -6401; Tel: 770 -821 -2400; Web: www.philips 
magnavox.com) allows you to retrieve your e-mail and watch your favorite TV 
fare at the same time, even if your TV doesn't offer picture-in- picture. You can 
remain connected to the Web while watching TV and instantly access Web site 
links embedded in television programs and commercials, thanks to the unit's 
unique WebPIP and WebTV Crossover Links features. WebTV Plus comes with 
an Electronic Program Guide, updated daily from the Web, that allows you to 
receive text and video information about all the programs available on your par- 
ticular TV system. The included Web Eye remote infrared receiver and LED dis- 
play, a small saucer -like receiver that sits atop your TV, allows the larger WebTV 
box to be placed out of sight. VideoFlash provides full- screen, full- motion video, 
and customized graphics acceleration. An optional universal remote wireless 
keyboard can be used to control home -theater equipment as well as the WebTV 
Plus, and a built -in printer port lets you print e-mail messages and Web site 
information. Price: $199.95. 

Family Communicator 
The FRS -200 hand -held two -way communicator from Cobra Electronics 
Corporation (6500 West Cortland Street, Chicago, IL 60707; Tel: 773 -889- 

8870; Web: www.cobraelec.com) allows family members and friends to com- 

municate over short distances. It is part of the rapidly growing Family Radio 

Service (FRS), which operates in the ultra- high -frequency range (462.5 -467.7 
MHz) that was recently approved for public use by the FCC. The FRS -200 

offers clear, almost interference -free, wireless communications at distances up 

to two miles, without activation or monthly usage fees. Hikers, bikers, hunters, 

skiers, fishermen, and other outdoor enthusiasts can use the radios to stay in 

touch, and families can split up at malls or amusement parks without worrying 

about getting lost. Price: $159.95. 

Are We There Yet? 
Philips' (64 Perimeter Center East, Atlanta, GA 30346 -6401; Tel: 770 -821- 

2400; Web: www.carin.com) CARiN Navigation System uses Global 

Positioning System (GPS) satellites to help track a vehicle's position, while 

dead -reckoning and other software plot the best routes to a destination. The 

system, which includes the navigation computer, integrated CD -ROM drive, 

color LCD, infrared remote control, and a GPS antenna array, provides both 

visual and verbal directions. The computer, which features an eight -channel 

GPS receiver, a CD -ROM drive, and an integrated gyroscope, can be mounted 

under a seat, in the trunk, or under the rear deck. The price of the CARiN sys- 

tem includes a regional CD -ROM map and installation. Price: $2399. 
21 
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Magellan GPS 2000 XL 
Portable Navigator 

Sanyo MCX -400 In -Dash 
Four -Disc Changer 

Whistler Heavy-Duty 
Jump -Start System 

o 
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Personal Navigation System 
You could take a different approach to navigation with the GPS Map'N'Track from 
Magellan Systems Corporation (960 Overland Court, San Dimas, CA 91773; Tel: 909 -394- 
5000; Web: www.magellangps.com). The personal navigation system consists of the GPS 
2000 XL portable navigator, a cable for linking to a laptop, and three CD -ROM software 
mapping programs. GPS Link 3.0 links the GPS 2000 XL with Map'N'Track's land -map- 
ping software, for use as a trip planner, an in- vehicle navigation system, and a trip recorder. 

The program allows you to locate any city, county, state, zip code, area code and prefix, 

street, address, crossroads, landmark, and latitude/longitude coordinate in the United States. 
With a laptop connected, you can view your current position and all surrounding streets on 
a moving map display, which also shows your speed, bearing, direction, and distance to go. 
Map 'N Track's DataTrack data management program allows you to use your computer to 
save, edit, and create more locations and routes. Precision Mapping Streets 3.0's 100 draw- 
ing and editing tools let you create custom, professional -quality maps. Price: $249.99. 

Four for the Road 
The first single -DIN receiver /CD changer with a four -disc capacity is the model MCX - 
400 from Sanyo Mobile Audio (21605 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311; Tel: 818- 
998- 7322). It features a detachable front control panel that folds down to reveal the built - 
in four -CD changer cassette. CD features include a 20- second anti -skip memory, 8 X 

oversampling, 18 -bit linear twin D -to -A converters, and an anti- vibration suspension 
mechanism. The MCX -400 offers 30 -watts by four channels of amplification, along with 

BassXpander to boost the low frequencies. The tuner offers 30 station presets -six AM, 
12 FM, and 12 Auto Travel. Price: $599.95. 

Mobile Power Station 
The Model PP4700 Heavy -Duty Jump -Start System from Whistler Corporation (16 
Elizabeth Drive, Chelmsford, MA 01824; Tel: 508- 244 -1400) has the power needed to 
jump start any car, truck, or boat that has a 12 -volt battery system-or to power a laptop 
computer, cellular phone, or any small appliance with a 12 -volt adapter. The unit can be 
charged and stored in the trunk until it's needed. The system's 600 -amp boost rate pro- 
vides reliable power and jump -starting in adverse conditions. Color -coded booster cables 
and clamps store conveniently on the side of the unit. Price: $139.95. 

Family Message Sender 
For families who rely on pagers to keep track of each other, Motorola Paging Products 
Group (1500 Gateway Blvd., Boynton Beach, FL 33426 -8292; Web: www.motorola. 
com /pagers) offers QuickWord, a word -entry device that brings accuracy, privacy, and 
ease -of -use to word -message paging. When connected to any analog telephone line, 
QuickWord allows you to send text messages to alphanumeric pagers without operator 
assistance. Quick- access buttons provide simple three -step operation. First, select the 
person to whom you want to send the message; then select a pre -programmed message 
or type a message of up to 80 characters on the unit's QWERTY -style keyboard; then 
press the SEND button. QuickNames buttons store the names and pager information for 
up to ten people. Group page buttons store two groups of up to five people each, allow- 
ing you to let the entire family know that dinner has been moved up from 6:00 to 7:00, 
for instance. QuickNoes buttons allow four commonly used messages to be stored and 
then sent to any pager with one button press. QuickWord is easy enough that a latchkey 
child, arriving home from school, can press one button to let Mom know he got home 

Motorola QuickWord safely. Designed for desktop or kitchen countertop use, the device is about the size of a 

Message Sender desktop calculator. Its large, color -coded buttons have graphical icons that children can 
understand. Price: $79.99. 
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American Recorder Technologies 
CO2 Dust and Particle Remover 

On -Hold Plus Model OHP 3000 

Harmon Kardon Festival 60 

Keep it Clean! 
The CO2 Dust and Particle Remover from American Recorder Technologies 

(P.O. Box 3539, Simi Valley, CA 93093; Tel: 805 -527 -9580) is the world's 
smallest high -velocity duster. It uses pure, safe carbon dioxide gas to remove 

dust and particles from all audio /video, computer, electronic, photographic, 
and office equipment. Unlike chemical dusters, carbon dioxide will not break 

down lubricants, inks, or plastics used in the manufacturing of such devices, 

and it does not contain CFCs, HCFCs, or any other harmful chemicals. The 
device's special dispenser, which fits in the palm of a hand, delivers a blast up 

to 800 pounds per square inch-six times more powerful than regular aerosol 

dispensers- through a precision- molded control valve and nozzle. The dis- 

penser holds a replaceable, recyclable 12 -gram steel cartridge of CO2. Price: 

$20; additional cartridges: $4 for three, $7 for six, $12 for twelve. 

Hold, Please! 
Even the smallest business can play digital music and messages for customers 
who have been placed on hold, with the OHP 3000 from On -Hold Plus (5820 
Oberlin Drive, Suite 203, San Diego, CA 92121 -3744; Tel: 800 -727 -4642; 
Web: www.onholdplus.com). The device is intended to help home -based and 
other small companies create an illusion of being larger. Its flash -memory chip 
comes pre- loaded with six minutes of royalty-free music and messages. You 

can use any external tape or CD player to record your own music and mes- 

sages. The OHP 3000 is compatible with virtually any music on- hold -ready 
PBX system. It includes a music /message CD with 12 additional royalty-free 
music tracks in four formats, each featuring six minutes of music combined 
with a variety of "thank you for calling" messages; audio cables; and free 

CustomWorks CD -ROM software that allows you to create your own custom 
on -hold messages. Price: $199.95. 

"Intelligent" Audio System 
Harmon Kardon (250 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, NY 11797; Tel: 516- 
496 -3400; Web: www.harmonkardon.com) bills its Festival 60 minisystem as 
an "intelligent" system that provides a single unified control center with com- 
puter style and multifunction "soft keys." Its unique operating system displays 
all functions and operations on a central display on an "as- needed" basis. Thus, 
when the CD player is being used, the display shows only CD- related infor- 
mation. Similarly, the unit's buttons take on different functions depending 
upon the source selected, serving as disc- selection controls in CD mode or sta- 
tion presets in tuner mode. The controls for the source in use are also illumi- 
nated. An ergonomic remote works in concert with the display and interface to 
simplify system operation. Festival 60 is a full- featured audio system com- 
prised of three modules. All of the operating controls are centralized in the top 
module, which also houses the AM/FM/FM -stereo tuner with RDS data dis- 
plays. The middle unit is a seven -disc CD changer, and the bottom unit con- 
tains the 2x35 watt amplifier (8 ohms, 20Hz 20 kHz, <0.09% THD, both chan- 
nels driven). The system's two -way loudspeakers each incorporate a one -inch 
flare dome high -frequency transducer and a six -inch low- frequency transduc- 
er. Active equalization circuits are used to provide a frequency response of 50 
Hz to 20 kHz. Price: $1399. 

Gizmo is published by Gernsback Publications, Inc., 500 Bi- County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Senior Writers: Christopher Scott and Teri Scaduto. Contributors to this issue: Peter Vames. Copyright 
1998 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. Gizmo is a registered trademark. All rights reserved. 
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JBL Media 2000 Multimedia 
Loudspeaker System 

Proton 

1 

NT-3860 36-inch 
Monitor /Receiver 

GAMES + COMMUNI- 
CATIONS = game.com 

game.com PORTABLE VIDEO 
GAMING SYSTEM. From Tiger 
Electronics, Inc., 980 Wood- 
lands Parkway, Vernon Hills, IL 

60061; Tel: 847 -913 -8100; Web: 
NWW.tigertoys.com/www.game. 
corn. Price: game.com: $69.95; 
additional titles: $19.95 -$29.95. 
Internet Cartridge: $19.95: 
Modem: $49.95 

Handheld videogames are hard to 
resist. You can take them anywhere and 
never be bored on a plane or bus ride or 
while waiting for an appointment. And 
some of the games are just plain addictive. 

On the other hand, the portable units 
24 are hard to justify. Aren't they just one 

Multimedia Speakers 
Why shouldn't your PC sound as good as your audio system? No reason, 
according to JBL Consumer Products (250 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, 
NY 11797; Tel: 516- 496 -3400; Web: www.jbl.com), whose Media 2000 series 
of multimedia loudspeakers includes the Media 2000 satellites, the Media Sub 
2000 subwoofer, and the Media System 2000 three -piece set (pictured). The 
satellites use a proprietary elliptical three -inch driver with a 3 dB frequency 
response of 100 Hz to 15 kHz. The 30 -watt amplifier integrates a pulse -width 
modulated power supply that can accept input voltages to 230 volts AC. Three - 
position tilt stands allow you to properly position the speakers for maximum 
stereo imaging and soundstage. The subwoofer uses a 35 -watt amplifier and a 
four -inch driver mounted in an exclusive band -pass enclosure to deliver deep 
bass down to 50 Hz. Both satellites and subwoofer are magnetically shielded 
and offer auto on/off. Combined in the Media System 2000, they'll bring your 
PC games to life. Prices: Media 2000 Satellites, $139.95 /pair; Media Sub2000, 
$139.95; Media System 2000, $229.95. 

36 -inch Stereo Monitor /Receiver 
With component -video input, the NT -3860 36 -inch monitor /receiver from 

Proton Corporation (13855 Struikman Road, Cerritos, CA 90703 -1031; Tel: 

462 -404 -2222; Web: www.proton -usa.com) assures the best possible picture 
from high -end DVD players equipped with component -video output. The set 

incorporates Proton's proprietary Custom Installation Programmable 
Microprocessor (CIPM), which allows the system installer to directly access 

the unit's microprocessor for custom programming of operating functions. The 

NT -3860 delivers 650 lines of horizontal resolution, and the images displayed 

on its flat high -contrast picture tube are enhanced by 95% DC restoration and 

Proton's Dynamic Black Level Extension circuitry. Two color temperature set- 

tings allow you to tailor the video image from standard television broadcast 

(6500 Kelvin) to a theater setting (9300 Kelvin). For accurate audio reproduc- 
tion, the set features dual bi- amplified, five- watt -per- channel, full -range speak- 

ers and an 18 -watt subwoofer powered by a dedicated amplifier. Price: $2800. 

more form of mindless entertainment? 
Couldn't we find better ways to occupy 
our free time? After all, a paperback book 
is just as transportable as a game player. 

Tiger Electronics' game.com is a 
portable 8 -bit gaming system that provides 
more than just game -playing. The stand- 
alone unit also performs some very basic 
Personal Information Manager (PIM) 
functions. Add the optional Internet 
Cartridge and game.com modem (and a 

subscription to a text -based Internet ser- 
vice provider), and you can use the 
game.com to check your e-mail, send e- 

mail, and access text -based Internet sites. 
How's that for justification? 

The game.com player measures 
approximately 7 X 4 -1/2 x 3'8 inches; its 

black -and -white, touch -sensitive LCD 
screen is 2 -1 /2X 2 -1/8 inches. To the right 
of the screen are the ON/OFF button, four 
game -play buttons (A, a, c, and D), and 
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Wheel of Fortune features the TV game show's familiar music and props -but no Vanna 

White or Pat Sajak. 

three turquoise buttons (menu, sound, and 
pause). The speaker and a directional pad 
are found to the left of the screen. A stylus 
is housed in a groove just below the 
screen. Volume and contrast control dials 
are located along the left side of the unit; 
the right side houses two slots for game 
cartridges. A headphone jack is found on 
the front of the unit, and the serial (coM) 
port is on the back. Battery compartments 
are located on the bottom of the 
game.com. The four required "AA" batter- 
ies are not included, but our sample unit 
did come with the backup battery installed. 

When you turn on the unit, after a short 
animated bit and the spoken pronounce- 
ment " game.com active," the main screen 
shows six dancing icons labeled cartridge, 
phone book, calendar. calculator, high 
score, and solitaire. You can move around 
the screen in a couple of ways. The stylus 
(or your fingertip) can be used to touch the 
on- screen icons. Or you can use the direc- 
tional pad to position the cursor and the A 

button to select the highlighted item. 
We (like most folks, we'd imagine) 

went directly to the built -in Solitaire 
game. It's not quite the standard game, but 
close. For one thing, you're playing 
against a clock. After the allotted four 
minutes expire, you can keep playing and 
adding points to your score, but you're no 
longer eligible for bonus points. Second, 
the deck deals out cards one at a time, 
instead of in stacks of three, so you have 
access to every card. Each game begins 

with a score of 52. For each card that you 
move up, you receive five points. The 
"bonus" gives you one point for every sec- 
ond left on the timer. 

Game play is easy. Instead of clicking 
and dragging cards, you touch the card you 
want to move, and then touch the place 
you want it to go. To get to a card at the 
bottom of a stack, however, you must first 
touch each of the cards covering it. That 
can be a bit time -consuming, especially 
when you're trying to beat the clock. We 

also found it a little disconcerting to play 
in black and white, and had to keep 
reminding ourselves which suits were red 
and which were black. All four appear 
black, and the tiny diamonds, clubs, 
spades, and hearts are difficult to differen- 
tiate on such a small screen. But that did- 
n't stop us from playing and playing, and 
generally neglecting responsibilities. 

When we were finally ready to wrap up 

our Solitaire session, we went back to the 
main screen (by touching exit) and then 
checked out the high scores (by touching 
the high scores icon). The highest score 
from each of as many as 10 games can be 
displayed. 

Next, we turned off the unit so that we 

could insert the Lights Out cartridge. We 

powered the game.com back up, pressed 
the cartridge icon, and were hooked by the 
time we'd solved the first game (in more 
moves than we're willing to admit). Lights 
Out presents players with a 36 -square grid. 
Some of the squares are lighted, others are 

dark. Press any square and it-and any 

square directly touching it (top, bottom, 
left, and right) -does just the opposite of 
what it was doing before you pressed. An 

unlit square surrounded by four lighted 
squares, for instance, becomes a lighted 
square surrounded by four dark ones. The 
object of the game is to turn out all the 
lights in the number of moves specified. In 

precomputed (precomp) mode, the first 
few puzzles can be solved in just three 
steps; they become increasingly complex 
as play continues. There are 168 precomp 
puzzles. In random mode, there's no 
telling how complicated the next puzzle 
wi'l be. 

Need more of a challenge? There are 
two other Lights Out games to try. In Lit 
Only, you can only press the squares that 
are lighted. For the ultimate challenge, 
there's Toggle, in which you must alter- 
nate between pressing lighted and dark 
squares. Random mode can be selected for 
Lit Only and Toggle, and, according to the 

manual, there are 60 billion puzzles to 

solve in random mode. 
We can't confirm that figure, although 

after a couple of hours of play, we felt as if 
we had! This is a truly challenging game 
that puts your spatial logic to the test -and 
can drive you crazy. After a while, you 
begin to recognize patterns and steps that 
make it a little easier. But as soon as you 
think you've got it licked, the games get 
harder again. If (by some unlikely chance) 
you begin to feel bored, you can always 
change the effects pattern so that the 
square you push and those that touch its 

corners (forming an "X ") are affected by 
each touch! 

Feeling a little guilty at the amount of 
time we'd spent playing Solitaire and 
Lights Out, we decided to check out the 
game.com's more practical functions. That 
didn't take long. The calendar is strictly 
rudimentary just a picture of a one- 
month calendar. On the neat side, howev- 
er, it will display any month from January 
1901 through December 2099, allowing 
you to check out what day of the week you 
were born on, or if your 30th birthday 
might fall on a Saturday. (I realized, for the 
first time, that my birthday and my son's 
fall on the same day every year). 

The calculator function displays a pic- 
ture of a standard calculator, with basic 
arithmetic, percentage, square root, and 
memory functions. The stylus makes it 

fairly easy to use; fingertips weren't small 
enough to be accurate and using them 
resulted in a lot of mistakes. 

The phone book function is a bit more 25 
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sophisticated than the other two. It has a 

QWERTY -style keypad on the bottom of 
the screen, and room to display up to five 
names (listed alphabetically) on the top 
portion. Below and to the side of the key- 
pad are "keys" labeled new, prey, next, and 

edit. New is used to add a record; edit to 

change existing ones. Previous and next 
are used to scroll up and down the list of 
entries. Each record provides space for a 

name, phone number, address, and an 
additional line for an e -mail address or 
notes. Once again, the stylus made it rea- 
sonably easy to input data with minimal 
mistypes. 

The game.com is not an executive's 
tool. There's no room for a person's title, 
company name, fax number, and all that 
other essential contact data. It does pro- 
vide space for dozens of entries, 
however -enough to list your favorite 
URLs along with your friends' phone 
numbers (and their pagers, fax lines, or e- 

mail addresses, too). 
You'll want to keep track of those 

Internet and e-mail addresses if you opt to 

purchase Tiger's Internet Cartridge and 
modem. Together, they allow you to 
access text -based Internet sites. Graphical 
web sites cannot be accessed. 

A subscription to a text -based Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) is required as well. 
Tiger recommends Delphi Internet 
Services, Inc., with which it has made spe- 
cial arrangements, including a 10 -hour 
free trial period. (All ten hours must be 
used within one calendar month, howev- 
er.) Using Delphi isn't mandatory, as long 
as you make sure that the ISP you choose 
supports text -based services. 

It's also not necessary to use the Tiger 
modem. Any 9600 -baud modem will work 
without reconfiguration; if you use a slow- 
er modem, you must let the game.com sys- 
tem know by entering that information on 
screen. The manual warns that, although 
different modems "should" work, "the 
procedure will be slightly different" and 
refers you to the instructions that came 

co with your own modem. 

rnTiger's modem is a standard external 

é modem with a maximum throughput of 
14.4 kbps. It's not limited to serving as a 

game.com accessory; with its included 
cable and AC adapter, it can be used with 

tany PC. To use it with the game.com, you 

w must insert the Internet Cartridge into the i game.com, connect the cable included 
cwith the cartridge -a proprietary cable 

a that connects the non -standard game.com 
port to the 25 -pin D connector on the 

26 modem -to the game.com and modem, 
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Williams' Arcade Classics presents five dif- 
ferent games. 

connect the telephone line to the modem, 
and plug the modem into an AC outlet. 

Once the hardware is connected, a 

press of the cartridge icon on the 
game.com main menu will access the 
Internet Terminal. It offers four 
choices-Connect to Delphi, Connect to 
Other Service, Join Delphi, and Modem 
Setup-each of which can be accessed by 
touch. By selecting Join Delphi (and pro- 
viding a credit -card number), game.com 
owners can take advantage of a free trial of 
the service. After that initial period ends, 
you can either join one of Delphi's month- 
ly service plans, or select another ISP. 

It sounds easier than it is, especially if 
you're a newbie (a `Net neophyte). For 
first -time users, navigating the Internet on 
a PC can be intimidating and confusing. 
With the game.com Internet Cartridge, you 
have the additional handicaps of trying to 

read extremely tiny type on a small screen 
and having to input information by "typ- 
ing" with an on- screen keyboard using a 

stylus (fmgertip typing is not accurate 
enough here). 

Simply joining Delphi, selecting a local 
ISP, choosing a user name and password, 
and getting connected is no easy task, 
because everything (name, address, 
charge -card number, etc.) must be 
painstakingly typed in on that small, hard - 
to -use keyboard. When all the pertinent 
data has been input, a screen of log -in 
directions appears. Those instructions 
neglect to inform you that your game.com 
might not actually say "connected" when 
the connection is complete. Nor does it tell 
you that you have only a few seconds to 

input @D before you're automatically dis- 
connected, or that sometimes @D appears 

on screen, sometimes it doesn't. 
If you experience difficulties, make 

sure to call the help number provided on- 
screen; the one in the manual gets you 
Quaker Foods. Our call to Delphi was 
answered by a pleasant woman who pro- 
vided the details omitted from the on- 
screen directions. 

Finally (more than a half hour after 
we'd begun trying), we found ourselves at 

Delphi's main menu. We tried to use the 

on- screen up and down arrows to move 
through the options, only to discover that 
the arrows don't work here. To do any- 
thing at all, we had to pull up the dreaded 
keyboard and start typing again. 
Moreover, it appeared that we had to input 
the menu options exactly. To select Arts & 

Entertainment, for instance, we typed 
"Arts," then closed the QWERTY key- 
board and opening the symbols keyboard 
to type in an ampersand ( &), then returned 
to the keyboard to enter "Entertainment." 
When we were presented with a sub -menu 
that included such choices as Television, 
Pop Culture, and Music, we found our- 
selves selecting Music simply because it 

had the least amount of letters! 
Then we showed the game.com to 

someone who was on the Internet before 
AOL became an ISP and who had used 
text -based Internet services in the past. He 
immediately typed in "A" and return to 

access Arts & Entertainment -and it 

worked. (Too bad there were no instruc- 
tions for inexperienced users.) But even 
he, a champion of computer minimalism, 
complained loudly about the keyboard that 
would have to be relaunched for each 
entry and even louder about the tiny, 

hard -to -read screen. 
Obviously, this is not the most sophis- 

ticated, efficient, or streamlined approach 
to surfmg the `Net. Such a small screen, 
displaying excruciatingly tiny type, is not 
comfortable to use for extended periods. 
(Our eyes were shot before we'd complet- 
ed the connection process!) But if your 
family doesn't yet have a PC or WebTV- 
type device, and your kids are complaining 
that they're missing out on all the after - 

school e-mail gossip sessions, the 
game.com Internet connection can put 
them back in the loop. Of course, so could 
a set -top device like WebTV -which also 
provides access to web graphics. We 

wouldn't recommend buying the 
game.com solely for its Internet access 
ability. 

But let's get real here: No matter how 
innovative or interesting you fmd the con- 

cept of an Internet Cartridge, the main rea- 
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The game.com Tiger WebLink lets you connect your game.com to Tiger's web site to 
compare your scores to those of other players and to pick up useful game playing hints. 

son for buying a game.com, or any portable 
gaming system, is the software. Tiger has 
done its work in lining up some powerful 
licensing agreements. Titles currently on 
the shelves or expected to be available by 
the time you read this include The Lost 
World: Jurassic Park; Mortal Combat 
Trilogy; Williams' Arcade Classics: 
Defender, Defender I!, Joust, Robotron, and 
SiniStar; Quiz Whiz; Jeopardy; Batman & 

Robin; Madden Football '98; Duke Nukem; 
and Wheel of Fortune. 

We sampled three: Wheel of Fortune, 
Batman & Robin, and Williams' Arcade 
Classics. Wheel of Fortune features the 
familiar stage props and theme music from 
the popular TV game show. It allows you 
to compete against the game.com, or to 
play with two other people. You even get 
to pick out the character you'd like to be 
(from a cast of about a half dozen ordinary 
looking people). Assuming that there isn't 
a person in America who doesn't know the 
rules of the game, we won't describe them 
here. Suffice it to say that there are three 
rounds, followed by a bonus round for the 
high scorer. There is only one level of dif- 
ficulty: Easy. We lost very few rounds and 
no games to the game.com opponent, who 
tended to pick a lot of Qs and Zs, and 
would occasionally solve an almost blank 
puzzle even though "he" had no money 
(go figure). It did seem as though "Lose a 
Turn" and "Bankrupt" occurred more 
often than usual (but it probably seems 
that way to actual contestants, too). 

As well as we did on the first three 
rounds, that's how poorly we fared on the 
bonus rounds. It's not that we didn't know 
the answers, at least some of the time. We 
just couldn't beat the 15- second clock, 
which begins ticking as soon as R,S,T,N,L, 
and E are plugged in- before you pick the 
supplemental three consonants and a vowel. 

Next, we sampled the sampler: 
Williams' Arcade Classics. Joust, in partic- 
ular, brought back fond memories of the 
old Atari 2600 days. We have to admit, 
however, that game.com Joust barely 
resembled the game we remember, which 
was played using a joystick with full - 
screen, color action. It's much more diffi- 
cult when you have trouble distinguishing 
the good guy from the bad guys on a tiny 
black -and -white screen with no backlight. 
The manual suggests: "Look out for 
Bounder, Hunter, and the Shadow Lord," 
but they all looked like shadows to us. 

The game.com's display is slightly 
larger than that of the Game Boy, and the 
resolution is comparable, if not better. 
Perhaps we're just not used to small - 
screen game play, or maybe we lack the 
sharp eyes (and high testosterone levels) 
of the teenaged boys at which these games 
are targeted. Whatever the cause, we 
couldn't tell the robots from the humans in 
Robotron or the warriors from the worker 
drones in SiniStar. In Defender and 
Defender II, bombs were flying at us so 
quickly from every which way, that we 
usually were blown up before we had a 

chance to see who was firing. 
With Joust and any other two -player 

game on this cartridge, it is possible to link 
one game.com unit with another for head - 
to -head Jousting, using the optional com- 
pete.com cable link from Tiger. (You'll 
also need two game cartridges and, of 
course, two game.coms.) 

Next, we tried out Batman & Robin, 
and attempted to defend Gotham City 
from the evil clutches of Mr. Freeze and 
Poison Ivy. The graphics in this game are 
impressive: complex city streetscapes 
scroll by as our hero (you can opt to be 
either Batman or Robin) strides or jumps, 
confronting an ongoing stream of villains 
and thugs. Batman (or Robin) has a cache 
of weapons, although only two are at his 
disposal at any given time. Once again, we 
had trouble distinguishing between ene- 
mies, but it didn't seem to matter quite as 
much-everyone we encountered was a 
bad guy, and none seemed to have any spe- 
cial powers. Still, we're glad the fate of a 
real -life major metropolis does not rest in 

our less -than-agile hands! 
Gotham City fared much better when 

entrusted to an eight -year -old neighbor who 
volunteered to test out the game.com. Peter 
jumped right in (without consulting a man- 
ual) and quickly racked up scores that put 
ours to shame. He also left us in the dust in 
all the Arcade Classic games! (We managed 
to salvage our pride in Wheel of Fortune.) 
According to Peter, the screen was easier to 
see than the one on his GameBoy, and the 
touch -sensitive screen definitely upped the 
game.com's wow factor. 

Another interesting game.com option, 
for users who do have a computer with 
Internet access, is the Tiger WebLink, 
which costs $19.95. With it, you can visit 
Tiger's web site, where you can upload 
your high scores from your game.com and 
compete for a spot in the "Top 25" lists of 
top scorers from around the world (there's 
a list for each game.com game). You can 
view your ranking compared to other play- 
ers, and can download secret codes to 
unlock bonus features and hidden charac- 
ters in some of the games. You cannot, 
however, reach the Tiger web site via the 
text -only game.com Internet cartridge. 

If you're in the market for a handheld 
gaming system, this one has a lot going 
for it- namely, some high -quality soft- 
ware, the touch -sensitive LCD, and the 
added PIM functions. In terms of Internet 
access, however, you'd do better with one 
of the TV- or telephone -based products 
that are cropping up all over the place 
these days. 27 
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THINK TANK 
(continued from page 18) 

alternate source for the diodes is the 
1N4148 (equivalent NTE519). 
-Alex Belenky, Brooklyn, NY 

Interesting circuit, Alex. I can just 
see Agent 007 walking around a room 
with one of these probes! Try to build 
this circuit using surface -mount com- 
ponents for real undercover work. 

VACUUM -TUBE AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

How can you tell if you like the 
sound of an amplifier using vacuum 
tubes -build this single -stage amplifier 
employing a pair of 60FX5 vacuum 
tubes, as shown in Fig. 6. This amplifi- 
er design prevents hum and unwanted 
feedback and can deliver about 2 -watts 
output to a speaker (16, 8, or 4 -ohms 
impedance). The amplifier operates on 
a 120 -volt AC power supply that sup- 
plies the required tube voltages and 
the DC filament supply. The power sup- 
ply uses two low- voltage transformers 
connected back -to -back. The full -wave 
bridge rectifier, BR1, provides 120 VDC 
for the filaments and 92 VDC for plates 
and screens. 

T1' 

INPUT 
SOURCE 

f 

2 

VI 

PARTS LIST FOR VACUUM - 
TUBE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

CIRCUIT (FIG. 6) 

BR1 -Full -wave bridge rectifier, 4 -amp, 
400 -PIV (RadioShack 2767 -1173) 

Cl , C2- 100 -11F. 250 -WVDC, electrolytic 
capacitor 
PL1 -3- conductor power cord and plug 
R1 -25 -ohm, 2 -watt, potentiometer 
R2, R3-47 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 5% resistor 
R4- 220 -ohm, 1 -watt, 5% resistor 
R5- 300 -ohm, 5 -watt, 10% resistor 
T1 -Tube interstage transformer, 1:3 

turns ratio, 10,000 to 90.000 -ohms, 10- 
mA (Antique Electronic Supply 
P -T157, or equivalent) 

T2- Tube -type audio output transformer, 
8000 -ohms CT to 16, 8, or 4 -ohms, 10- 

watts output, 50- 15.000 Hz response 
(Antique Electronic Supply P- T1608, 
or equivalent) 

T3, T4 -Power transformer, 117 volt to 
12.6 volt, 3A (RadioShack 273 -1511, 
or equivalent) 

V1, V2 -60FX5 power pentode vacuum 
tube (available from Antique Electronic 
Supply) 

Additional parts and materials: 2 -x 1- 

foot laminated board, 9- x 11 -inch pine 
board, knob for potentiometer, two 7 -pin 
miniature tube sockets, Fahnestock 
clips, alligator clips, insulated wire, etc. 

60FX5 

V1 V2 

3 4 3 4 

R2 
47 

0.5W 

R1 

2552, 

2W 

R3 
47 

0.5W 

6 

T2 

V2 
60FX5 

aR1' 

R5 
3000, 

5W 

Cl 

+iT 
100 
250 

WVDC 

II 

C2 
100 
250 

WVDC 

SPKR1 

*SEE TEXT 

28 Fig. 6. Build this audio amplifier and power supply to hear the difference tubes make in a sound system. 

I've built this amplifier on a 2- x 1- 

foot laminated board. This size was 
selected so I can have plenty of room to 
experiment with the components. I 

started by mounting R1 with its corner 
bracket off the board. Next I connected 
the tube sockets. Then I installed R2, 

R3, R4, T1, T2, and the wires from the 
tubes. For most connections I used 
Fahnestock clips. The hum -balance 
knob is installed next, then the tubes. 
The power supply for DC was built on a 

9- x 11 -inch pine board. Many of the 
critical parts can be obtained from 
Antique Electronic Supply. The assem- 
bly is straightforward. Remember when 
you power up the circuit be careful of 
the voltages present -they can be 
lethal. 

For check out, take alligator clips 
(two per color) and 10-15 feet of wire 
the same color as the clips. Begin with 
the power supply unplugged. Hook one 
wire to ground and another to the fila- 
ment clip. Temporarily connect the 
plate /screen lead clip from the amplifier 
to the filament clip on the power supply. 
Temporarily hook the plate /screen to the 
filament's clip. Hook up a speaker and 
short the input source connection. Plug 
in the power supply to the AC line and 
wait a minute or so for the tubes to come 
on. Then adjust R1 until minimum hum 
is heard -fix this setting of the poten- 
tiometer. Unplug the power and hook up 
all connections as in the circuit (ground 
to ground, plate /screen to plate /screen, 
filament to filament, etc.). Plug it in the 
supply and observe that there should be 
no output and very little hum. Now 
unplug the supply and remove the short 
across the input. Connect an input audio 
source from a battery- powered radio or 
tape player, and adjust the volume on 
this source for an audio comfort level - 
enjoy the music. 
-Marc Collette, St. Malo, Manitoba, 
Canada 

Fine job, Marc. Over the years there 
have been many arguments among true 
audiophiles regarding the sound quality 
of the present solid -state amplifiers ver- 
sus the tube -type designs. 

We started out with crystal sets and 
ended up on a vacuum -tube design. 
Somehow I think the pendulum of elec- 
tronics has made a full swing! Anyway 
remember this is your column -keep 
those circuits and ideas coming in. 

Write me -Alex Bie, Think Tank, Pop- 
ular Electronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. 
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Buyers' Budget Books Better Buys 
BP294 A Con- 

cise Introduction 
to Microsoft Works 

$8.99. In the shortest 
and most effective 
way, you can use the 

word processor to 

advantage to type, 
edit, print and save 

documents. It goes 

on to explain how 

Works can be used to 

build up simple 
spreadsheet examples, 
edit them, save them, 
print them and retrieve them. It informs you how to 

create simple macros, and enables you to simplify 
long repetitive tasks and to customize the program to 

your own needs. 

A Concise 
Introduction to 
Microsoft Works 

BP349 Practical Opto- Electronic Projects 
1_1$8.99. If you shun opto- electronic projects for 
lack of knowledge, this is the book for you. A bit 

of introductory theory comes first and then a 

number of practical projects which utilize a range 

of opto devices, from a filament bulb to modern 

infrared sensors and emitters. 

BP350 Electronic Board Games $8.99. 
Twenty novel electronic board games that 

you can build from the plans in this book. 
Whether you are interested in motor racing, 

searching for buried treasure on a barren island 

or for gold in Fort Knox, spinning the wheel of 
fortune, or doing a musical quiz -there is 

something for you to build and enjoy! 

BP378 -45 Simple Electronic Terminal Block 

Projects $8.99. Contains 45 easy -to -build elec- 

tronic projects trhat can be built by an absolute begin- 
ner. Projects are assembled on terminal blocks using 
only a screwdriver and other simple hand tools. No 

soldering is required. 

BP432 Simple Sensor Terminal Block Projects 
1_1$8.99. This book is the next logical step from 45 
Simple Electronic Terminal Block Projects (BP378), by 

the same author. The former describes an easy 
method of constructing transistor circuits without the 
need for soldering. It is an open sesame to the practi- 
cal world of electronics for youngsters or beginners. 

BP428 MS -Word 97 Explained $12.75. Without 
any previous knowledge of MS -Word, you can be 

up and running this evening using this basic text as a 

guide! Nothing is assumed! The hardware specifica- 
tion you need to run the package, and how to install it 

onto your system, are covered. You discover how to 
enter, edit and enhance text and how to become com- 
fortable working with document pate layouts, para- 

graph styles, document templates, textboxes and 

frames. 

BP367 Electronic Projects for the Garden 

$8.99. Electronics enters the Garden! New excit- 
ing book points out how gardeners can build simple 

gadgets to promote success where the elements work 
against you. Some of the projects are: over /under tem- 

perature monitoring, dusk/dawn switching, automatic 
plant watering, warming cables, etc. 

BP368 Practical Electronics Musical Effect Units 

$8.99. There is a constant hullabaloo for musical 

effects projects by the hobbyist community. This book 
provides practical circuits for several projects that 

range in complexity and are sure to work. All the circuits 
are easy to build and use readily -available parts. 

BP429 MS -Excel 97 Explained $8.99. 3D Excel 
97 spreadsheet is here! Get a quick start with this 

exciting program in the shortest and most effective way. 

The book was written with both the newcomer to 
spreadsheets and the existing spreadsheet user in 

mind. After a brief period of reading the beginner will be 

able to build up simple spreadsheet examples, edit 

entries, format cells and ranges, and save and open 

worksheets. From there, you can generate and use 3- 

dimensional worksheets and to link them together. 

BP385 Easy PC Interfacing $8.99. The built -in 

ports in your PC provide an easy and hassle -free 

way of interfacing your circuits. This book provides 

useful PC add -on circuits including the following: 
Digital input/output ports; analog -to- digital and digital - 

to- analog converters; voltage and current measure- 

ment circuits; resistance and capacitance meters, tem- 

perature measurement interface, biofeedback monitor, 

and many other useful interfaces. 

BP393 Practical Concise Introduction to UNIX 

1_158.99. If you are using or intend to use the UNIX 

multi -user operating system and want to get the most 
out of your computer system in terms of efficiency and 

productivity, then you must learn its operating system. 
The book explains how the UNIX operating system is 

structured so that you understand what happens when 

you first approach your computer. 

BP396- Electronic Hobbyists Data Book $10.99. 
1_1This book provides a wide range of data. If, for 
example, you require details of a modern five -band 

resistor code or an old color code for a ceramic 
capacitor, the formula for parallel resistance, or basic 
data on an NE5534AN operational amplifier, it is con- 
tained within these pages. The subjects covered are 

numerous and widespread to cover all hobbyist 
interests. 

BP343 A Concise Introduction to Microsoft 
Works for Windows $10.99. The book explains 

and details: How the Works for Windows package fits 
into the general Microsoft Windows environment; how 

to use the word processor to advantage; how to use 

Microsoft Draw to create and edit graphics and place 

them in your documents; how to build up simple 
spreadsheet examples; and how single, and multiple 
charts, or graphs, of different types can be generated. 

And there's much more! 

BP282 Understanding PC Specifications $8.95. 
This book explains PC specifications in detail, and 

the subjects covered include the following: Differences 

between types of PC (XT, AT, 80386, 80486, Pentium 

etc.); math co- processors; input devices (keyboards, 

mice, and digitizers); memory, including both expand- 

ed (EMS) and extended RAM; RAM disks and disk 

caches; floppy disk drive formats and compatibility; 
hard disk drives; and display adapters (CGA, Hercules, 

super VGA, etc.). 

BP298 Concise Intro to the Macintosh System 
L_Iand Finder $7.50. Although the Mac's WIMP user 

interface is designed to be easy to use, much of it only 

becomes clear when it is explained in simple terms. 

The book explains: The System and Finder, what they 

are and what they do; how to use the System and 

Finder to manipulate disks, files and folders; configur- 
ing and printing files from the Finder; getting the most 

from the system utility programs; and running 
MultiFinder. 

BP88 How To Use OP Amps $7.50. The 

Operational Amplifier is the most adaptable circuit 
module available to the circuit designer. It is possible 

to purchase a low -cost integrated circuit with several 

hundred components, very-high gain and predictable 

performance. This book has been written as a design- 

er's guide for most Operational Amplifiers, serving 
both as a source book of circuits and a reference book 

for design calculations. 

BP316 Practical Electric Design Data $10.95. A 

builder's bargain book a comprehensive ready - 

reference manual for electronic enthusiasts with over 
150 practical circuits. It covers the main kinds of com- 

ponents (from pig -tail leads to surface mount), pin - 

outs, specs and type selection. Basic units are defined 

and most used formulae explained. Five additional sec- 

tions are devoted to circuit design, covering analog, 

digital, display, radio and power supply circuits. 

BP346- Programming in Visual Basic for Win- 
dows $10.99. This book is a guide to program- 

ming. The reader is not expected to have any familiar- 
ity with the language as both the environment and 

statements are introduced and explained with the help 

of simple programs. The user is encouraged to build 

these, save them, and keep improving them as more 

complex language statements and commands are 

encountered. 

1-181,341MS-DOS 6 Explained $12.25. The book 
covers: How the DOS operating system of your 

computer is structured so that you can understand 

what happens when you first switch on your comput- 
er; How directories and subdirectories can be 

employed to structure your hard disk for maximum 

efficiency; how to use the DOS Shell program, and 

much, much more. 

BP345 Getting Started In Practical Electronics 

$8.99. If you are looking into launching an exciting 

hobby activity, this text provides basic essentials for the 

builder and 30 easy -to -build fun projects with which 

every experimenter should toy. Printed- circuit designs 

are included to give your project the professional touch. 
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Build the 

Promotional Pin 
If you've got a product or service that you want to get 
noticed, get the word out with an eye- catching 
lighted lapel pin, while practicing surface -mount 
construction techniques. 

JON J. VARTERESIAN 

When it comes to getting 
out the message, noth- 
ing does it like a lighted 

sign. Now with a little electronic 
finesse, you can promote your latest 
product, service, or your company 
with the Promotional Pin described 
in this article. The Promotional Pin is 

a guaranteed eye catcher, sure to 
be noticed by friends, family, or 
prospective customers. You can 
customize the front with your own 
artwork or photograph. Then all you 
have to do to draw attention to 
your product or service is press a 
switch, and let the light show begin! 
Once activated, the pin will blink for 
about 10 minutes, then go into a 
power- saving mode. Another press 
of the button starts the light show 
over again. 

The Promotional Pin is powered 
from a 400 -milliamp -hour (mAh) 
lithium coin cell. When the Pro- 
motional Pin is powered from the 
specified unit, the pin should oper- 
ate for approximately 43 hours. The 
extended battery life is due to the 
unique firmware, which shuts the 
circuit down after a pre- deter- 
mined period. 

The Circuit. A schematic diagram 
of the Promotional Pin is shown in 

Fig.1. The circuit is comprised of a 
Microchip Technologies PIC 16LC54A 
microcontroller (IC1), eight light - 
emitting diodes (LED1- LED8), a 
switch (S1), a battery (B1), and a 
sprinkling of resistors and capacitors. 

Pressing switch Si, which is con- 
nected to ICI's master clear (McLR) 

input at pin 4, causes the voltage 
on pin 4 of ICI to fall from 3.0 to 0.0 

volts. That low -going voltage wakes 
up IC1, causing the blinking se- 
quence to begin. The LEDs are then 
sequenced on and off in a random 
order for approximately 10 minutes. 
At the end of that period, IC1 goes 
back to sleep to conserve battery 
life. To begin the process all over 
again, simply press the start switch. 
The blinking sequence can be halt- 
ed at any time by pressing Si again. 

Power for the circuit is supplied by 
a standard 3.0 -volt coin -cell battery 
(B1). Resistor R10 and capacitor Cl 
are used to generate an RC clock 
input for IC1.The operating frequen- 
cy is a nominal 256 kHz. The RC 
operating mode of IC1 is inherently 
not very precise and can vary by as 
much as 20%. Resistors Rl through R8 

are used to limit the current through 

the LEDs to 25 mA. 

The Firmware. The firmware for the 
Promotional Pin is very simple. Once 
the PIC is reset, it randomly selects 
an LED, blinks it over a two- second 
period, waits 0.15 seconds, and 
then chooses another. After 10 min- 
utes, IC1 goes into a power- conserv- 
ing mode. Pressing Si causes the 
sequence to start again. 

Note: The LEDs do not just turn on 
for 1 second, and then turn off, but 
are instead rapidly cycled on and 
off. That technique is usually referred 
to as pulse -width modulation, or 
PWM. As long as current to the LEDs 

is pulsed at a rate greater than 60 
Hz, the human eye can not detect 
the pulsing, so the LEDs will appear 
as if they're continuously on. 

Pulse -width modulating the LED 

current has the added benefit of 
conserving power. For example, if 

current were applied to an LED for 1 

millisecond, and then removed for 
15 milliseconds, and the cycle 
repeated endlessly, the LED would 
only consume 1 /16th of the power 
that would be used if the LED were 
kept on all of the time. That's a sub- 
stantial power savings. At that rate, 
the human eye won't be able to 
detect the pulsing; however, the LED 

will seem dimmer than if it were con- 
tinuously lit. If power to the LEDs was 
pulsed on for 6 milliseconds and off 
for 10 millliseconds, the LEDs would 
consume only 6 /16th of the power- 

Assembling the Promotional Pin requires a needle- tipped soldering iron, a steady hand, and good 

eyesight, as the components and component pads on the board are very small, and too much heat 

can damage both. 31 
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causing the LED to "burn" brighter 
than it would at 1 /16th PWM, but dim- 
mer than at full on. 

Each LED starts off at a power of 
1 /16th, progresses linearly to 15 /16th 
(the on glow), and then falls back to 
1 /16th (the off glow) for a total num- 
ber of 29 power steps. The PIC waits 
at each power step for two PWM 
periods before proceeding to the 
next power step. The whole se- 
quence of 29 power steps takes 
approximately 0.8 seconds. At the 
end of each LED cycle, the PIC waits 
approximately 0.15 seconds before 
selecting the next LED. 

If the LEDs were turned fully on for 

0.8 seconds and then turned fully off 
for 0.15 seconds, the battery would 
last for about 20 hours. With the PWM 
technique described herein, battery 
life is extended to over 43 hours! 

Construction. The Promotional Pin 
was assembled on a small printed - 
circuit board, measuring about 3 by 
3 inches. A full -size template of that 
printed- circuit layout is shown in Fig. 
2 for those who prefer to etch their 
own board. For those who would 
rather not etch their own board, a 
complete kit of parts (with pro- 
grammed PIC), as well as complet- 
ed and tested units, is available from 

Here is the Promotional Pin advertising the new PhotoBlaster Camera. 
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Fig.1. The Promotional Pin is comprised of ICI (a PIC16LC54A microcontroller), eight light -emit- 

32 ting diodes, a switch, a battery, and a sprinkling of resistors and capacitors. 

the supplier listed in the Parts List. 

Once you've rounded up all of 
the materials needed to assemble 
the Promotional Pin, construction 
can begin. A parts -placement dia- 
gram for the Promotional Pin's print- 
ed- circuit layout is shown in Fig. 3. 
Note: All of the components except 
for the LEDs are surface -mount 
units. So, if you've been waiting to 
get some experience in soldering 
surface -mount components, this 
project is simple enough to begin 
with. Also note that all of the parts 
are available from Digi -Key. 

Begin by programming the PIC. 
The source and programming files 
are available on the Gernsback 
web site (www.gernsback.com) as 
file "PROMO.ZIP" Once programmed, 
solder the PIC to the circuit board. 
Note the location of pin 1 of IC1 
when installing the microcontroller. 
Pin 1 of the microcontroller is identi- 
fied by a dot on the package. Pin 1 

on the circuit board is identified by a 
slightly longer pad. Once the micro - 
controller is in place, mount and sol- 
der S1 into place. Then solder 10k 
resistors at the positions labeled R9 

and R10, followed by a 300 -pF 
capacitor where Cl is indicated. 
After that, solder eight 36 -ohm resis- 
tors at the positions labeled. R1 -R8, 
followed by the coin -cell battery 
holder at the 131 position. That corn - 
pletes the main circuit assembly 
except for the LEDs. 

Now it is time to place your art- 
work or photo on the face of the 
pin. You can use any type of picture 
that you desire. A photo of the kids, 
a photo of your latest project, or 
even your company logo printed 
on regular paper. Since the printed - 
circuit board is 3 inches round, the 
photo or printout should be at least 
3 inches round to completely cover 
the face of the pin. The picture or 
artwork is attached to the face of 
the pin with double -sided tape. 

Remove one side of the double - 
sided tape and stick it to the front of 
the pin. Now remove the other side 
of the double -sided tape and stick 
your artwork to the front being care- 
ful to get it straight. The next step is to 
laminate the artwork. Laminating 
helps protect the artwork from dirt 
and water. The laminate is just a 
piece of thick, clear plastic with a 
sticky back. You can get laminating 
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Independent study from CIE will give 
you the skills you need to win your own 
independence in a 
successful career. 

At CIE, we pride 
ourselves in keeping 
pace with the latest 
developing technolo- 
gies. In turn, this 
assures our students 
that upon graduation 
they can mesh 
seamlessly into a 
variety of exciting and 
rewarding technology - 
based careers. 

Back in the 1930's, 
we specialized in 
teaching radio and 
television sciences. 
Today, it's computer 
technology, program- 
ming, robotics, broad- 
cast engineering, 
information systems 
management, and the 
electronics behind it all. 

But some things 
have not changed, like 
the desire of CIE's 
faculty and staff to see 
their graduates succeed. 

That is why at CIE we teach not only 
the hands -on, practical aspects of 
electronics technology, but also delve 
into the "why" behind today's technol- 
ogy. Why does it work the way it does? 

The insights to be gained from such 
a broad, rich and comprehensive 

education at CIE matches or 
exceeds those gained through 

traditional commuter 
institutes while 
providing an educa- 
tion schedule to 
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ments and lifestyle. 

Our patented 
learning program is 
specifically tailored 
for independent 
study and backed up 
by a caring team of 
professional educa- 
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At CIE, we'll 
match our training 
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an Education. 
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t 3 INCHES 

Fig. 2. Those who prefer to "roll their own" can use thus full -sice template of the Promotional Pin's 

printed -circuit layout to etch their own board. 

e 
LED6 

LEDO 

LED3 

R41 
1R3 

R2 

Cl l 

LED2 

®1 

Fig. 3. Assemble the Promotional Pin's printed- circuit board guided by this pats- placement diagram. 

The circuit is constructed entirely of suface -mount components, with the exception of the LEDs. 

material at any office supply store. 
The laminate used in this project 

does not require a heat machine 
to apply it. You just peel the back- 
ing off the laminate and stick it on 
top of your artwork. Turn the pin 

36 over and, using an X -Acto knife, trim 

the artwork /laminate flush with the 
circuit board. 

Using a common pin, poke all 16 

holes for the LEDs. Mount the eight 
LEDs to the circuit board in the nor- 
mal way (through the board) and 
bend the leads slightly to hold the 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
PROMOTIONAL PIN 

B1-3.0-volt, 400 -mAh, lithium coin -cell 
battery (Panasonic BR2025 P188 or 
similar) 

C 1- 330 -pF chip capacitor (Panasonic 
ECU- VIH331KBM P7CC331BCT) 

IC I -PIC I6LC54A or PIC 16LC54A- 
04/SO microcontroller, surface -mount, 
integrated circuit (Microchip) 

LED1 LED8 -Red hi- bright, light - 
emitting diode (Panasonic LN28RAL 
P403 or similar) 

R I R8 -36 -ohm, '/8 -watt, 5% chip 
resistor (Panasonic ERJ- 8GEY360 
P36ECT) 

R9, R10- 10,000 -ohm, I/8 -watt, 5% chip 
resistor (Panasonic ERJ- 8GEYJI03 
P l OKECT) 

SI-Pushbutton switch (Panasonic 
EVQ -QHQ03 P8005SCT) 

Printed -circuit materials, 20mm coin -cell 
battery holder (Keystone 3002K), 
solder, etc. 

Note: The following parts are available 
from JV Enterprises, P.O. Box 370 
Hubbardston, MA 01452: A complete 
kit including professional circuit board 
with solder mask and silk- screen, pro- 
grammed PIC with source code, all 
components, laminate material, double - 
sided tape, battery, solder, solder wick 
and accessories, and assembly manual 
for $19.95, plus $5 shipping and han- 
dling (unlimited technical support is 
available to kit purchasers); pre- 
programmed PIC with source code for 
$8, plus $3 shipping and handling. 
Check or money order only. 
Massachusetts residents, please add 
5% sales tax. 

LEDs in place. Note the location of 
the anode lead of each LED as it's 
being inserted. The anode must go 
to the square pad on the circuit 
board. When you are done, solder 
all 16 leads, and trim the excess lead 
as flush as possible to the circuit 
board. Use epoxy, or hot glue, and 
attach a foam back to the pin. The 
foam back will cover the circuitry 
while still leaving an access hole for 
the battery. Now use epoxy, or hot 
glue, and glue the safety pin to the 
foam back. 

That's all there is to it. To operate 
the Promotional Pin, insert the bat- 
tery (making sure to keep the posi- 
tive side up) and press Si . If every- 
thing was done correctly, the LEDs 

should start to blink one at a time. In 

the unlikely event that the pin does- 
n't work, check your programming 
and soldering. 
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Affer building the "Sprinkler Guardian" 
described in the April 1995 issue of Popular 
Electronics and testing it for a year, it 

seemed as though electronics had won out over yet 
another menial household chore. But, as fate would 
have it, after a year of flawless operation, the unit start- 
ed to become unreliable. It operated erratically for a 
time and then stopped sensing moisture all together. To 
my chagrin, I had joined the ranks of those whose sprin- 
kler system waters the lawn during a rain storm. 

The electronics were checked completely, but no 
problem was found. That's when I became obsessed 
with uncovering the cause of the problem. When the 
in- ground sensors were uncovered, it was discovered 
that electrolysis -the decay of a structure due to 
chemical reactions -had been overlooked in the orig- 
inal design as a possible source of trouble. Although 
using probes made of stainless steel and son* exotic 
wires could cure the problem, it was decided that a 
new concept was called for. The first task was to design 
a sensor that needn't be buried in the ground to mon- 
itor the soil's moisture content. Additionally, it was 
decided that it would be better if the control circuit 
required no adjustments. With those requirements in 
mind, the Sprinkler Guardian II was born. 

Using the in- ground sensing method to determine 
the soil's moisture content, as was used in the original 
design, required that some sort of timer be incorpo- 
rated into the circuit to keep the sprinklers operating 

SPRINKLER 
GUARDIAN 11, 

THE SEQUEL 
Improve upon the operation of the 

original project with this updated version, 

which enhances the control circuitry 
and sensor monitoring. 

WALTER W. SCHOPP 

after the ground became damp. That problem is elim- 
inated In the project's present Incarnation by using a 
sensor designed to monitor the moisture content of 
the surrounding air, making the timer unnecessary. 

About The Circuit. A schematic diagram of the 
Sprinkler Guardian is shown in Fig. 1. Power for the cir- 
cuit is derived from the 24 -volt AC source that powers 
the sprinkler -control unit. The pirated AC voltage is rec- 
tified by a full -wave bridge rectifier comprised of 
D1 -D4. A 50- ohm,10 -watt resistor (R1) Is connected in 
series with the output of the bridge rectifier. That resis- 
tor is used to drop the rectified DC output of the bridge 
to a level that can be handled by IC2 (a 7812 fixed 12 

volt regulator). Capacitor Cl (a 220-11F unit) Is included 
in the circuit to smooth the output DC, while C2 Is used 
to bypass any voltage spikes to ground. 

The DC voltage is then applied to IC2 (a 7812 fixed 
12 -volt regulator), which further reduces and maintains 
the supply voltage at 12 volts DC. The output of the 
regulator is then filtered by C3 and C4. At that point, 
the voltage divides along two paths. In one path, the 
voltage is fed through R2 (a 1k resistor) and used to 
light LED1,signifying that power has been applied to 
the circuit. In the other path, the voltage is used to 
operate Sprinkler Guardian II. 

At the heart of the circuit is a 4001 CMOS quad 2- 
input NOR gate. Two NOR gates from that four -gate 
package, ICI -a and ICI -b, are configured as an 
astable multivibrator (oscillator). Pin 6 of ICI -b, Is con- 
nected to a voltage divider, composed of R5 and the 
resistance of the sensor (sponge /screws), which con- 
nects to S02. The oscillator, which operates at a fre- 
quency of about 450 Hz, is triggered when rain wets 
the sensor (which connects to S02). The sensor, in this 
case, is little more than a small sponge with two elec- 
trodes buried in it. The wet sensor grounds pin 6 of IC] - 
b, causing the astable multivibrator to oscillate. 

The square -wave output of the oscillator is fed to 
the inputs of ICI-c and IC1 -d, which are wired in par- 37 
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Fig. I . The Sprinkler Guardian -which is fed from the 24 -volt AC source that powers the sprinkler - 
control unit -is comprised of two integrated circuits (ICI, a 4001 quad 2 -input NOR gate and IC2 a 

7812 12 -volt, 1 -amp fixed voltage regulator), a full -wave bridge rectifier (composed of four 1 -amp, 

400-Ply rectifier diodes, D1 D4), a pair of LEDs, a 12 -volt relay (RY1), and a small assortment of 
resistors and capacitors. 

Fig. 2. The Sprinkler Guardian 11 was assembled on a printed- circuit hoard, measuring 3114 by 2112 

inches. A full -size template of the author's printed -circuit layout is shown here. 

allel. Together, those gates increase 
the current and invert the signal out- 
put by the oscillator to provide suffi- 
cient drive for Q1. The inverted out- 
put of ICl- c /IC1 -d is applied to the 
base of Q1 (a 2N3905 general -pur- 
pose NPN transistor), causing it to 
turn on. With Q 1 turned on, providing 

38 a ground path through the transistor 

for the coil of RY1 (a DPDT 12 -volt 
relay) , the relay turns on, causing its 

normally -open contacts to close. 
One set of contacts applies power 
to LED 1, causing it to light, indicating 
that the circuit has been triggered. 
The other set of contacts, which 
function as a simple SPST switch, are 
connected in series with one leg of 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
SPRINKLER GUARDIAN II 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
D1 D4- 1N4004 1 -amp, 400 -PIV 

rectifier diode 
1C1- CD4001 CMOS quad 2- input. NoR 

gate, integrated circuit 
IC2 -7812 12 -volt, 1 -amp fixed voltage 

regulator, integrated circuit 
LED 1, LED2- Light- emitting diode 
Q1- 2N3905 general -purpose NPN 

silicon transistor 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are' /4 -watt, 5% units unless 

otherwise noted.) 
R 1 -50 -ohm, 10 -watt 
R2, R6, R7 -1000 -ohm 
R3- 100,000 -ohm 
R4, R5- 1- megohm 

CAPACITORS 
C1- 220 -11,F, 50 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C2, Cl 0.1 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C3- 220 - xF, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C5- 0.05 -RF, ceramic -disc 
C6- I00 -p,F, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS 
AND MATERIALS 
RY1-12-volt relay. AROMAT #HB2- 

DC12V (Jameco #18577) 
SOI S03 -Dual -wire. terminal block 

(Jameco #99426) 
Printed -circuit materials, stainless steel 

bolts, nuts, plastic box, sponge, wire, 
solder, hardware, etc. 

the sprinkler -control circuit's output. 
When the circuit is triggered, that set 
of contacts opens, turning off the 
sprinkler system. 

When the rain stops and the sen- 
sor (sponge) dries, pin 6 of ICl -b is 

pulled high by the voltage supplied 
through R5. Since both inputs of ICI - 
b are now high, the output of ICI-b 
goes low. That low is applied to pin 2 

of ICI -a. Since both inputs of ICI -a 
are now low, the output of IC 1 -a 
goes high. That high is fed to the 
input of ICI -c and ICI -d, causing 
their outputs to go low, thereby turn- 
ing off Ql. With Q1 turned off, RY1 

drops out, allowing the relay's nor- 
mally- closed contacts to close. That 
allows the sprinklers to come on any 
time that the sprinkler -control timer 
calls for it. 

The sensor can be mounted in a 
rain gutter or somewhere out of the 
way, where it won't get wet when 
the sprinkler is on, therewith solving 
the major problem. Of course, elec- 
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trolysis will still take place, but on a 
much smaller scale. The connect- 
ing wires are no longer a part of the 
equation, and the small electrodes 
needed can be easily made from 
stainless steel. 

Construction. The Sprinkler Guard- 
ian Il was assembled on a printed - 
circuit board, measuring 31/4 by 21/2 
inches. A template of the author's 
printed- circuit layout is shown in Fig. 

2. That pattern can be lifted from 
the page and used to etch your 
own printed- circuit board. Once the 
board has been etched and you've 
gathered all of the parts listed in the 
Parts List, assemble the circuit board 
guided by the parts -placement dia- 
gram shown in Fig. 3. 

Once you've assembled the 
board and checked it for the usual 
construction errors, put the board 
aside and prepare the moisture 
sensor. Figure 4 gives details for the 
construction of the sensor assembly. 
The author's sensor was fabricated 
using a small enclosure, measuring 
approximately 1/2-inch high, 1 -inch 
wide, and 2- inches long and made 
of 1/8-inch thick plastic. However, the 
box can be any size. 

Two holes were drilled through 
the plastic box to accommodate 
two 6 -32 stainless -steel screws. One 
side should be #28 clearance holes, 
and the other side should be tap 
size #36 holes. You could also use 
longer screws, of sufficient length to 
go through the box, and use 6 -32 
nuts on the outside. The exact 
dimensions of the box are quite 
loose as long as you have about 1 

to 1 1/4 inch between the screws and 
as long as the sponge remains 
against the screws whether it's wet 
or dry. The two screws are the elec- 
trodes to which wires are attached 
using terminal lugs under the heads 
of the screws. 

After the box is built, and the 
screws are in place, the sponge is 

cut to the inside dimensions of the 
box. The sponge is then pre- formed 
by wetting it and tucking it under 
and spanning both screws inside 
the box. After the sponge dries, it 
will be pre- formed so that when it 
rains, the sponge will swell and 
make a low- resistance connection 
across the terminals. 

When the rain ceases and the 

sponge dries, the resistance be- 
tween the screw electrodes will be 
very high. The drying time of the 
sponge is very close to the time it 
takes for the ground to dry out. The 
sensor box can be mounted in any 
location where it won't get wet 
when the sprinkler is on. The sensor 
assembly must also be situated 

1C2 

C2 

C4 

-c1- + R1 

le ml 
'sol 

24VAC 

'SEE TEXT 

C3 

clear of any structure that might 
shield the sensor from rain. A conve- 
nient out -of- the -way location for the 
box is bolted to the inside top of a 
rain gutter. Do not mount the sensor 
in the bottom of the gutter as it can 
get covered with debris and will not 
dry properly. The sensor can be bolt- 
ed crosswise by the end of the box 

e e 
'S03 
LOAD 
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RS 
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-R3- 
C5 
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Fig. 3. Assemble the printed -circuit board guided by the parts -placement diagram. Once it is assem- 
bled, check the board for the usual construction errors. 

6 -32 
NUTS 

SCREWS 

A 

SPONGE 

SOLDER LUGS 

MOUNTING 
HOLES 

SO2 
6 -32 STAINLESS 
STEEL SCREWS 

B 

Fig. 4. The sensor for the Sprinkler Guardian II is little more than a pair of screws inserted through 
a small plastic box that contains a wall -to -wall section of sponge. Details for the construction of the 
sensor assembly are shown here. 39 
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Fig. S. Once completed, the Sprinkler Guardian Il is integrated into the existing sprinkler control, 

as shown in this illustration. 
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In the authors setyr. the Sprinkler Guardian II was mounted in the enclosure that houses the existing 

40 sprinkler -control unit, where it can easily he connected to the appropriate points on the sprinkler control. 

to prevent shorting out the sensor 
electrodes on an aluminum or steel 
rain gutter. 

The sensor assembly can be con- 
nected to the circuit board through 
a small coax line or telephone twist- 
ed pair. 

Figure 5 shows how the Sprinkler 
Guardian II is integrated into the 
existing sprinkler -control system. Note 
that SOl is connected in parallel 
with the existing sprinkler -control unit, 
tapping into its 24 -volt power source. 
The Sprinkler Guardian II, along with 
the valve -control unit, can be 
mounted together in a common 
enclosure. 

Now your sprinkler -control system 
is ready to prevent your lawn or gar- 
den from being watered in the rain 
(again). 

HANDS -ON REPORT 
(continued from page 14) 

these negatives -just alert them 
when we bring the next roll of film 
in. After we managed to complete 
the next roll of 24 exposures, we 
brought this in, reminded them of 
the type of camera we used, and 
voile', after a couple of hours picked 
up 24 perfect prints at the standard 
charge -but getting 96 pictures. 
Some of these pictures were later 
easily cut down to wallet -sized con- 
venience. Shortly we will pick some 
of the better prints and have them 
enlarged to a standard size for 
framing. Although the instructions 
state correctly no special process- 
ing is required, when bringing the 
film in for developing it won't hurt to 
alert your photo shop about the 
unique images expected. 

It's a Fun Thing! Right now these 
cameras are making it to the stores. 
As a gift for the budding young 
photographer (who burns up too 
much film), it's a great idea. Also 
consider it as a novelty gift for an 
adult photographer or even as a 
potential collector's item. Seek out 
a PhotoBlaster at a toy store near 
you -not a camera shop. Further 
information can be obtained by 
contacting Long Hall Technologies, 
500 Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, 
NY 11735; Tel. 516 -293 -6900; Fax: 

516 -293 -7130, or circle no. 120 on the 
Free Information Card. 
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IVs happened to most 
of us. After a long day 
at work, you head out 

to the parking lot to get into 
your car for the long- anticipated 
ride home. But, as you turn the igni- 
tion, you get nothing but that 
dreadful click, click sound. That's 
when you realize that you left the 
lights (or some accessory) on 
all day, which promptly drained 
the battery. 

Dead batteries can be more 
than frustrating. Deep discharg- 
ing can drastically reduce the life 
of the battery. One deep dis- 
charge reduces a battery's life 
by 30-40 percent. To complicate 
things, particularly for those living 
in (or visiting) the northern reach- 
es of the country, a completely 
discharged battery (as shown by 
the chart in Fig. 1) freezes at 
around +20°F. One with a 25% 
charge remaining freezes at 
about +5 °F. 

Automakers, in their quest to 
make their products more attractive 
are starting to take heed, adding 
logic circuitry to their onboard corn - 
puter systems that is designed to 
prevent excess current drain should 
the lights or other items that draw 
current be left on for excessive peri- 
ods of time. Such systems go by 
names like Buick's "Battery Rundown 
Protection System" or Cadillac's 
"Battery Storage Mode" Typically, 
with such arrangements, the electri- 
cal system is put in a dormant mode 
or shut down if an exterior, interior, or 
trunk light is left on for more than 
10-20 minutes. 

To reactivate the electrical sys- 
tem, the driver need only turn the 
ignition switch, turn on or off a 
light switch, or open a front door. 
To prevent a dead battery during 
long -term storage, some systems 
turn off items like the radio, clock, 
and remote lock control if the car 
is left with the ignition off for more 
than three or four weeks. Others 
put the battery in a storage mode 
if the car is not used for a few 
days. 

However, you can get protec- 
tion from complete battery run- 
down without buying a new car or 
truck. A new product, PriorityStart! 
from BLI International, can prevent 
a complete battery drain. 

114.111. 

IES 
HAVE ARRIVED! 

BILL SIURU 

Like the Lone Ranger, 
technology rides to the rescue to help 
today's motorists avoid one of the most annoying aspects 

of motor vehicle operation -the unanticipated dead battery. 

PriorityStart! PriorityStart! is an 
electronic device that is attached 
to the positive terminal of the bat- 
tery and grounded to the negative 
terminal. The device constantly 
monitors the vehicle's battery for a 
power drain to sense when the volt- 
age drops below a preset level. 
Then, when PriorityStart! senses that 
the predetermined charge level 
has been reached, a switch capa- 
ble of handling large amounts of 
current mechanically disconnects 
the battery, preventing any further 
battery drain. The battery is recon- 

nected when the ignition key is 

turned to start the engine. 
Of course, you'll have to reset 

the clock, radio, and seat memo- 
ries, but the onboard computers will 
reprogram themselves. Resetting 
would also have to be done if you 
had a dead battery. You can rewire 
alarms directly to the battery so 
that they bypass the unit and still 

work, although doing so would also 
allow them to continue draining the 
battery (but at least you'll be "pro- 
tected"). 

The PriorityStart! costs $79.95. 41 
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42 

That is a pretty reasonable invest- 
ment against the hassle of having 
to get a jump start in an airport 
parking lot after having left your 
lights on in your haste to make that 
all important flight. 
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POWERBEAT. The POWERBEAT -a 
new battery from New Zealand - 
also eliminates the cause of most 
dead batteries; lights, radios, etc., 
left on while the car is parked for 
long periods of time. The POWER- 

WHEN BATTERIES FREEZE 

-62 DEG F 

TEMPERATURE WHERE 
SOLUTION FREEZES 

-16 DEG F 

+5 DEG F 

+19 DEG F 

1.265 1.225 1.19 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

1.155 1.12 

Fig. 1. A fully charged battery won't freeze unless it's a very cold night in North Dakota. However, 
a fully discharged battery will freeze on a chilly winter night almost anywhere. 

Your car has been sitting for a few 
days, and again the battery did not have 
enough juice to turn the engine over. You 
suspect a current drain is sapping the bat- 
tery's charge while the car is parked. 
Tracking down current drains can be done 
by even the most amateur mechanic. You 
can do the job with a $5 test light as well 
as a multimeter or ammeter that reads cur- 
rents up to 10 amperes. 

First, place pieces of tape over door 
dome light and the under- the -hood lamp 
switch (if you have an under -the -hood 
lamp) so they will be off and not drawing 
current, which will appear as a current 
drain. Connect the test light, multimeter, or 
ammeter in series with the positive side of 
the battery. This means disconnecting the 
positive battery terminal and connecting 
the light or meter so it completes the cir- 
cuit between the battery terminal and bat- 
tery cable. Do not crank the engine or 
operate accessories that might draw more 
than 10 amperes. You might blow the fuse 
in the multimeter or ammeter. 

If the light glows or you get a notice- 

LOCATING A CURRENT DRAIN 

able ampere reading, you have a current 
drain. If not, you have either a battery or 
charging system problem. Incidentally, 
modern cars with computers have Keep 
Alive Memories, which draw small 
amounts of current (on the order of a few 
milliamps) all the time, causing the light to 

glow quite dimly -but, nowhere near the 
brilliance of a normal current drain. If you 
are using a meter, read the current drain for 
the entire system and record that value. 

To find the circuit, and ultimately the 
individual component, causing the current 
drain, start pulling one fuse after another 
from the fuse box while watching the test 
light or meter. (A fuse puller makes the 
job a bit easier and prevents damaging the 
fuses.) The light will go out or the current 
reading will drop to nearly zero when the 
fuse protecting the offending circuit is 

pulled. Reinstall the fuse and disconnect 
the components in the circuit that are pro- 
tected by that fuse one -by -one. Use a 

wiring diagram to determine the compo- 
nents in the particular circuit. If you do 
not have a wiring diagram, you can find 

BEAT battery has separate auxiliary 
and starter cells. The auxiliary cells 
connect to vehicle accessories 
(see Fig. 2): lights, radio, and so 
forth. The starter cells provide cur- 
rent only to the starter (see Fig. 3). 
When parked, the auxiliary and 
starter cells are isolated from each 
other, so if the lights, radio, or other 
items are left on, the starter cells 
are not drained. That leaves the 
battery ready for a quick start. 

The POWERBEAT battery also 
features a Discharge Management 
System (DMS). The DMS senses 
when the vehicle is not in use and 
isolates the starter cells to prevent 
their discharge. The DMS's sensor 
detects when a door is shut or an 
attempt is made to start the vehi- 
cle. Then the starter and auxiliary 
cells are connected together. The 
rather simple sensor consists of a 
small steel ball placed on a piezo- 
ceramic disk. Opening a door jos- 
tles the ball, generating a voltage 
that is amplified and relayed to the 
DMS, which reconnects the auxil- 
iary cells to the starter cells. The 
DMS also manages the recharging 
of both sets of cells, preventing 
overcharging and undercharging. 

Rather than the six cells that sup- 

out which components are in a particular 
circuit by removing the fuse and deter- 
mining which components no longer 
work. Note: The listings of components in 

a circuit given in the owner's manual or 
on fuse -box covers are sometimes in error. 

If the current drain is not in the circuits 
protected by fuses, you might check for 
leakage current through the alternator 
diodes. Connect the multimeter or amme- 
ter in series with the alternator with the car 
not running. Take care in disconnecting 
the alternator output wire. The battery side 
must be disconnected before disconnect- 
ing the output wire at the alternator to pre- 
vent arcing at the alternator terminals, 
which could damage the unit. 

Once the wire at the alternator terminal 
has been removed, reconnect the battery 
side. Leakage current should be on the 

order of a couple of milliamps at most, 
more likely only about 0.5 milliamps. 
Values approaching the total current drain 
tell you that the diodes could be the culprit. 
Do not run the car with the alternator dis- 
connected- expensive damage can result. 
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Fig. 2. Since the mid- 1970s, most vehicles have been equipped with split wiring harnesses, in which 

a pair of cables (one handling current to the starter motor, and the other feeding everything else) 

attaches to the positive battery terminal. 

POWER BEAT BATTERY 

ALTERNATOR 

TO IGNITION LIGHT i 
TO ACCESSORIES 

AND IGNITION 

STARTER MOTOR 

SOLENOID ACTIVATING 
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KEY (START) 

Fig. 3. Installing the POWERBEAT requires attaching the thinner wire, or in some cases wires, of 
the vehicle's wiring harness to the separate positive terminal of the battery. That wire runs to the 

fuse box as well as to the alternator. (The alternator supplies recharging current to both sets of cells 

when the engine is running.) The thicker wire is attached between the positive terminal and the 

starter motor, and the negative ground wire is retained. 

ply both levels of power in a con- 
ventional battery, the POWERBEAT 
has two sets of six cells. Each set is 

optimized for each (quite different) 
requirement. The auxiliary cells are 
optimized for low current for extend- 
ed periods of time and repeated 
deep cycling without damage. In 

a conventional battery, deep 
cycling- discharging to a very low 
level and then recharging -results in 

sulfation, which greatly reduces bat- 
tery life. 

The POWERBEAT's auxiliary cells 
use a special double -grid elec- 
trode plate made of a high -density 

The PriorityStart! is easy to install as shown 

here. The system is simply strapped to the bat- 

tery and is then connected between the battery 

and the positive distribution cable. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

BLI International 
17939 Chatsworth St., Suite 521 

Granada Hills, CA 91344 
Tel. 800 -780 -8276 
Fax: 818 -832 -9431 
Web: http: / /www.bliint.com/- bliint 

POWERBEAT USA, Inc. 
P.O. Box 56130 
Chicago, IL 60656 
Fax: 847 -698 -1979 
E -mail: info@powerbeat.com 
Web: http: / /powerbeat.com 

active material. The heavy -duty 
plates are folded like the pages in 

a book. Electrolytes are trapped in 

the folds so that battery solution is 

distributed over their surfaces to 
control sulfation and to eliminate 
damaging deep discharge of the 
auxiliary cells. 

In contrast, the starter cells are 
designed to provide large amounts 
of current for short periods of time. 
The cells are manufactured with 
thin electrode plates and low -den- 
sity, active material. They are ex- 
tremely efficient at supplying the 
high amounts of current required 
for engine cranking, but do not 
have to be designed for deep dis- 
charge. 

The POWERBEAT battery is a 
drop -in replacement for a conven- 
tional battery. The first POWERBEAT 
prototypes were tested in 1987, and 
the first US patents were obtained 
in 1989. The new batteries have 
been sold in New Zealand since 
1993, including installation in new 
cars sold in New Zealand. Plans are 
to soon start test marketing the 
POWERBEAT in the US, probably 
starting in California. 43 
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COMPUTER BITS 
Microcontrollers III 

Qur microcontroller of choice for 
this series, at least to get start- 

ed, is the Atmel AVR series, in particu- 
lar -the AT90S1200. In fact, we're 
going to use a special version of it, 

known as the MV1200, which is basi- 
cally an AT90S1200 with a mini -built -in 
BASIC interpreter. This month, we just 
want to get the MV1200 up and run- 
ning, verify that we can communicate 
with it, download a program to it, exe- 
cute that program, and verify proper 
execution. In a future installment, we 
will dispense with BASIC and do some 
lower -level stuff. 

THE MV1200 
The MV1200 is a 20 -pin IC. Five 

pins are for housekeeping (power, 
ground, reset, xtal in, xtal out), and the 
remaining fifteen pins are split between 
two bi- directional I /Os: one seven -bit 
(Port D), and one eight -bit (Port B), as 
shown in Fig. 1A. (In case you're won- 
dering, other members of Atmel's AVR 
family do have ports labeled A and C- 
more later.) 

Through the capabilities provided by 
the BASIC interpreter, the MV1200 has 
the virtual architecture shown in Fig. 
1B. In essence, Port B becomes the 
LPT port, and Port D becomes almost 
everything else (including the LPT 
port's strobe line, but not including the 
inputs to the analog comparator). If you 
add them up, there are nineteen func- 
tions, but only fifteen pins. Several func- 
tions are multiplexed onto the same 
pins, as indicated by the dashed lines. 
From the MVS BASIC perspective, you 
can work with either architecture, or a 
mixture of both. Of course, you can't 
doubly allocate resources at the hard- 
ware level; namely, you can't use Port 
D as both an LPT port and also for bit 
twiddling. 

GETTING STARTED 
Getting a minimal MV1200 system 

up and running doesn't take much, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Aside from the 1200 
itself, all you need are two resistors, a 

diode, and a D- connector for attaching 
44 to the serial port of your PC. To verify 
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Fig. I. Atmel's basic AT90S1200 microcontroller in A has the virtual software architecture, shown 
in 13. Of MVS's implementation of the Mí'1200. 

that the device can really do anything, 
we will also want eight LEDs and asso- 
ciated current -limiting resistors, and 
seven input switches and pull -ups, as 
shown in Fig. 3. (By the way, to perform 
the experiments in this installment, I 

suggest using a solderless breadboard; 
we'll be assembling a more permanent 
and versatile development platform in 

the future.) Use the Fig. 2 circuit for 
downloading, and the Fig. 3 circuit to run 
the program. You can leave both circuits 
connected as long as you disconnect 
the serial cable after downloading. 

Wire up the Fig. 2 circuit, and dou- 
ble -check all your connections, espe- 
cially those going to the PC. If you're 
working from DOS, issue the command 

mode comí 2400,n,8,1 

Then run a terminal -emulation pro- 
gram, such as ProComm, Telix, or 
Commo (in DOS), or Terminal or 
HyperTerminal (in Windows). Set your 
terminal program to run at 2400 N81 on 
COM1. Connect the circuit to your seri- 
al port, and apply power. You should 

R1 

100K 

1N914 

1 
D1 

5V 

20 

V 
RTS RTS VN 

P1 R2 MV1200 
(DB9 3 

100K 2 

TO PC) X DO 

2 3 R D1 

10 
GND GND 

I 

Fig. 2. Use this circuit to download MVS BASIC 
programs to the MV1200. 

see "121 MVS" displayed on the screen 
of your PC. You may see a slightly dif- 
ferent message, indicating a change in 

the firmware. That's OK. You may also 
see gibberish. That's a good sign. If you 
see nothing, that's a bad sign. Check 
your wiring, and make sure you're real- 
ly using COM1. 

If you see gibberish, here's how to 
resolve the problem. MVS BASIC has 
an AutoBaud command that allows it to 
determine the baud rate of incoming 
data. It is undocumented (as are many 
facets of MVS BASIC), but evidently 
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TABLE 1 -MVS BASIC COMMANDS 

COMMAND A DESCRIPTION 

autobaud x x 

definem I x x 

end x x 

gosub I x x 

goto I x x 

ifvl x x 

if v@x I x x 

inp v x 

input v x 

[let] v=x x x 

[let] v=v#x x x 

out x x 

parin v x 

parout x x 

peek v x x 

poke x x x 

print x x 

pwm x x 

ret x x 

serinl v x 

serin2 v x 

serin3 v x 

seroutl x x 

serout2 x x 

serout3 x x 

sleep tics x x 

sound I x 

test b I x 

toggle b x 

wait for ASCII "0" character (30h), set baud, then save to ee 

set EE memory pointer for poke /peek, max =63, default =0 

power down until interrupt or reset 

unconditional subroutine call (1 level), use ret to return 
unconditional goto 
if v not =0 then goto I 

conditional goto, @ is <, >, =, or & (and) 
read port d byte into variable 
get 3 digit numeric ASCII string from coml 
assign direct, `let" is not used 
assign expression, "let" is not used, # is +,- , &,I(or),A(xor) 
write variable or immediate to port d 

make pb0 -7 inputs, pd6 lo, get parallel data, pd6 hi 

make pb0 -7 outputs, set up parallel data, pd6 Io then hi 

read ee data memory into variable, auto increment, starts at 0 

write to ee data memory, auto increment, starts at 0 

send 3 digit numeric ASCII string out cor n1 

send 256 cycles, x =hi time, 0 =0 V,...128 =2.5 V,...255 =5 V 

return from subroutine 
get serial byte from coml 
get serial byte from com2 
get serial byte from com3 
send serial byte to coml 
send serial byte to com2 
send serial byte to com3 
pause for 1 -256 ticks, picks up where it left off 
make 256 cycle tone on com3 tx pin, 1 =40 kHz, 2 =20 kHz,... 256 =200 Hz 

make port b bit input and if it's 1 goto i 

make port b bit output and change its state 
b is bit 0 -7 
i is immediate value 0 -255 
tics: 1 =16 ms, 2 =32 ms, 4 =64 ms, 8 =128 ms, 16 =256 ms, 32 =512 ms, 64 =1 sec, 128 =2 sec, 0 =4 sec 
y is 8 bit variable a -h 
x is 8 bit variable a-h or immediate value 0 -255 

true, that the AutoBaud command is 

executed when the MV1200powers up. 

It stores the baud rate that it detects in 

its internal EEPROM, but evidently 
doesn't start using it until the next time 
it boots. 

So set your terminal program to the 
desired baud rate, power down the 
MV1200, power it back up, and imme- 
diately send several Os (that's the num- 
ber zero, ASCII 48). Wait a few 
seconds, power down, and power back 
up. If all has gone well, you should see 
the sign -on message. If not, try again. 
The timing is not super critical, but it is 

sensitive. Note that this procedure only 
affects the default rate of serial port 1 in 

user programs. Program downloads 
must always occur at 2400 bps. 

Once you've established communi- 
cation at a specific baud rate, you're 
ready to write some code, "compile" it, 

download it, and run it. Keep in mind 
that all program code is stored in the 
1200's internal memory. This means 
that the last program you downloaded 
automatically starts running the next 
time the 1200 boots. 
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Fig. ?. Use this circuit, and the accompanying BASIC program in Listing 1. to test basic l'O func- 

tionality of the MV1200. 

MVS BASIC 
With only 29 commands, MVS 

BASIC is pretty simple, but it provides 
some interesting capabilities. For 

example, it gives three -"bit- banged" 
serial ports, a pseudo -printer port, and 

a pulse -width modulation output. 
(Continued on page 58) 45 
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DX LiSTENiNÇ 
Kol Israel 

Fifty years ago, the Voice of 
Israel, or Kol Israel went on the 

air. It was on May 14, 1948, the day 
the State of Israel was proclaimed, 
when this radio station made its inau- 
gural broadcast, an address by the 
new nation's first prime minister, David 
Ben -Gurion. 

That first shortwave transmitter was 
located in Tel Aviv, notes Salvatore 
Placanica, writing in Current, the 
Adventist World Radio Listener newslet- 
ter. It was, even by that era's standards, 
a very modest station, putting out a 
rather feeble 7.5- kilowatt signal. By con- 
trast, a typical international broadcast 
from Israel to North America today uses 
a 300 -kilowatt shortwave transmitter, 
and broadcasts SW programming in 16 

languages to the mid -East, Europe, 
Asia, and North America. 

But broadcasting in what is now 
Israel has a longer history. In March 
1936, under the British Mandate admin- 
istration, the Palestine Broadcasting 
Service began programming in Hebrew, 
Arabic and English, announcing as the 
Voice of Jerusalem. Programming 
expanded during World War II, particu- 
larly broadcasts in Hebrew. There also 
were armed forces stations located in 

Palestine, which broadcast to British 
and American troops in the Middle East. 

In the five decades since the post - 
W.W.II Voice of Israel began, the Kol 
Israel radio has grown to an around - 
the -clock broadcasting operation that 
includes domestic home networks with 
AM and FM transmissions, in addition 
to the shortwave programs intended 
for listeners outside this small nation. 

Kol Israel features five networks, 
Placanica notes in his article on Israeli 
radio -each with a different flavor of 
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ONT; Mark Fine, VA; Bob Fraser, MA; Mark 
Humenyk, ONT; Harold Levison, PA; 
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Ziolkowsky, NY; North American SW 
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QSL card from the Voice of Israel's early days of shortwave broadcasting. 

broadcasting. Network A features cul- 
tural programming, including musical 
broadcasts of the Jerusalem Symph- 
ony. Network B has news, sports, and 
political programs for Israeli audi- 
ences. Network C, which was begun in 

1996, is Israel's popular music broad- 
caster. Network D airs programming in 

the Arabic language. Network E is the 
overseas shortwave radio operation - 
which operated independently, but in 

1965 was incorporated into Kol Israel. 
Look for 15 minutes of English news 

from Israeli radio's domestic network at 
0400 UTC during the summer months. 
Transmissions to North America and 
Europe are on 7465 and 9435 kHz, with 
17545 kHz used for transmissions to 
Australia and Down Under. Or try 1400 
to 1430 UTC during the warmer months 
for another relay from the home service 
networks on 9365 and 11605 kHz . And 
also during the summer months, anoth- 
er half -hour of English domestic pro- 
gramming is aired from 1900 UTC to 
North America on 7465 and 9435 kHz. 
You may also want to try 9365 and 
15640 kHz during this time period. 
Send your reception reports to Israeli 
Broadcasting Authority, Kol Israel 
English Service, P.O. Box 1082, 
Jerusalem, Israel 91010. 

A BIT OF CULTURE 
The late Melina Mercouri, famed 

movie actress and, later, Greek Cultural 
Minister, had a good idea. Promote the 
wonderful cultural attractions and tradi- 
tions of Europe, she urged, by annually 
naming a major city as The Cultural 
Capital of Europe." This year, the 
European Union bestowed that title on 
Stockholm, the capital of Sweden. The 
choice of Stockholm is important since 
the city has a significant role in linking 
Europe's East and West in the Baltic 
region. 

A thousand years ago and more, 
Viking longships crossed the Baltic 
and North Seas, engaging in a signifi- 
cant, though not necessarily voluntary, 
cultural exchange with and among the 
Nordic land's neighbors. In later cen- 
turies, Swedish monarchs -Queen 
Kristina in the 1600s -and Gustaf III in 

the 1700s helped to open their nation 
to the rest of Europe. 

Today, Stockholm, with some 70 
live- performance stages, is, per capita, 
the most theatrical city in Europe. 
Called the Venice of the North, the city 
also has more than 50 museums of 
history and culture. Not surprisingly, 
many special events have been 
planned for Europe's culture capital 
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D 
PC Servicing 
Computer Programming 
Game Programming 
Multimedia Programming, 
and more! 

NRI has new 
products and 
services we just 
know you won't be 
able to pass up - 
a powerful 
Pentium® MMX 

PC that you 

train with 
and keep, a 

new course in 

Game 
Programming 

Fundamentals, great 
diagnostic and interactive 

software in our newly updated PC 

Servicing course, and an all -new 
Computer Programming course featuring 
in -depth coverage of your choice of 
popular languages. 

Game Programming 
Fundamentals 
Learn programming the easy 
way in this new course featuring 
graphic simulations, animation, 
and sound effects. Not only will 
you learn the fundamentals of 
game programming, but you'll 
also gain an in -depth under- 
standing of your choice of 
programming languages: Visual 
Basic, C + +, or Java. An explod- 
ing field in programming, 
computer gaming has a strong 
and growing market among the 
MTV -generation. This course 
teaches you how a popular 
computer game was written, 
from storyboarding b coding. 
In addition to covering game 
design, performance, and 
debugging, you'll gain hands -on 
experience as you make direct 
modifications to the game itself. 

Please note: You must owr a PC and be 
computer literate in order to take this 
program. A personal computer is not 
included. 

PC Servicing 
In NRI's PC Servicing course, you'll 
become acquainted with the Internet, 
perform actual experiments with today's 
most sophisticated diagnostic tools, and 
experiment with NRI's exclusive labs: 
computer -aided electronics demonstra- 
tions, 8085 Microprocessor, and NRI 

Discovery Lab, a complete breadboarding 
system. With the active support of helpful 

The Computer Programming and PC 

Servicing courses feature the Pentium® 

233 MMX PC, Norton Interactive CD -ROM, 

anc a guaranteed Windows 98 upgrade. 

NRI instructors, this course will also help 

you prepare for the A+ certification exam, 
with updated lessons and interactive 
tutorial. 

Computer Programming 
Whatever your previous experience, NRI's 

Computer Programming course gives you 

the hands -on training you need to corn- 
pete in today's high -tech marketplace. 
Step by step, you acquire basic skills and 
master more complex programming 
design concepts and techniques, ulti- 
mately focusing in depth on your choice of 
languages: Visual Basic, C + +, or Java. 

The Pentium® 233 MHz PC 
MMX"" technology 
32 meg RAM 

4 gigabyte 
hard drive 
VGA color 
monitor 
16X CD -ROM drive 
16 -bit sound card 

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG! 

M Schools 
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20008 

Check for a free catalog. 
PC Servicing 
Computer Programming Fundamentals 
Game Programming 
Networking with Windows NT 

Desktop Publishing with PageMaker 
Multimedia Programming 
Mastering Microsoft Office 
PC Applications Specialist 
Electronic Music Technology 
Bookkeeping and Accounting 

Or call 
1 -800 -321 -4634 

Ext. 3162 

OR GET YOUR AAS DEGREE! 

Accounting 
Business Management 
Computer Science 
General Studies 

Name (please print) Age 

Address 

City 

A Division of The McGrawHiil Companies 

State Zip 

Accredited Member, Distance 
Education and Training Council 5413 -0698 
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Watch job 
rise with Innovative ___ 

PC training 
Businesses everywhere promise solid 

employment prospects for people 
with the skills to create software for a 

Windows environment, program multimedia 
applications, or set up office networking 
systems. Now, you can prepare for success in 

today's hottest PC careers with your choice of 

NRI's innovative new courses: 

Networking with Windows NT 
Networking has revolutionized the workplace. 
Now you can make it your specialty! NRI's 

Networking with Windows NT course enables 
you to earn top dollar setting up network 
foundations with Windows NT 4.0, the leading 

server in terms of power, usability, and inte- 

gration. This comprehensive course gives you 

the skills to install, maintain, troubleshoot, 
and adapt the kind of networks today's busi- 
nesses need to operate efficiently. 

Desktop Publishing 
with PageMaker"' 
Today, businesses of every kind 
need skilled desktop 
publishers to create 
eye- catching, result- 

s 
getting publications. And now, NRI has just 

updated its popular desktop publishing 
course to feature today's most sought -after 

software, Adobe PageMaker 5.0. NRI's 

course moves from the basics of design to 

the intricacies of electronic publishing and 
the Internet, giving you the complete know - 
how you need to succeed in a new career or 
an exciting home -based business. 

Multimedia Programming 
You can create the kinds of contempo- 
rary multimedia programs that make 
everything - from shopping to educa- 

4 

tion to business presentations - easier and 
more exciting. NRI's newest programming 
course helps you bring text 

and graphics to life with 

sound, animation, and photo - 
quality images. As you become 
skilled with the profes- 
sional- level Asymetrix 

Toolbook authoring 
software included in 

your course, you'll be able to add drama 
and impact to all your computer applica- 
tions, ultimately creating the kinds of 

dynamic programs that will put you at the 
forefront of multimedia technology. 

SEND POSTAGE -PAID CARD FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG! 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 10008 WASHINGTON, D.C. 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

MfSchools 
4401 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW 

WASHINGTON DC 20078 -3543 

I 'I,III II I II IIIII IIIIWWI 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 

IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

Mastering Microsoft Office 
Learn the ins and outs of Microsoft 

Office Pro, today's most popular soft- 

ware suite. This comprehensive 
course, which includes a Pentium® 

233 multimedia PC, features an inno- 

vative combination of easy -to -follow 

lessons, online tutorials, and hands - 
on projects so that you can use 

Office's word processing spread- 
sheet, database management, and 
other applications like a pro! 

NEW! 
PC Options Plan - Keep up 
with late- breaking advances in 

technology by upgrading your 
computer system at special 
student rates. It's NRI's state -of- 

the art guarantee! 
m 
-á 
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during 1998. And Radio Sweden is 

covering many of them, bringing musi- 
cal events, national and international 
festivals, and other cultural events to 
listeners abroad. 

For more information on this station, 
drop a line to Radio Sweden, SE -105 
10, Stockholm, Sweden, or check the 
station's English Service Web page: 
www.sr.se /rs /english /. Or just tune in at 
0100 to 0130 UTC on 6090 kHz, 0300 to 
0330 UTC on 7115 kHz, 1030 to 1100 
UTC on 6065 kHz, 1400 to 1430 UTC 
on 15240 kHz, or 1445 to 1500 UTC on 
6000 kHz. 

ALL ABOUT 
TRANSMITTERS 

An odd but curiously interesting 
publication for the SWLing enthusiast 
is Ludo Maes' Transmitter Document- 
ation Project, now in its fourth annual 
edition. Maes has collected detailed 
data on some 3400 different shortwave 
transmitters that broadcast, or have 
broadcast in the past, around the 
world. It contains, in fact, just about 
anything a listener might want to know 
about the transmitting facilities of most 
of the SW stations you can hear. Listed 
are the individual transmitter units of 
shortwave stations operating in 193 dif- 
ferent countries around the world. 

Where are these transmitters locat- 
ed? What are their individual call 
signs, their precise latitude and longi- 
tude coordinates? Which electronics 
companies made these units, and 
what are their transmitting powers? 
When did each go into service and, for 
those now retired transmitters, out of 
service? You can find all the answers 
in this 80 -page book. Maes has done 
an astonishing amount of research to 
come up with all this data. 

But why would you want to know all 
this arcane information about the SW 
transmitters you hear? Frankly, I'm not 
sure, but I must admit I found it a fas- 
cinating read. Maybe it is the short- 
wave trivia buff in me. The Transmitter 
Documentation Project is available 
directly from Ludo Maes, P.O. Box 
2310, Rijkevorsel, Belgium. The cost is 

seven International Reply Coupons, or 
IRC's, (presently $1.05 US each), 
which can be purchased at your local 
post office's stamp counter. 

IN THE MAIL 
"In the January column," writes Tom 

Franklyn, of Yuma, AZ, "you had some 

information about how to hear the 
Voice of Mongolia, Radio Ulaanbaatar 
on shortwave. Well I did, and sent my 
report to the station for a QSL card. 
Months have passed and no reply. Any 
suggestions ?" 

I'd try writing again, Tom, with a 

copy of your first letter. Enclose one 
or two International Reply Coupons, 
which the station can exchange for 
postage to mail a reply to you. And 
this time, address your letter to David 
O'Connor, at Radio Ulaanbaatar, 
Central Post Office Box 365, 
Ulaanbaatar, 13, Mongolia. O'Connor 
is an Australian working on a two -year 
assignment at this remote Asian SW 
broadcaster. 

And speaking of Mongolia, anoth- 
er reader, Carole Martinovich, of 
Richmond, VA, sends along a bit of 
information, which she said she heard 
on one of the DXer programs. "A new 
shortwave station is supposed to be 
on the air soon," Carole writes. "It is to 
operate on 4790 kHz with low power - 
just 2 kilowatts, from Sayshand in 

Mongolia's Gobi desert. The Danish 
government is providing aid to the 
Mongolian nomadic desert people, 
and this new SW station is intended to 
bring news, weather information, and 
education programs to these shepherd 
families. Wouldn't that be a neat sta- 
tion to hear ?" 

It sure would! But it will be VERY 
tough logging in the US and Canada, 
given its currently unknown schedule, 
the low- powered transmitter, and less - 
than- optimum SW frequency. With its 
special mission, I can't imagine any 
English language programming from 
this one -but hope springs eternal! So 
if anyone logs this station, please let 
us know. 

DOWN THE DIAL 
Looking for some listening targets? 

Try these: 
ALGERIA -15160 kHz, Radio - 

difusion TV Algerienne has an English 
news broadcast at 2000 UTC. It oper- 
ates in parallel on 17715 kHz. 

BRAZIL -11780 kHz, Radio 
Nacional da Amazonia operates on 
this frequency at around 2200 UTC. It 

has been reported with play -by -play of 
a soccer match in Portuguese. Also on 
11812 kHz, Radio Brasil Central is 

heard at 0015 UTC with Portuguese 
identification, ads, and jingles. 

CANADA -5960 kHz, Radio Japan, 

relayed by a Canadian transmitter, is 

noted here in English at 0130 UTC. 
CHINA -7385 kHz, China Radio 

International was reported on this fre- 
quency at 1340 UTC with an English 
language program, "Life in China." 

FRANCE -15460 kHz, Radio 
France International is heard here in 

English at 1600 UTC. 
GERMANY -15625 kHz, the Irish 

broadcaster West Coast Radio is 

relayed on shortwave by a German 
transmitter on occasion. Try at 1925 
UTC, when it has been heard with Irish 
fiddle music and a listeners' letters 
program. 

HUNGARY -9580 kHz, Radio 
Budapest's "Hungary Today," in 

English is heard at 0100 UTC. 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA -9675 kHz, 

National Broadcasting Corp., in Port 
Moresby has been heard at 0800 UTC 
with an English newscast. At 0805 
UTC the station switches abruptly from 
this 31 -meter band frequency to 4890 
kHz in the 60 -meter band. 

SLOVAKIA -5930 kHz, Radio 
Slovakia International's English pro- 
gram is heard at 0100 UTC, announcing 
its frequency and schedule, continuing 
with a newscast and tourism program. 

SOUTH AFRICA -11900 kHz, 
Channel Africa is logged here in 

English at 1700 UTC, with its tuning 
signal, identification, and regional 
newscast. 

TADJIKISTAN -11620 kHz, Radio 
Dushanbe noted at 0200 UTC sign on, 
identifying in the local language as 
"Injo Dushanbe." Reception was 
blocked when Vatican Radio signed on 
at 0338 UTC. 

TAHITI -15167 kHz, Radio Tahiti 
broadcasts here in French after 0300 
UTC, with news until 0309 UTC, then 
Polynesian -type music with occa- 
sional announcements by a woman 
announcer. 

THAILAND -15395 kHz, Radio 
Thailand's English transmission at 
0030 UTC includes a program of world 
and local news and a weather report. 

UKRAINE -12050 kHz, Radio 
Ukraine International has a program in 

English, featuring listeners' letters and 
called "Hello from Kiev," shortly after 
1200 UTC. 

UZBEKISTAN -7255 kHz, Radio 
Tashkent's English service signs on at 
1200 UTC, with a tuning signal, identi- 
fication, news, and commentary. It also 
operates at this time on 9715 kHz. 49 
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A\WYE Off 

How Many Volts to Light a Tube? 
Part 2 

In last month's column, we began to 

discuss the very interesting story 
behind the evolution of tube filament 
and heater voltages. Beginning with 
the 1.1 -, 2 -, 3.3 -, and 5 -volt tubes used 
in battery sets of the 1920s and early 
1930s, we moved to the 1.5 -, 2.5 -, and 
5 -volt types found in the mass -market 
AC sets that began to appear about 
1927. By the close of the column, we 
had discussed three of the four types 
typically used in such sets: the UX -80 
rectifier (5 volts), UX -226 RF and AF 
amplifiers (1.5 volts), and UX -171 -A 
power AF amplifier (5 volts), (referred 
to by their abbreviated designation 80, 
26, and 71 -A, respectively). And we 
had just touched on the development 
of the remaining type, the 2.5 -volt UY- 
227, or 27. 

A WATERSHED 
DEVELOPMENT 

The type 26, as discussed last 
month, was the first American tube de- 
signed specifically for AC operation. 
But though it performed very well as 
an RF or AF amplifier, it introduced too 
much hum into the signal when used in 

the more sensitive detector position. 
The type 27, a truly watershed design, 
was developed to fill this need. 

The approach used to suppress 
hum in the type 27 was totally different 
from that used in the 26. While the 26 
relies on a careful balance of filament 
voltage and filament current to achieve 
hum cancellation, the 27 employs a 

more direct solution. The filament (now 
more correctly called the heater) of the 
27 passes through channels in a sur- 
rounding ceramic cylinder. The ceram- 
ic is coated with a metallic oxide 
compound. Its temperature raised to 
red heat by the heater, the ceramic, in 

turn, heats the oxide, causing it to emit 
the electron stream needed to operate 
the tube. Isolated from the alternating 
current variations by the "heat inertia" 
of the ceramic, the electron stream 
introduces little hum. 

50 The voltage chosen to operate the 

LOOK AT THESE 10 FEATURES 

Hnbi 11.14 
, 

RCA Victor Auto Radio 

When auto radios appeared in the early 1930s, 

a new rame of 6.3 -volt tubes was developed to 

he powered from the car battery. 

heater was 2.5 volts. Finding little in my 

own library to shed light on the reason 
for that selection, I appealed to Lauren 
Peckham of The Antique Wireless 
Association, an enthusiastic collector of 
tubes and tube literature. Lauren's 
library contains a series of books on the 
early history of electronics at G.E. writ- 
ten in 1955 by prominent tube design 
engineer William C. White. White 
worked with Irving Langmuir in the 
refinement of the DeForest Audion tube 
and was active in tube development at 
G.E. for many years. 

According to White's notes, the orig- 
inal choice for the 27's heater voltage 
was 5 volts (to provide compatibility 
with the voltage used for storage bat- 
tery tube filaments). However, by the 
time the 27 was placed in production, 
the rating was changed to 2.5 volts so a 

"more rugged construction" of cathode 
and heater elements could be used. 
(I'm guessing that the lower voltage 
would have had to be delivered at high- 
er current to provide equivalent heating. 
And, since a higher current draw would 
require heavier -gauge wire in the fila- 

MARC ELLIS 

ment, the filament would of necessity 
have a more rugged construction.) 

From that point on, virtually every 
tube (with the exception of certain recti- 
fiers and power audio amplifiers) intend- 
ed for AC operation was equipped with 
a heater and cathode. RCA introduced a 

new five -pin ( "UY" style) tube base to 
accommodate the required electrical 
connection to the cathode of the type 
27, and for the next few years, practical- 
ly all receiving tube types had 2.5 -volt 
heaters and "UY" bases. 

IMPACT OF AUTO AND 
AC -DC SETS 

All this began to change around 
1931, when a new range of radio tubes, 
the 36, 37, 38 and 39 entered the mar- 
ket. These were cathode -equipped 
tubes with the standard 5 -pin base. But 
their heaters were rated at 6.3 volts and 
drew a mere 0.3 amperes of current 
(compare with the 27's 1.75- amperes). 
Why the switch to 6.3 -volt heaters? 
Enter, the auto radio! 

As soon as designers began to work 
on sets intended for installation in autos, 
the problem of filament voltage (and cur- 
rent) came up. The existing 2.5 -volt 
tubes were inconvenient to power from 
the then -standard 6 -volt auto battery, 
and their high current draw represented 
a serious battery drain. The voltage of a 
fully charged 6 -volt lead -acid storage 
battery (since auto batteries "floated" on 
generators, they were generally fully 
charged) was 6.3. Hence the 6.3 -volt, 
0.3- ampere filaments. 

These tubes didn't really need their 
cathodes for storage battery operation 
in auto radio service (though it is possi- 
ble that the cathodes helped to filter out 
"hash" from the sparking commutators 
of the early auto generators). However, 
the same range of tubes also found 
use in a new type of home radio born 
during the cash -starved depression 
years -the AC -DC set. 

The AC -DC set was a minimal 
radio designed to be sold at a very low 
price. One way the price was kept 
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200.000 in four ti.... 
One of Atwater Kent's earliest plug -in sets, the 

model 37, used the type 26 tube in the RF and 
AF amplifier positions, a type 27 detector, and a 

type 71A output amplifier 

down was through the elimination of 
the power transformer. The tube 
heaters, rather than being wired in 

parallel and powered from the low - 
voltage winding of a transformer, were 
wired in series and connected across 
the 110 -volt line through a voltage - 
dropping resistor. One classic radio of 
this type was the International Kadette 
Universal of about 1932, which used 
four tubes from the new range. The 
heaters were placed in series with a 
310 -ohm power resistor to drop the 
difference between the heater require- 
ments (24 volts) and the line voltage 
(nominally 110 volts). 

The higher heater voltage of the new 
tubes was an advantage in this service, 
because it was desirable for the tube 
set to drop as high a voltage as possi- 
ble. Then the series resistor could be 
smaller, thereby wasting less power 
(which was dissipated as destructive 
heat inside the radio cabinet). 

The fact that there was no power 
transformer made it possible to oper- 
ate the set from either AC or DC mains 

1I7V 
AC -DC 

LINE CORD 
aPLUG 

(DC was still common in the downtown 
areas of many cities). And when AC 
was the source, those cathodes were 
definitely needed! 

FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENTS 

Soon virtually all 6.3 -volt receiving 
tubes were being manufactured with 
cathodes, since a given tube type might 
just as easily be employed in a home 
radio as an auto set. And 6.3 replaced 
2.5 as the standard heater voltage, 
even in transformer -powered sets, 
which could very easily be designed to 
meet any heater voltage and current 
requirement. 

Around 1933, the tube's heater volt- 
age was made part of its standard des- 
ignation. The original two -digit tube 
numbering system had become ex- 
hausted, and a new "number- and -let- 
ter" system was introduced. The first 
number represented the filament volt- 
age rounded off to the nearest digit. 
For example, the 6C6 and 6D6 are 
both tubes with 6.3 -volt heaters. 

Just about the same time, a rectifi- 
er tube especially designed for AC -DC 
sets was released. The 25Z5's 25 -volt 
filament was very helpful in raising the 
voltage drop across the series string, 
thereby reducing the voltage that had 
to be dropped (and the accompanying 
heat dissipation) in the series power 
resistor. An audio power output tube 
for this service, the 25 -volt- heater type 
43, had appeared a few years earlier. 

In 1935, after two more pins had 
been successively added to the original 
5 -pin "UY" tube base to accommodate 
the additional connections required by 

352567 
REGT 

R-A 

27 

Typical 1940s heater circuit using series- connected "All- American Fire" tubes. Pilot light runs off 
a tap in the heater of the 35Z5 rectifier 

more sophisticated tubes, a completely 
new base design was introduced. The 
eight -pin "octal" base featured smaller 
pins in a more compact design, as well 
as a central locating post with a key to 
facilitate proper insertion. 

In the late 1930s a new range of 1.4- 

volt filament tubes (no cathodes!) was 
introduced for battery operation in 

"carry- around" portables. These were 
the 1 A7G converter, 1 N5G RF /IF ampli- 
fier, 1 H5G detector /audio amplifier, and 
the 1A5 and 1 C5 output amplifiers. 

Following soon after was an 
improved range of tubes for AC -DC 
sets. The heater voltages of the 35Z5 
rectifier, 12SA7 converter, 12SK7 
RF /IF amplifier, 12SQ7 detector /audio 
amplifier, and 50L6 beam power ampli- 
fier added up to 121. That meant that a 

set using this range of five tubes (fond- 
ly called the "All- American Five ") could 
drop the entire line voltage across its 

heater string without using a series 
resistor at all. "All- American Five" sets 
were made by the hundreds of thou- 
sands, if not millions, during the 30s, 
40s, and 50s. 

No article on filament/heater volt- 
ages would be complete without 
mentioning the "Loctal" tube design 
pioneered by Philco and Sylvania in 

1939. These had a special compact 8- 

pin base incorporating a locking feature 
into the central locating post. The Loctal 
series, which had glass envelopes, was 
introduced to complete with RCA's high- 
ly- promoted metal -shell octal series. 
The initial number of the designation of 
these tubes (such as the 7B6, 7C5, and 
7B7) would suggest a 7 -volt heater. 
However, the heaters of these tubes 
were all rated at the standard 6.3- volts. 
The purpose of the 7 was simply to iden- 
tify the tubes as 6 -volt Loctal types. 

Very soon after the introduction of 
the Loctal, a new range of miniature 
battery tubes with 1.4 -volt filaments 
(including the 1 R5, 1T4, 1 S5, and 1S4) 
was released to allow portable radios to 
be further downsized. These baseless, 
7 -pin, glass tubes were a few hundred 
percent smaller than their octal rela- 
tives. They were virtually the last new 
types to be introduced prior to World 
War II, when all production of civilian 
radios ceased. 

Of course, many new special tube 
types were developed to meet the 
needs of the war, most of them outside 
the scope of this article. But it's worth 

(Continued on page 55) 51 
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HAM RA 
Zepp-It! 

Iam convinced that ham interest in 

different antennas runs in cycles. 
Recently, I've been getting inquiries on 

antenna types that were popular in the 
1920s through 1940s. Today, we seem 
to prefer resonant antennas such as the 
half -wavelength folded dipole. But in 

earlier times, certain different forms of 
antennas were popular. Some sources 
claim that some of these antennas are 
a bit more efficient than the dipole 
antenna. 

Figure 1 shows the end -fed Zepp 
antenna. It was quite popular many 
years ago, and seems to be gaining 
fans today. It is capable of multiband 
operation, and I suspect that's one rea- 
son for its comeback. 

The end -fed Zepp antenna consists 
of a radiator wire element that is one - 
half wavelength on the lowest frequency 
of operation. To research this article, I 

ran some free -space patterns with the 
Nittany- Scientific Nec -Win Basic anten- 
na modeling program. The end -fed 
Zepp antenna selected is to be used 
across all the high- frequency ham 
bands, from 3.5 to 29 MHz. The physi- 
cal length of the antenna must, there- 
fore, be one -half wavelength at 3.5 
MHz, or L = 468/3.5 = 134 -feet long. 

The feedline can be any length, so 
I set it at 50 -feet long. There are some- 
times some problems tuning this 
antenna when the feedline is a multi- 
ple of a quarter wavelength, so be 
careful to not set the feedline length 
inappropriately. The feedline can be 
made of 600 -ohm open parallel trans- 
mission line, 300 -ohm TV -type twin - 
lead, or 450 -ohm twin -lead (the latter 
is probably the best bet, for it com- 
bines higher power handling capability 
than 300 -ohm twin -lead with the lower 
losses of 600 -ohm twin -lead). Note the 
odd feedline connections. The feedline 
has two conductors. One conductor is 

connected to the wire radiator ele- 
ment. The other conductor, however, is 

simply tied off to the end insulator -it 
doesn't go anywhere! 

As with other horizontal wire anten- 
nas, this one is supported by end insu- 

52 lators and ropes to supports. The 

END 
INSULATORS 

JOSEPH J. CARR, K4IPV 

RADIATOR WIRE ROPE 

ANTENNA 
TUNER 

FEEDLINE 

Fig. 1. End -fed Zepp antenna configuration. 

supports can be a building, trees, or 
artificial masts erected for the purpose. 

ZEPP PATTERNS 
Figure 2 shows the azimuthal pat- 

tern for the base frequency of the 
antenna, 3.5 -MHz (75/80 -meter band). 
It has the familiar "figure -8" shape that 
one expects of a half -wavelength hori- 
zontal antenna (similar to a dipole pat- 
tern). This pattern is characterized by 
major lobes perpendicular to the anten- 
na wire, and sharp nulls (or "minima ") 
off the ends. Interesting results now fol- 
low for some of the selected remaining 
amateur bands. 

When the frequency of operation 
increases to 7 MHz (40 -meter band), we 
see the pattern of Fig. 3. This pattern 
splits the two main lobes into two addi- 
tional lobes, forming a "clover -leaf" pat- 

tern. The four main lobes are at angles 
to the wire. The nulls appear off the 
ends of the antenna wire and perpen- 
dicular to the wire. This antenna is elec- 
trically one -wavelength long at 7 MHz. 

The surprising pattern is the 10.1 - 

MHz (30- meter) WARC band pattern 
shown in Fig. 4. This pattern becomes 

END 
INSULATOR 

COAX FEED 
TO RIG 

nearly omnidirectional, which is the sur- 
prising feature for a horizontal antenna. 
However, one expects severe distor- 
tions of regular patterns at 30- meters 
because that band is not harmonically - 
related (1.44X) to the 3.5 -MHz base 
band for the particular antenna shown 
in Fig. 1. 

When we increase the operating 
frequency still further to 14 MHz (20- 
meters), we get the multi -lobed pattern 
shown in Fig. 5. There are four main 
lobes at high angles to the wire, and 
four minor lobes at angles closer to the 
wire. The gain of the antenna in the 
main lobes is higher than the gain in 

the minor lobes. There are also eight 
nulls, six of which are at angles spaced 
around the wire, and two of which are 
perpendicular to the wire. 

When excited with a 21 -MHz (15- 
meter) signal, the antenna's pattern 
really blossoms out into an array of 
major and minor lobes (Fig. 6). The four 
"clover- leaf" major lobes are centered 
about the line perpendicular to the wire, 
while the eight minor lobes are spaced 
at various angles around the running 
length of the wire. 
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ANTENNA TUNING UNITS 
Many of the antenna tuning units 

(ATUs) on the market today are coax - 
to -coax models, and so are unsuited for 
use on the end -fed Zepp antenna. 

270 

Select a model that has a balanced out- 
put. These can usually be recognized 
by the existence of a pair of ceramic 
"beehive" insulators, or similar insula- 
tors, on the rear panel of the ATU. 

80 

Fig. 2. 3.5 -MH: pattern (A /2 ,rarelen,'th long) . 

270 -10 

244*°41At Ì° 210 150 
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Fig. 3. 7 -Mfl= pattern f I warelen,'th long) 
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Some balanced ATUs are also coax -to- 
coax (unbalanced) models, but have a 
balun transformer inside the ATU. 
Sometimes, the design of an unbal- 
anced ATU allows it to be used with an 
external balun transformer, so give it a 

try. Other ATUs are designed as bal- 
anced models to begin with, and are 
suitable for this type of antenna. 
Indeed, because of the balanced tuning 
scheme they may be even better. 

TOOLS AND WHERE 
TO FIND THEM 

A number of times in my electronics 
project -building career I've needed spe- 
cial size or shaped boxes that were not 
easily available on the market. In other 
cases, I've needed shielding materials 
between sections of a box, or between 
sensitive sections of a printed- circuit 
board. The problem is that the normal 
ham and electronic hobby stores don't 
carry what I need. 

If you go to the type of hobby 
shops that cater to model builders, 
you will often find a display of brass 
sheet metal strips, solid rods, and hol- 
low tubing. These can be formed into 
squares, rectangles, or other shapes 
using ordinary tools, and used for 
shielding or to make custom boxes. 
Bending can be done on a bench vise, 
or using pliers. 

If you have access to a jeweler's 
supply store (or lapidary and rock 
shop), then you also have access to a 
number of special tools that are also of 
use to amateur -radio constructors. 
These tools are used by amateur and 
professional silversmiths. A jeweler's 
saw, for example, is a kind of jig saw 
that can be used to make very intricate 
cuts, as well as standard straight - 
across cuts. If you buy one of these 
saws, I also recommend you buy a 

book on making silver jewelry in order 
to learn how to use the saw. 
Otherwise, you will break a lot of 
blades learning on your own. 

Jewelry supply stores also have 
tiny drills that can be used to drill fine 
holes in printed- circuit boards or metal 
chassis. I've used both the Fordham 
Flex -Tool and the Dremel Moto Too /for 
both jewelry and radio constructing. 
The Dremel (which I actually own) has 
a large number of accessories that 
can drill, burnish, grind, cut (you've 
seen the TV ad -it'll do anything but 
hammer). 

Another little- known, but terribly 53 
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useful tool used by jewelers, is the 
"parallel -jaw pliers." These pliers look 
like ordinary heavy -duty flat -jaw pliers, 
except that the planes on the inside of 
the jaws remain parallel as the handle 
is squeezed. If you try to make a bend 
in a piece of sheet metal with ordinary 
pliers, then you will find that it is 

skewed to one side because of the 
changing angle of the jaws as they 
close. The parallel -jaw pliers eliminate 
this problem. 

I've also used hobby shops to pur- 
chase copper foil. This material can be 
used to shield small loop antennas, or 
to form ground planes on pert -board 
projects, or to form shielding on printed - 
circuit and pert- boards. I've also used it 

to make a common ground point for my 
transceiver and other accessories. The 
shops that carry copper foil are those 
that cater to doll -house builders. They 
use the copper foil to simulate copper 
roofs on nineteenth -century houses. 
Most of the type of foil sold by these 
sources is either straight copper foil in 

36- to 40- gauge size, or copper foil 

backed with paper. In either case, it can 
be worked with ordinary scissors. 

You can also buy copper at metal 
distributors, but they usually only 
carry the heavier stuff. I've bought 1- 

Ib/ft2 copper and used it for the sta- 
tion ground. The copper was mounted 
as a seven -inch wide strip along the 
back of the operating desk. A heavy - 
duty tinned copper braid was then 
soldered to the copper sheet and 
routed to the eight -foot ground rod. 
This type of copper requires large "tin 
snip" tools to work. 

SUMMER ACTIVITIES 
If you are working on things like sin- 

gle -band "Worked All States" awards, 
then summer offers some interesting 
possibilities. During the summertime, 
we see an odd mixture of long and 
short skip on the upper bands. Both 10- 

meters and 15- meters will show long 
skip (transcontinental and interconti- 
nental) at times, and short skip (200- 
500 miles) at others. I live in northern 
Virginia, near Washington, D.C. During 
the summer months I can work 
Pennsylvania and North Carolina on 
10- meters. At other times of the year, 
10- meters gives me either local activity 
(a few miles) or South America -North 
Carolina is out of the question. Indeed, 
I've seen a case on 15- meters where a 

54 ham in Lima, Peru had to relay 

between myself and a buddy in South 
Carolina. We were only about 450 -500 
miles apart, but needed a station thou- 
sands of miles distant to make the con- 
nection between us. 

270 

NEW BOOK ON RADIO - 
SCIENCE OBSERVING 

Several years ago I started writing 
about subjects like radio astronomy, 
propagation studies, whistler and 

180 

Fig. 4. 10.1 -MN: pattern (1.44A wavelength long). 
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Fig. 5. 14 -MH: pattern (2A wavelengths long). 
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Fig. 6. 21 -MHz pattern (3A wavelengths long). 

spheric hunting, VLF SID hunting, 
reception of Jupiter's natural radio sig- 
nals, and so forth. I coined the term 
"radioscience observing" to cover all 
such activities. My new book on these 
topics is now out. Howard W. 

90 

Sams /PROMPT Publishing (Tel. 800- 
428 -7267) has released RadioScience 
Observing- Volume 1 (ISBN 0 -7906- 
1127-9, $29.95). The book includes a 
CD -ROM software program that per- 
forms antenna dimensions calcula- 

tions, plus gives examples of natural 
radio sounds (not to mention some 
original music composed by my wife, 
Bonnie, that incorporates whistler and 
pulsar sounds). 

Comments? I can be reached by 
snail mail at P.O. Box 1099, Falls 
Church, VA, 22041, or by E -mail at car - 
rjj @aol.com. 

-Cy 

M4 

M1 , 

Vll 

"1 don't care what Mommy said-down you go!" 

Mfr 

M.( 

ANTIQUE RADIO 
(continued from page 51) 

mentioning that several familiar 6 -volt 
civilian tubes were re- released with 12- 

volt heaters more compatible with the 
electrical systems of military vehicles 
and aircraft. Examples include the 
12K8 converter and 12SR7 diode /tri- 
ode. A whole new range of 12 -volt 
Loctal tubes also emerged to meet mil- 
itary needs. The designations of these 
tubes began with the number 14 (exam- 
ple: 14C7), which is consistent with the 
"7" used in the designation of the origi- 
nal Loctal tubes having half the heater 
voltage. 

AFTER THE WAR 
The coverage of this article really 

stops with the war years, which closed 
the "classic radio" era. However, a few 
general trends could be mentioned. 
The seven -pin miniature family, later 
joined by a 9 -pin style, would be 
expanded to include 6 -volt types as well 
as the higher -voltage versions needed 
for AC -DC sets. Eventually, these 
miniatures would almost totally replace 
octal and loctal tubes. 

More 12 -volt types would be devel- 
oped for use on the new 12 -volt auto 
electrical systems. And the coming of 
TV would bring multiple -tube series - 
string sets with heaters operating from 
voltages never seen before, such as the 
8BM11, 9A8, 10JY8, and 11MS8. 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 
BP69 -A number of interest- 
ing electronic game projects 
using IC's are presented.In- 
cludes 19 different projects 
ranging from a simple coin 
flipper, to a competitive reac- 
tion game, to electronic 
roulette, a combination lock 
game, a game timer and 
more. To order BP69 send 
$8.00 (includes s &h) in the 
US and Canada to Electron- 
ic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Mas- 
sapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. US funds only. 
Use US bank check or International Money 
Order. Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. MAO7 
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ElECTRONiCS LibRARy 
WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED 
by P.R.M. Oliver & N. Kantaris 

Written with the non -expert, busy per- 
son in mind, this book is designed to 

help you get your Windows 95 operating 
system up and running as soon as pos- 
sible. It explains the hardware you need 
to run Windows 95 successfully, as well 
as how to install and optimize your 
resources. An overview of the Windows 
95 environment is also presented. 

The material is organized on a "what 
you need to know first, appears first" 
basis, although readers don't have to 
start at the beginning and go through 
right to the end. Each section is self - 
contained, so the more experienced 
user can start anywhere. 

Later chapters cover how to work 
with programs, folders, and documents; 
how to control Windows 95 and use the 
many accessories that come with it; 

how to use DOS programs and, if nec- 
essary, DOS commands; and how to 

communicate with the rest of the elec- 
tronic world. 

Windows 95 Explained (Order No. 
BP400) costs $10.99 plus $3.00 ship- 
ping and handling and is published by 
Electronic Technology Today, P.O. Box 
240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762- 

0240. 
CIRCLE 90 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

DIGITAL LITERACY 
by Paul Glister 

The Internet is easier to use than ever, 
56 but using it requires a different way of 

thinking according to the author. He 
calls this new mindset digital literacy. 
Without these new thinking skills, 
Internet users may not be able to take 
full advantage of this medium. The 
book provides Internet novices with the 
basic thinking skills to thrive in an inter- 
active environment that differs radically 
from passive media such as television 
or print. 

0.2 12 a arative wiaersc just for mu. 

Disaster hots to kid it. 

digital 

literacy 
PAUL 61lSiFR 

Readers are shown how to evaluate 
sources of information found in news 
groups, bulletin boards, and other 
online sources, as well as how to focus 
search strategies. The book leads you 
through hypertext and hypermedia 
tools, explaining methods to map a path 
through the wealth of information found 
on the Internet. 

Questions to be asked when viewing 
a Web site are discussed, as are ways 
of separating form from content. Other 
topics covered are how to integrate the 
Web's massive flow of information into 
one's every day business and personal 
life, and a brief glimpse of the future of 
digital literacy. 

Digital Literacy costs $22.95 and is 
published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 
10158 -0012; Tel. 800 -225 -5945: Web: 
www.wiley.com. 

CIRCLE 91 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

1998 PUBLICATIONS CATALOG 
from Prompt Publications 

Hundreds of best -selling titles from 
Prompt Publications, Butterworth - 
Heinemann, Macmillan Computer Pub- 

lishing, and UCANDO Educational 
Videos are presented in this catalog. 
Aimed at hobbyists, students, and pro- 
fessional technicians, some of the new 
publications coming out in 1998 are 
Complete Guide to Audio from Prompt, 
Laser Technology -an educational vid- 
eo from UCANDO, and Surface Mount 
Technology Terms & Concepts from 
Butterworth -Heinemann. Along with 
many new books, there are updated edi- 
tions- second editions of Real -World 
Interfacing with Your PC and of Power 
Supplies, as well as the sixth edition of 
Modern Dictionary of Electronics and 
the eighth edition of Macmillan's Up- 
grading and Repairing PCs. 

.lI1 
NUN 

Concentrating on technical books 
for both the novice and the experi- 
enced electronics technician, Prompt 
has published more than 100 books in 

its first seven years, and has another 
30 scheduled for 1998. Prompt's Web 
site provides complete book sum- 
maries, new release dates, and other 
information. 

The 1998 Publications Catalog is 
free upon request and is published by 
Prompt Publications, Howard W. Sams 
& Company, 2647 Waterfront Parkway, 
East Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46214- 
2041; Tel. 800 -428 -7267 or 317 -298- 
5400; Fax: 317 -298 -5604; Web: www. 
hwsams.com. 

Joziá. row To order books 
in this maga- 

zine or, any book in print. Please call 
anytime day or night: (800) BOOKS - 
NOW (266 -5766) or (702) 258 -3338 ask 
for ext. 1454 or visit on the web at 
http://www.BooksNow.com/popular- 
electronics.htm. 
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NEW PROdUCTS 
LCD PROJECTOR 
Designed specifically for field sales 
forces and corporate training, the latest 
addition to Sharp's line of portable, mul- 
timedia LCD projectors, the Note - 
Vision2 (XG -NV2U) incorporates many 
enhancements not found in the first 
generation of Notevisions. The XG- 
NV2U features XGA compression, as 
well as global compatibility with its inter- 
national power supply and tri -standard 
video input (NTSC /PAL/SECAM). 

Users can display images on screen 
sizes up to 300 -inches diagonal, even 
in less than ideal lighting conditions, 
because of the unit's 500 ANSI lumens 
brightness. Since the user -replaceable 
UHP lamp requires less power and 
cooling, the projector has a smaller 
footprint, a reduced weight (under 13 

pounds), longer life, and less fan noise. 
For greater flexibility, Notevision2 

has two separate computer and video 
inputs, a built -in stereo audio system, 
a 1:1.6 zoom lens, and an integrated 
presentation remote with built -in wire- 
less mouse and laser pointer. 

The XG -NV2U NoteVision projector 
has a suggested list price of $7495. 
For more information, contact Sharp 
Electronics Corporation, Professional 
LCD Products Division, Sharp Plaza, 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 -2135; Tel. 888- 
523 -7427; Fax: 201 -529 -9636; E -mail: 
ProLCD @SharpSEC.com; Web: www. 
sharp. usa. com. 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

STEREO NOISE FILTER 
AND COMPRESSOR 
An advanced stereo dynamic noise filter 
and compressor, the Model SSM2000 
reduces noise by a combination of 

variable dynamic frequency filtering plus 
a downward expansion to achieve a sig- 
nal -to -noise ratio improvement of 25 dB 

from any line -level source material: disc, 
FM, AM, TV, tape, CD and PC multime- 
dia. The downward expander uses a 

Voltage -Controlled Amplifier (VCA) to 
force amplifier gain to fall off at an 

increasing rate below a threshold 
value. This technique reduces noise 
during fadeouts or low signal pas- 
sages to maintain the noise floor well 
below the program material. The 
dynamic noise filter also uses a 

Voltage -Controlled Filter (VCF) to 
adjust the amplifier bandwidth to fur- 

ther reduce the noise floor. In addition, 
the amplitude of the noise floor is 

detected to automatically adapt the 
VCA and VCF threshold without fum- 
bling with the setting of user controls. 

VISTA 
NCisC F1 'EP SONIPP. 

COMP ON r'r( G á 

orF 
COMP f.'PF.Fr!fiC.'. 

The Compressor attenuates larger 
amplitude signals above a user -defined 
threshold to level the volume of the 
processed material. Attenuation of loud 
TV commercials and loud program 
material are some applications where 
this feature is particularly useful. 

Front -panel controls consist of 
three switches: a slide compressor 
Threshold level with a separate Enable 
switch and LED indicator; a TV, FM, or 
Audio Filter switch; and an A/B com- 
parison switch. It also contains an LED 
bargraph of the VCF response to indi- 
cate the instantaneous bandwidth and 
normal operation. 

The SSM2000 should be installed 
after any signal preamplifiers and 
before any volume controls, tone con- 
trols, or equalizers. It is designed to 
handle line -level signals from 100 
mVrms to 1 Vrms. Housed in a black 
case (51/4- by 5- by 11/2- inches), the 
unit is priced at $125, plus $5 for ship- 
ping in the U.S. and Canada. Illinois 
residents, please add 7.5% sales tax. 
For more information, contact Vista, 

Box 142:5, Bolingbrook, IL 60440; 
Te1.630 -378 -5534. 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

CLAMP -ON MULTIMETER 
The advanced Hall -Effect technology 
enables the AC68 multimeter from 
Wavetek to measure both AC and DC 

current, as well as frequency, through 
its jaws. The non -invasive clamp 
method allows for quicker and safer 
current measuring without disruption of 

circuitry or service interruption. 
A full digital multimeter, it is suitable 

for electronics professionals, such as 
electricians, electrical contractors, and 
plant and maintenance staff. Ideal for 
numerous work environments, includ- 
ing the electrical shop in industrial and 
commercial establishments, the AC68 
is invaluable for installing and servicing 
a broad range of AC /DC systems. 

Measurement capabilities of the 
clamp -on multimeter include AC /DC 
current to 600A, AC /DC voltage to 
600V, frequency to 20kHz, resistance 
to 4000 ohms, and continuity and 
diode tests. It features data hold, AC 
peak ho'd, DC zeroing, and thirty - 
minute auto -off. The unit comes 
equipped with carrying case, premium 

G 

m 
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test leads, and 9V battery. 
The AC -68 Clamp -On Multimeter is 

priced at $199. For more information, 
contact Wavetek Corp., Instruments 
Division, 9405 Balboa Avenue, San 
Diego, CA 92123; Tel. 800 -854 -2708 
or 619- 279 -2200; Fax: 619 -565 -9558; 
Web: www. wa vetek. corn. 

CIRCLE 82 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

PALM -SIZE HANDHELD 
TRANSCEIVER 
With a height of about four inches, the 
palm -size IC -T7AHP Dual -Band FM 
Transceiver from ICOM America is 

designed for convenience and easy 
operation. The well- spaced keyboard 
comes with a "thumb touch" lock 
switch and "single push action" feature 
selection. Push once for the primary 
function; push again for the secondary 
function. Change bands by depressing 
the band key to toggle between two 
meters and 440 MHz. 

Storing up to 70 channels in any 
combination of VHF or UHF frequen- 

cies, this handheld has nine DTMF 
memories for auto dialing. The IC- 
T7AHP also provides 50 separate 
encode and decode frequencies as 
well as a tone -scan function for easy 
sub -audible tone selection. The large 
alphanumeric display offers easy 
access to information such as 
remaining battery voltage. It comes 
standard with a BP -173 battery pack 
enabling it to have four watts of out- 
put power. 

The IC -T7AHP Dual -Band FM 
Transceiver has a suggested list 
price of $330. For more informa- 
tion, contact ICOM America, Inc., 
2380 116th Avenue NE, Bellevue, 
WA 98004; Tel. 425 -454 -8155; Web: 
www. icomamerica. corn. 

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

COMPUTER BITS 
(continued from page 45) 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Atmel Corporation 
2325 Orchard Parkway 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Tel. 408 -441 -0311 
Web: www.atmel.com. 

MVS 
Box 850 
Merrimack, NH 03054 
Tel. 508- 792 -9507 
Web: www.star.netlpeople/-mvs 

LISTING 1- MV1200 
TEST PROGRAM 

a =0 

b =0 
10 inp a 

b =b +128 
a =a +b 
parout a 

sleep 32 
goto 10 

You write MVS BASIC programs using 
an ASCII text editor. Then you "com- 
pile" that file using a program called 
BTOKE. BTOKE both compiles your 
program and downloads it to an 
MV1200. BTOKE is not a true compiler. 
According to the documentation, it pro- 
duces tokenized code that the on -chip 
interpreter interprets and executes. 
BTOKE is an annoying beast. For one, 
it won't run under NT. Second, it 

appears to have no concept whatsoev- 
er of diagnostic or error messages. So, 

debugging MVS BASIC programs can 
be challenging. 

Table 1 summarizes MVS BASIC 
commands. The columns labeled A and 
B indicate to which architecture each 
command applies: the bit -level hard- 
ware of Fig. 1A or the virtual ports of 
Fig. 1B. 

Incidentally, the table presented 
here corrects several errors in MVS's 
documentation. In particular, the if con- 
ditional statement doesn't actually use 
the goto keyword. The documentation 
says to use it, but if you do, the code 
doesn't work -and the compiler doesn't 
complain. 

Note that MVS basic supports 8 -bit 
unsigned integer arithmetic, has no 
multiply or divide functions, has no 
support for strings, no conversion 
functions (e.g., CHR or ASC), and sup- 
ports only eight 8 -bit variables, labeled 
A -H. Also, because the serial ports 
are implemented in software, bit rate is 

limited to 19.2K maximum. And BASIC 
provides no direct support for the built - 
in A/D hardware. 

Internally, the BASIC interpreter 
uses all the FLASH memory; user 
programs are downloaded to the 64- 
byte EEPROM. BASIC tokens are 
four -bits wide, so there is a theoreti- 
cal maximum of 128 instructions, 
although the practical limit is more 
like 100. BASIC program execution is 

going to be slow, regardless of the 
speed the IC actually runs at, 
because accessing EEPROM takes 
several instructions per location. 
However, even given all those limita- 
tions, it is possible to do some inter- 
esting things with the MV1200. 

Listing 1 shows a simple test pro- 
gram you can use to verify basic I/O 
functionality of the chip. The program 
uses the circuit of Fig. 3. Basically, the 
program just reads the contents of Port 
D and writes the corresponding value 
to Port B, waits half a second, and 
loops. By toggling the switches, you 
should be able to change the state of 
the first seven (bits 0 -6) LEDs. The 
eighth LED changes state by itself. 
(How? Hint: what does variable B do in 

the program ?) 

Here's an exercise for the reader: 
Reverse the connections, so that the 
switches are connected to Port B, and 
the LEDs are connected to Port D- 
then rewrite the program to function 
similarly. Got that? See you next time or 
contact me at jeff @ingeninc.com. 
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CIRCUIT CIRCUS 
Keying Circuits 

Hello Circuiteers! This visit we're 
going to look at a numbe of 

simple, and useful, electronic keying 
circuits. But before we get into the cir- 
cuitry, I would like to give out my e-mail 
address so you can send me your com- 
ments and circuit suggestions -e -mail 
me at cdrakes @ipa.net. Of course you 
can still send snail -mail to me at 
Popular Electronics, Circuit Circus, 
500 Bi- County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 
11735. 

Electronic keying is used in many cir- 
cuit applications to turn on, or off, asso- 
ciated circuitry. In some applications, the 
keying circuit is tailored to produce a 

soft- or hard -keyed output. For example, 
in a modern transceiver, the microphone 
push -to -talk or voice- operated (VOX) 
break -in switch, or the CW key in ama- 
teur radio equipment, controls numer- 
ous circuits, both in the transmitter and 
receiver simultaneously. Computer key- 
boards, telephones, calculators, remote 
controls, radios, TVs, and just about 
anything else that uses electronics, has 
a key pad input. That's how we interact 
with the electronic world. 

KEYING CIRCUIT WITH 
SHAPING COMPONENTS 

Our first keying circuit, see Fig.1, 
uses a single 2N2222A general -pur- 
pose NPN transistor as a solid -state 
switch. Transistor Q1's collector takes 
the connected circuitry to ground when 
the key is closed. The RC network at 
the base of the transistor "softens" the 
switching effect of the transistor action. 
This softening effect essentially shapes 
the sharp envelope of the turn -on 
waveform by increasing its rise time. 

Closing the key sends current 
through R1 to the base of Q1. But 
before Q1 can turn on, Cl must charge 
up to approximately 0.6 volts. The 
charging time is determined by the val- 
ues of R1 and Cl, and the discharge 
time by the values of Cl, C2, R1, and 
R2. To extend the soft turn -on time, 
increase the value of Cl. The soft turn- 
off time will also be increased with the 
larger value of Cl. To shape the turn- 
off characteristics, without affecting the 

TO KEYING CIRCUIT 

01 
2N2222A R1 

KEY 
6 TO 15V 

Fig. I. When the key is closed, this simple cir- 
cuit switches the keying circuit to ground. The 

RC values are chosen to provide the proper 
shaping of the switched waveform. 

PARTS LIST FOR KEYING 
CIRCUIT WITH SHAPING 
COMPONENTS (FIG. 1) 

Cl C2 -0.1 -N F, 50 -WVDC, ceramic -disc 
capacitor 

Q1 2N2222A NPN general-purpose 
transistor(NTE123A, SK3444, or 
equivalent) 

R1 -6600 -ohm, 114 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 15,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5 %resistor 
Key-Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

turn -on function, increase the value of 
C2. The more energy that C2 contains, 
the longer Q1 will remain on after the 
key is returned to the up position. The 
soft turn -on feature occurs when the 
transistor is going from the off condition 
to the on condition, in the linear portion 
of the gain curve. The soft turn -off fea- 
ture occurs when the transistor is going 
through the linear portion of its gain 
curve near its turn -off point. 

This type of on -off keying circuit is 

used in low -power amateur radio CW 
transmitter circuits to shape the RF out- 
put waveform for a pleasant- sounding 
signal at the receiving end. With no 

shaping, the sharp rise time ( "make ") 
and fall time ( "break ") of the transmitted 
signal may generate unwanted side - 
bands around the carrier signal, or "key 
clicks," since such sidebands sound 
like clicks to a station listening away 
from the signal frequency, and can 
cause objectionable interference to 
other stations. 

The circuit in Fig. 1 can handle cur- 
rent levels up to 100 mA or more, as 

CHARLES D. RAKES 

long as the transistor's linear switching 
time is not too long. Adding a heat sink 
to Q1 will help keep things cool at high- 
er current levels. If more output current 
capacity is required, select a higher 
current transistor. If a power transistor 
is used in place of Q1, be sure to adjust 
the value of R1 to supply sufficient 
base current needed for the new output 
current level. 

POSITIVE- VOLTAGE 
KEYING CIRCUIT - 
USING PNP TRANSISTOR 

Our next keying circuit, see Fig. 2, 

supplies a positive voltage to the out- 
put when the key is closed. Q1 , a 
2N3906 general -purpose PNP transis- 
tor, is connected in series with the pos- 
itive DC source and the connected 
circuitry to be keyed. With the key 
open, no base current flows, and the 
transistor switch is like an open circuit. 
Closing the key supplies base current, 
which switches Q1 on, connecting the 
positive supply voltage to the output. 
This circuit produces a hard -keyed 
output. To soften the output, capacitors 
may be added between Q1's base and 

+6 T0 15V 

Q1 
2N3906 

R2 
10K 

R1 

2.2K 

KEY.L4' 

KEYED OUTPUT 

Fig. 2. This circuit drives the keyed output cir- 
cuitry to the positive supply voltage when the 

key is closed. 

PARTS LIST FOR POSITIVE - 
VOLTAGE KEYING CIRCUIT - 

USING PNP TRANSISTOR (FIG. 2) 

01--- 2N3906 PNP general- purpose 
transistor (NTE159, SK3466) 

R1 -2200 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 10,000 -ohm, 114 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 
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emitter, and across the key. Same 
rules apply here on shaping factors, 
delays and component values as on 
our first circuit. 

POSITIVE -VOLTAGE 
KEYING CIRCUIT - 
USING NPN TRANSISTOR 

Another positive keying circuit is 

shown in Fig. 3. A 2N2222A general - 
purpose NPN transistor transfers power 
to the output, when the key is closed. 
Both keying circuits in Figs. 2 and 3 can 
be modified to transfer more power to 
the output load by changing Q1 to a 
medium or high -power transistor. 

+6 TO 15V 

R1 

470 

KEY 

01 
2N2222A KEYED OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. Similar to Fig. 2, this is a positive -volt- 
age keying circuit, hut using a NPN transistor 

as the switch. 

PARTS LIST FOR POSITIVE - 
VOLTAGE KEYING CIRCUIT - 

USING NPN TRANSISTOR (FIG. 3) 

Q1- 2N2222A NPN general- purpose 
transistor (NTE123A, SK3444, or 
equivalent) 

R1-47 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 3300 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

R1 
D3 

2.2K 
1N914 

KEY 

KEYED OUTPUT 1 

KEYED OUTPUT 2 

KEYED OUTPUT 3 

Fig. 4. Three isolated keyed outputs are provid- 
ed using this circuit when the kev is closed. 

MULTIPLE -OUTPUT 
KEYING CIRCUIT 

The keying circuit, in Fig. 4, is basi- 
cally the same as the circuit in Fig. 2, 

but with isolated multiple outputs. Often 
a keying circuit must be able to key 

60 several different circuits simultaneous- 

PARTS LIST OF MULTIPLE -OUT- 
PUT KEYING CIRCUIT (FIG. 4) 

D1- 03 -1N914 silicon- switching diode 
Q1- 2N3906 PNP general -purpose 

transistor (NTE159, SK3466, or 
equivalent) 

R1- 2200 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

I and not have interaction between 
any of the keyed circuits. Adding 
1N914 switching diodes to the basic 
circuit of Fig. 2 allows the three circuits 
to have power applied at the same 
time, yet remain isolated from one 
another. The circuit can be modified to 
handle higher power loads by changing 
Q1 to a power transistor and DlD3 to 
higher current diodes. 

GROUNDING ONE SIDE 
OF THE KEY 

In some circuits, the actual key 
must, for either circuit requirements or 
safety reasons, always have one side 
tied to circuit ground. The circuit in 

Fig. 5 is a modification of the circuit in 

Fig. 1, which allows one element of 
the key to be tied to ground. Transistor 
Q1, with the key open, is biased on 
with its collector at near -ground level. 

TO KEYED CIRCUIT 

+6 TO 15V 

Fig. 5. Need to have one side of the key always 

tied to ground? Use this switching circuit to key 

the output. 

PARTS LIST FOR GROUNDING 
ONE SIDE OF THE KEY (FIG. 5) 

Cl, C2- 0.1 -µF, 50 -WVDC, ceramic -disc 
capacitor 

Q1, Q2- 2N2222A NPN general -purpose 
transistor (NTE123A, SK3444, or 
equivalent) 

R1 -4700 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 2200 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R3- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R4 -3300 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

The base of Q2 is also near ground, 
and no collector current flows. Closing 
the key to ground removes the bias 
from Q2, allowing all of the current 
through R4 to flow into the base -emit- 
ter junction of Q2, turning it on and 
pulling the keying circuit to ground. 
Shaping of the output keying has also 
been included in this circuit. 

TO KEYED 
CIRCUIT 

Fig. 6. This keying circuit uses high -power 

MOSFETs to switch higher current levels in the 

keyed circuit. 

PARTS LIST FOR HIGH -POWER 
KEYER CIRCUIT (FIG. 6) 

C1- 0.01 -µF, 50 -WVDC, mylar capacitor 
C2-- 0.047 -µF, 50 -WVDC, mylar capacitor 
Qi, Q2- IRF511 N- channel MOSFET 

transistor (NTE66, SK9165, or 
equivalent) 

R1 -4700 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R2- 47,000 -ohm, 114 -watt, 5% resistor 
R3- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

HIGH -POWER 
KEYER CIRCUIT 

A high -power MOSFET keyed cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 6. This circuit is 

similar to our previous grounded key- 
ing circuit, but can handle higher cur- 
rent levels without requiring large base 
currents, as would be required when 
using power transistors. The timing of 
the soft -keying feature of this circuit 
may be varied by changing the values 
of Cl and C2. Increasing the value of 
Cl and /or C2 adds delay to the turn -on 
time as well as the turn -off time. The 
best way to vary the soft -keying action 
is to leave Cl at its stated value, and 
vary with the selection of C2. Also R3 

can be varied to change the timing fea- 
ture. Use higher resistance values for 
longer delays and lower values for 
shorter delays. Keep the values of R2 

between 10k and 1 megohm. 
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Take This Giant 
Circuit Library 
FOR ONLY $495 

when you join the 
Electronics Engineers' Book Club® 

Hundreds of circuit ideas 
alphabetically arranged -from 

Alarm circuits to Zero 
crossing detector circuits! 

"...includes schematics for the latest electronics 
circuits from industry leaders... "- Popular Electronics 

The Encyclopedia of 
Electronic Circuits Volumes 1 -3 

by Rudolf F. Graf 
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2,344 total pages 
3,490 total illustrations 

Turn to this comprehensive circuit library for hundreds of project ideas...valuable 
troubleshooting and repair tips...and concise pinout diagrams and schematics. Each 
volume contains more than 700 electronic and integrated circuits and covers 100+ 
circuit categories. 

If coupon is missing, write to: 

Electronics Engineers' Book Club ®, A Division of The McGraw -Hill Companies, P.O. Box 549, Blacklick, OH 43004 -0549 

Phone: 1- 614 -759 -3666 18:30 am to 5:00 pm EST Monday -Friday) Fax: 1- 614 -759 -3749 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) 

Internet: www.bookclubs.mcgraw- hill.com 

As a member of the 
Electronics Engineers' 
Book Club... 
you'll enjoy receiving Club bulletins every 3 -4 

weeks containing exciting offers on tie latest 
books in the field at savings of up to 50' /e off the 
regular publishers' prices. If you want the Main 
Selection, do nothing and it will be shipped auto- 
matically. If you want another book, or n book at 
all, simply return the reply form to us by the date 
specified. You'll have at least 10 days to decide. If 
you ever receive a book you don't want due to 
late delivery of the bulletin, you can return it at 
our expense. Your only obligation is to purchase 
2 more books during the next 12 months, after 
which you may cancel your membership at any 
time. And you'll be eligible for FREE BOOKS 
through our Bonus Book Program. 
Publishers' Prices Shown C 1998 EEBC 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' 
BOOK CLUB' 

A Division of The McGraw -Hill Companies, P.O. Box 549, Black ick, OH 43004 -9918 

OYES! Please send me The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits -Vols. 1- 315857863), billing me 
just $4.95, plus shipping /handling & tax. Enroll me as a member of the Electronics Engineers' 
Book Club according to the terms outlined in this ad. If not satisfied, I may return the books with- 
out obligation and have my membership cancelled. 

Name 

Signature 
(Required on ell orders) 

Address /Apt.# 

City State 

Zip Phone 
Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by EEBC. Canada must remit in U.S. funds drawn on 
U.S. banks. Applicants outside the U.S. and Canada will receive special ordering instructions. A ship- 
ping /handling charge & sales tax will be added to all orders. 
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OPTICALLY -COUPLED 
KEYING CIRCUIT 

On occasion you'll come across a 

circuit that requires the keying circuit 
to be electrically isolated from the cir- 
cuit it controls. Isolation between power 
sources is one place this type of keying 
circuit is used. One method that works 
well is to use an optocoupler as the iso- 

lating device between the keying circuit 
and the circuit it controls. The circuit in 

Fig. 7 uses a 4N25 NPN transistor -out- 
put optocoupler to separate the key 
from the control circuitry. A 4N35 is 

another optocoupler that works just as 
well and can handle a little more power. 

When the key is closed, the opto- 
coupler's LED turns on, causing the 
optocoupler to conduct and supply bias 
for the transistor. Transistor Q1 switch- 
es on, pulling the connected circuitry to 
ground. This type of keying circuit can 
be used to control AC circuits by using 
an optocoupler with an SCR or triac 
output. 

As in the other keying circuits, this 
one can be modified to handle higher 
current loads using a power transistor 
or, better yet, switching to an IRF511 

MOSFET. The MOSFET can replace 
Q1 without any circuit component 
changes. Just connect the MOSFET's 
gate to pin 4 of 01, its drain to the pos- 

R1 

1K 01 
4N25 

+9 TO 15V TO 
KEYED 

CIRCUIT 

KEY 

Fig. 7. For complete isolation between the key and 
keyed circuit, this circuit features an optocoupler 

to drive the 2N2222A switching transistor. 

PARTS LIST FOR OPTICALLY - 
COUPLED KEYING CIRCUIT 

(FIG. 7) 

Q1 --4N25 optocoupler IC (NTE3040, 
SK2040, or equivalent) 

Q2- 2N2222A NPN general -purpose 
transistor (NTE 123A, SK3444, or 
equivalent) 

R1, R2 -1000 -ohm, 114-watt, 5% resistor 
R3- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

"A,> 

CONTROL "B'> 
INPUTS "C> 

+12V 

R3 R2 

4.7K 2.2K 

R1 

2.2K 

Cl 
KEY .1 

'D> 

R4 
4.7K 
Ai% 

N.C. 

+12V 

N.O. 

N.O. 8 

KEYED 
9 OUTPUTS 

N . 11 10 

5 
iC1 

12 

13 4 066 

7 

R5 
47K 

Fig. 8. This circuit uses the 4066 quad bilateral switch IC to control four different AC signals sinud- 

taneously. Lines "A" and "D" are switched through the IC when the key is open. Closing the key 

opens the "A" and "D" paths and closes the "13- and "C" paths between the inputs and the keyed 

output circuits. 

PARTS LIST FOR QUAD -KEYED 
CIRCUIT (FIG. 8) 

Cl, C2- 0.1 -µF, 50 -WVDC, mylar, or 

similar capacitor 
IC1 -4066 quad bilateral switch IC 

(NTE4066B, SK4066B, or equivalent) 
Q1, 02- 2N3904 NPN general -purpose 

transistor (NTE 123AP, SK3854, or 

equivalent) 
R1, R2- 2200 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor 
R3, R4 -4700 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor 
Key -Any type of single -pole switch, etc. 

itive key circuit (output), and the 
source to circuit ground. To control 
even higher current, or higher voltage 
loads, choose a MOSFET to match the 
load requirements. 

QUAD -KEYED CIRCUIT 
Our last keying circuit is shown in 

Fig. 8. This keyer is similar to the basic 
keying circuit in Fig. 5, with the addition 
of a quad bilateral switch IC. Using the 
versatile 4066 quad electronic switch 
allows the keying circuit to control four 
different AC signals simultaneously. 
The circuit, with the key up, has Q1 

biased on with its collector at near 
ground level. ICI's control pins 5 and 6 

are low, keeping switches "B" and "C" of 

ICI open. Q2's collector is near 12 volts 
and IC1's control pins 12 and 13 are 
high, thereby closing switches "A" and 
"D." Closing the key reverses the posi- 
tion of the four switches, with "B" and 
"C" closing and "A" and "D" opening. 

These simple keying circuits are 

build -block circuits that, hopefully, will 
find a way into one of your future pro- 

jects. Looks like it's time to key -off for 
now. Good circuitry until we meet here 
again next month. 

NET WATCH 
(continued from page /6) 

lots of customization on his or her 
machine. Choose from Fonts, Themes, 
Wallpaper, Icons, Cursors, and other 
fun stuff. 

Once you enter one of the afore- 
mentioned subcategories, you will be 
presented with a lot more than just a 

list of titles that you can download. 
Each piece of software has a few con- 
cise, descriptive sentences so you 
know what you're going to be spend- 
ing that online time downloading. To 

help you gauge just how much of the 
latter you need, there's a file size given 
for each title. You can either download 
a particular file from its direct link, or 
visit the homepage for the program (if 

there is one) to learn more first. 
Another neat feature is that each of 

the programs is rated with a duck scale. 
The more little ducks you see, the bet- 
ter a product is, kind of like the star rat- 
ing used for motion pictures. But even if 

they didn't have the duck rating, I 

wouldn't complain. Let's not be too 
picky; after all, these programs are free. 

As always, if you've got a question 
or comment, feel free to e-mail me at 

netwatch @comports.com, or send a 

good -old USPS letter (yes, I'll read 

those too) to Net Watch, Popular 
Electronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. 
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i\pu1ar ULectrollics 

et 
Supplement to Popular Electronics 

JUNE 1998 

JTIC WL#iWii!WiJG 
ROUTE, MILL, DRILL, CARVE, ENGRAVE, PAINT ... . 

IN WOOD, PLASTIC, VINYL, PC BOARD & LIGHT METALS! 
4 MOTOR GANTRY MILL CONFIGURATIONS 
PC COMPUTER CONTROLLED CNC /DNC 
IMPORT/ EXPORT FILES TO OTHER CADS 
AUTO -BACKLASH COMPENSATION 
PRE -MACHINED HEAVY CASTINGS 
SIMULTANEOUS 3 AXIS MOTION 
FREE 3D CAD /CAM SOFTWARE 
AVAILABLE IN KITS OR ASSEMBLED 
EXPEDITE SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE 
OPTIONAL ALUMINUM WAY COVERS 
.001" RESOLUTION / AMERICAN MADE 

STARTING AT 

$695.00 

http://www.uscyberlab.com 

U.S. CYBERLAB, INC. 14786 SLATE GAP RD., WEST FORK, AR 72774 

3 AXIS UNITS 
FROM 12" X 12" TO 

66" X 66" MACH. AREA 

CALL NOW FOR INSTANT SPECS 501 -839 -8293 24 HR. FAX -BACK 

, 
-:c+ r c ..J a ., :. :' 

master Calalo) i;,98 
.1 Tra=irlon .eie:Uon á Sow cv SJn;p 1.5 I 

ng you need to complete your favorite projects! 
Tool kits, multi -purpose tools, mini tools sets, utility 
knives, wo- kholders, soldering stations, heat guns, 
scopes & meters, circuit testers, PC diagnostics, 
cable /wire; connectors, and lots more! 

PLUS 100% Sat.sfaction Guaranteed, 
and Lifetime Guarantee on all Jensen 

/11h 1 brand hand tools. 

FREE 
CATALOG 

800 -426 -1194 
Dept. 362 

ÌjENSEN'TOOLS1 
7815 S. 46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044 

Tel: 800-426-1194 or 602-968-6231 

Fax: 801- 366 -9662 or 602 -438 -1690 

E -Mail: enser@stanleyworks.com 

LWWW: 1ttp: /Iwww.jensentools.com 

CIRCLE 135 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 292 -7711 orders only 

Se Habla Español 

C &S SALES 
EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE 

XK -700 Digital / Analog Trainer 
Elenco s newest advanced designed Digital / Analog Trainer is specially designed for 

school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maximum reliability. It includes 5 built 

in power supplies, a function generator with continuously sine, biangular and square wave 

forms and a 1560 tie point bredboard area. Tools and meter shown optional. (Mounted in a proles 

sional tool case made of reinforced metal). 

XK-700 
Assembled and Tested 

$189.95 
XK -700 - SEMI KIT 

w, Fully Assembled PC Board 

$174.95 
XK -700K - Kit 

$1 59.95 
Made in the USA 

20MHz Sweep / Function 
Generator with Freq Counter 
B &K 4040 

0.2Hz to 20MHz 
AM 8 FM modulation 
Burst Operation 
External Frequency 
counter to 30MHz 
Linear and Log sweep 

10MHz B &K 4017 $309 
5MHz B &K 4011 $239 $399 

SATELLITE FINDER 
Model SF -100A 

Aligns Satelite Dishes 
Range 950- 2050MHz 
Audio Tone 
Compact Size 
Self Power Check 

ir-1(10 

$39.95 

AK -700 
$14.95 

Phone kit 
with training 
course. 

Volt AlertTM By FLUKE 
Volt Alert' is the new pock- 
et -sized AC line voltage 
detector from Fluke. Easy to 

use - just touch the tip to an 

outlet or cord. When it glows 
red, you know there's volt- 

age in the line. 
Electrician's, maintenance, 
service, and safety personel 
can quickly test for ener- 
gized circuits and defective 
grounds on the factory floor, 

in the shop, or at home. 

Fits in shirt pocket for con- 
venience. 

All outer surfaces are 
unconductive for safety. 

Detects voltage metallic contact. 

#1AC $19.50 

Model M -6100 
The M -6100 is Elenco's most sophisti- 
cated meter with almost every possible 
feature available. The M -6100 even 
has a computer interface for viewing 
and storing data on a personal comput- 
er. It comes complete with software, 
RS -232 cable, test leads and manual. 

$125 
Digital Multimet 

Model M -1700 

$39.95 
11 functions including freq to 
20MHz. cap to 20µF. Meets ÚL- 
1244 safety specs. 

Kit Corner 
over 100 kits available 

RADIO CONTROL CAR KIT 
MODEL AK -870 

7 functions 
Remote control 

included 

$24.95 
No Soldering Required 

Model AM /FM -108K 
Transistor Radio Kit 

with training course 

$29.95 

35mm Camera Kit 
Learn all about photography 

AK -540 

No Soldering Required 

LOOK FOR OTHER 
MONTHLY SPECIALS 

ON OUR WEBSITE 

DIGITAL LCR METER 
Model LCR -1810 

$99.95 

Capacitance .1pF to 20µF 
Inductance 1pH to 20H 
Resistance .010 to 
2000MO 
Temperature -20°C to 
750°C 
DC Volts 0 - 20V 
Frequency up to 15MHz 
Diode /Audible 
Continuity Test 
Signal Output Function 
3 1/2 Digit Display 

Model XP -581 
4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies in One Unit 

4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V @ 3A, +12V @ 1A, -12V @ 1A 

1 Variable - 2.5 - 20V @ 2A 

Technician Tool Kit 
TK -1500 

1. t tail 
t 

; 
) 

At;;l4111 
- r.{i i 

28 tools plus a DMM 
contained in a large 

flexible tool case with 
handles ideal for 

everyone on the go. 

$49.95 
The New DMM900 Series Handheld Digital Multimeters 
For high -performance digital multimelers that are accurate, reliable, and rugged, the DMM900 

Series extends the Tektronix line of already affordable DMMs. Twice the accuracy. Up to 10 times 

the resolution. And a full range of capability that spans voltage, current, digital multimeters fea- 

tures a dual numeric display, 3 -year warranty, and autoranging capability. All backed by the relia- 

bility of the Tektronix brand. 

Features 
DMM912, DMM914, 

DMM916 
40,000 Count Display 
0.06% Basic DC Volts Accuracy 
(DMM916) 
DC Voltage Ranges from 400mV to 
1,0000 V 

AC Voltage Ranges from 4V to 750V 
(True RMS) 
AC and DC Current Ranges from 
10,000pA to 10A 
Resistance Ranges from 4000 to 40M0 
Capacitance Ranges from 4nF to 4011F 

Frequency Ranges from 400Hz to 2MHz 
Temperature Measurements from 
-50°C to +950°C (DMM916, DMM914) 
3 Year Warranty 
CE Marking 

.' 
'r 
,_.) aa-itir 

_ 

L: 411'5:I 

DMM 912 

$189 

l 
i 

DMM 914 

$235 

i-f{88ëá 

21 11 

DMM 916 

$275 

GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES ON TEK DMMs 

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD C &S SALES, INC. 
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 

WHEELING. IL 60090 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25 

FAX (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541 -0710 
o Sales Tax http: / /www.elenco.com /cs_sales/ 

UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5% 

64 

15 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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Same Day 
Shipping 

Fluke Scopemeters 
123 $950 
92B $1445 
96B $1695 
99B...NEW $2095 
105B $2495 

ALL FLUKE 
PRODUCTS 

ON SALE 

B & K PRECISION 
SCOPES 

100MHz THREE -TRACE 
Model 2190A Imvdvslo5 eanvrity 

Sweeps to asemivisan 
Dual time base 
Signal delay line 
15KV accelerating voltage 

$1295.00 

60MHz DUAL -TRACE 
Model 2160 I mvrmwsion sonsitivrty 

Sweeps to SnNdldsian 
Dual time base 
Signal delay line 
V node displays two signals unre- 
lated in frequency 
Component tester 

$895.00 
40MHz DUAL -TRACE 

Model 1541C ,mvmroisionsenadivity 
video sync separators 
Z ams input 
Single Sweep 
V mode displays two signals unre- 
lated In frequency 
Component tester 

$695 
60MHz, CURSORS & READOUTS, DUAL TIME BASE 

Model 2260 cursors ana readouts 
1 bn sensitivity 

23 calibrated ranges d main time base 
19 calibrated ranges delayed Amebae 
Signal delay me 
V -mode displays 2 signals unre- 
lated in frequency 
Component tester 
Z.axis Input 
Single sweep 

l in .. 
7. 

$1225 
20MHz DUAL -TRACE 

Model 2120B - 2 Year Warranty 

Special 5375 
Model 2125A with delayed sweep 

'539.95 

..,.! ..L 

y 1mV,divison sensitivity 
AUTO/NORM triggered sweep operation 
AC, TVH, TVV and line coupling 
Calibrated 19 step time -base with =10 
magnifier 
Compact lowprolile design 

Affordable Spectrum 
Analyzers by B &K 

500MHz Series 1.05GHz Series 
Model 2615 - $1595 Model 2625 - $2395 
Model 2620 w tracking Model 2630 w tracking 
generator - $1895 generator - $2995 

C &SSALES 
Your one stop source for 
all our electronic needs! 

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR 
NEW FREE 64 PAGE 

CATALOG! 
(800) 445 -3201 

Quality Scopes by Elenco 
Lowest Prices of the Year! 

60MHz 
DS -603 $1350 
Analog / Digital Storage 
20MS /s Sampling Rate 

S -1360 749 
Analog with Delayed Sweep 

100MHz 
S -1390 $995 

Analog 

40MHz 
S -1345 $569 

Analog with Delayed Sweep 

S -1340 $475 
Analog 

2 Year 
Warranty 

25/30MHz 
DS-303 30MHz $1095 

DS-203 20MHz $725 
Analog / Digital Storage 

S-1330 $439 
25MHz Analog 
Delayed Sweep 

S -1325 $325 
25MHz Analog 

SIMM MODULE TESTER 
B&K898 $625 

Tests 72 and 30 -pin SIMMS to 36 bits. 
Stand alone and portable. No other equipment 
required. 
Automatically identifies width. depth and speed 
of SIMMS. 
10 built -in tests identity most memory defects. 
Preheat cycle prior to test. 

PORTABLE SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER 
B &K 510 

In or out -of -order circuit tests for 
transistor, FETs, SCRs and dar- 
lingtons. 

$199.00 

Fluke Multimeters 
Model 70111 $85 Model 83 $235 
Model 73111 $115 Model 85 $269 
Model 75111 $139 Model 87 $289 
Model 77111 $154 Model 863E $475 
Nodel79111 $175 Model 867BE $650 

B &K Precision Multimeters 
Model 391 $143 Model 388A $99 
Model 390 $127 Model 2707 $75 
Model 389 $109 Model 2860A $79 
Model 5390 $295 Model 5370 $219 
Model 5380 $265 Model 5360 $195 

MX -9300 
Four Functions in One Instrument 

Features: 
One instrument with four test and measur- 
ing systems: 

1.3GHz Frequency Counter 
2MHz Sweep Function Generator 
Digital Multimeter 
Digital Triple Power Supply 

0 -30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A, 5V @2A 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES C &S SALES, INC. 
UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5% 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax 

150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 
WHEELING. IL 60090 

FAX: (847) 541-9904 (847) 541-0710 
http: / /www.elenco.com /cs_sales/ 

15 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY 
PRICER SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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Se Sun equipment a Corporation LODESTAR aging, eteciroe.ki Corp. Since 1979 Corporation 
Year Warranty. 15 Day Money Back Guarantee. OEM WELCOME. 

P. O. Box 97903, Raleigh, NC 27624 E-mail: suneguipco@Ipass "net School purchase order accepted. Bids accepted. "S"1 Masterard 
To re. uest FREE CATALOG, please call, fax, write, or e-mail us. 

SALES REP./DISTRIBUTORS/OEM WANTED. Discover, AmrEIpr 
Quality Test Equipment for Cost -Minded People 1- 800 / Fax:(919)870-5720 -870 -1955 (919)870 -1955 

DC POWER SUPPLY (CC /CV) RF SIGNAL GENERATOR GRID DIP METER 
All models: protection of short ckt, overload, reverse polarity, over. - .... SG-4160B 5124.95, 100KHz- 150MHz 
voltage; Constant Current & Voltage (CC/CV) are fully adjustable up to 450MHz on 3rd harmonica in 6 

Regulation: s.01% +3mV (line); s.OI% +3mV (load); slmV ripple. ranges; AM modulation ;Accucy: ±5 %. 
SINGLE OUTPUT Analog Displays ,. RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz, 

DM -4061 U9.95 1.5- 250MHz, 
6 bands; 6 plug -in coils, 
2 transistor, and 1 diode. 
Modulation:. 2KHz Sinewave. ,t $ 

Crystal Oscillator: 1 -15MHz 
Wave abso .lion meter. 9VDC ban 

PS-303 5159.00, 30V/3A. Modulation: Int. IKHz (AM) =30 %; - o 
* 

3 PS-305 5219.95, 30V /5A. i , 7 ° * ' " 
c u e Ext. 50Hz- 20KHz, at least I V,e, input. 

' - PS -1610S 5289.00, 16V /IOA. Audio Output: IKHz, 2V,ß minimum. 

PS -2243 $139.00, 12 V /24V select, 3A. SG-4162AD (with Freq. Counter) 5229.95, Spec. see SG- 4160B. 

S , PS -2245 5159.00, 12V/24V select, 5A. COUNTER SECTION: IOHz- 150MHz, Max. Input s3V effective 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 
., .. FC -5250C 5119.95 10Hz- 220MHz 

(HF)IO1z- 20MHz,(VHF)10- 200MHz. r - GateTlme. .I.Isec. Max. Input. IOV,.p 
Input Sensitivlty35mV /IOHz- 20OMHz 

*ta a O O Input !raped.: IMO(HF),50Q(VHF). - Display.: 7 -digit LEDs; 9V adapter (U) 
FG5260A 5129.93 , a.?i ' ' 10Hz-600MHz. 7 -digit LEDs. 
FC -5270 5149.95 -- ° 

10Hz- 1.2GHz; 8 -digit LEDs. ' 

FC -3600B 5229.93 
w -- ". 

10Hz-600MHz; 10 -digit LEDs. - _. 

FC -5700 $299.95 10Hz- 1.3GHz; 10- ..t LEDs. Period measure 

' 8107 $399.95,30V/l0A Gate Time: . 1, Isec. Input Sensitivity: 35mV,10Hs- 200Mils. 

° ° 8110 5289.95, 60V /3A. I r! .e once. IM0(HF), 500(VHF). Di .b :7 -di:a LEDs 

81125399.95,60V/5A. 
D7ghulVoän4a& Analog A> ai AM /FM STD SIGNAL GEN. 
8200(8201) 5179.95(5239.95), 30V /3A(5A) SG -4110A 51799.00, Freq. 0.1- 110MHz; Display: 6 -digit LED; 

DlgUal Displays 8210/8300 5199.95, 30V/3A. Resolution: 100Hz (0.1- 34.999MHz); 1 KHz (35MHz -I 10MHz). 
y ) pis taps. 8211/8301 5259.95, 30V/5A. - - .. Accuracy <±(5x10' t 1 count ; Output: -19dBu- 99dBu, I dB s 

DUAL OUTPUTS `,. ! edance. 500 VSWR 2 100 preset fro. uen & store functions 

8 Independent/Tracking 881111 7 + 

AnalogDspkgr A. AUDIO GENERATOR 
8108 5349.93, 60V/3Á. +a.' ° 4"I .. - 

: 
AG-2601A S124.95, 10Hz -I MHz in 5 

8109 $699.95, 60V /5A. - ranges; Output sinewave 0-8V,,,.; squ- 

PS -303D 5314.95, 30V /3A. PS -305D $399.95, 30V /5A. are l0Ve.e Output loped: 600 Ohm. 

TRIPLE OUTPUTS, a fixed 5V/3A output, Independ/Trackln8 Distortion: <0.05% 500Hz- 50KHz; SIGNAL TRACER /IN ECTOR 
DigialDispleps 8202(8203) 5499.95(5549.95), dual 30V /3A(5A). <0.5% 50KHz- 500KHz 

Analog Display; 8102(8103) $399.95(5489.951 dual 30V /3A(5A), C" - w 1 oNB 
AG-2603AD 5229.95, with 6- digit, 

with Parallel (30V /6A1 and Series (60V /3A) Mode o.eration. Int/Ext Freq Counter, 10Hz- 150MHz, 

1$ Reduction!) SE -6100 9.'5 
TRA( F.E Gain 60 dB maximum. 

/. Attentuation: 0/20/40/60dB 

e 
Output hoped: 6005; Speaker 88W9Á 

'. . IN.IECTOR: =1 KHz Squarewave; 
GEN. °"''' ° ̂  " °l0 /- 20 /- 4odB & Fine asuster sues. see ÁG2601Á 

NTSC /PAL TV COLOR BAR 
CPC-1366A 5159.95, VHF NTSC; FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Freq.: 45.75, 175.25, 187.25 MHz; ., FG2100A 1169.95, 0 2Hz -2MHz m 7 

RF Output: busy . - ... ranges: sne, square, Mangle, pulse & 

Impedance: 75 Ohm: atarlam . .tea; Ramp; Output 5mV, ,,20VP_1 I% 

Video Output: BNC, 1 V,.,. `*aseea:a `a 
x 

a distortion. VCF: 0-10V/freq. to 1000:1. 

CPG-1367A S159.95, VHF PAL. 4 FG-2102AD S229.95 see FG- 2100A; 

Out tt Level: Variable 0-4.5V ; 9V batte or ado ter $6.00 . 

MIC -4070D S179.95, induct.: O.15 -200H, Capacit.: O.Ip -20mF, 
Resist.. Imo -20M 0, 20 range, Dissipation factor measurement, 
Zero ad ust. Surface mount device (SMD) test .robe LT -06 $21.95 

SW R/R F /mW POWER METER - " 
,; 4-digit counter display, TTL & CMOS 

outputs, 30ppmtl count accuracy. 

310 589.95, 1.8- I50MHz;RF Power: FG-20205 S159.00 0.5Hz- 500KHz; Sine, Square, Triangle. 

,g ,pe.K":- .3wsaèmcsx_ 0 -4W /20W /200W 3 ranges; SWR FG2103 $ 329.95, Digital sweep generator, 0.511z-5MHz in 7 

,,- . Measurement. 1.0-+, 4W minimum. ranges. Operating Mode: sweep, AM, gated burst, VCG. 
A t t Accuracy: 5 /r-10%; Insert Loss:.3dB Freq. Counter Mt. 0.5Hz -5MHz; Ext. 5HZ -10MHz 

i Input/Output hop.: 500; SO-239 plug FG-513 5769.95, 13 MHz, Microprocessor embedded dgital sweep; 

320 589.95, 130- 520MHz Spec. 310. Sine, Square, l'riungle, Pulse, Ramp, TTL & DC; 1(.01 % +Idgt). 

330 $119.95, 1.8- 520MHz Spec. see 310. Free. Counter &TCXO: 5Hz- 100MHz, 6.5 .; _:ts. xl /x20 attenuant 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
UMM -120 $24.95, 3'h digit. 600VDC, 2ADC 
500VAC. 2MQ, hFE /diode /continuity test; 1.2% 

DMM- 123 +Capacitance $44.95, 3h digit, 
600V DC /600VAC. I OADC /AC, 2Gí1, 209F, 

_,.. 
hFE /diode test, continuity beeper; 0.8% accuracy 

DMM -124 +Cap. +Temp. +Freq. $69,95, 38 dig. 

600VDC /500VAC, -58- 752 °F. 2GG, 2OmF, 

200KHz. 3.b phase /diode /continuity test; 12%. 

DMM -125 $54.95, AutorangeBargraph, 32 MO, 

600VDC /AC, IOADC /AC, diode /continuity test. 
s'ì MIC -35 $59.95, Autorange, 31 LCD, 20Mí2, 
-? - IOW VDC/750VAC, 20ADC /AC, dam hold, 

diode /continuity test, free holster; 0.5% accuracy 

$11C.39 $129.95, AutorangeBargraph , True RMS. 3'/. LCD, 4OpF, 

40¡;14 x . ta vDC/750VAC. 20ADC /AC, 600KHr freq. cntr.. data 
r slee i- c memo read function, holster 0.3`1 accurac .- 

AUTO. CAPACITANCE METER 

SWR -3P $26.951.7 I50MHz, q AC MILLIVOLT METER RF Power: 0.5 -10W, 0.5W -100W. 
SWR -2P S22.95, 1.7- 30MHz;RF Powe 0.5 -1OW. MV -3100A 5159.95 wide band 

mW RF Power Meter 340 5219.00, 1.8- 500MHz;RP 5Hz -1 MHz; 3 scales, mV, dB &dBm, 
3004V -100V in 12 ranges, 10µV 

Power: 2l 0mW /2W 3 ranges; /roped.: 500; Accuracy: 
resolution; -70 --40dB m 12 ranges, 

110% full scale; SWR <1.15 N- r a connector; BNC re ou .tit.\ 
OdB=1 Vrms,OdBm=0.755V); t=3% 

FM STEREO MODULATOR ._ accuracy; Input impedance IOMÛ; 

ÁC-2011Á $549.00 
Noise <2%. MV 32010 $309.95 dual 

RF SECTION: - 
- channels, simultaneous measurement.. 

Carrier 98MHzt2MHz, ` °"- OSCILLOSCOPES 
Output: I In, V & 0 ImV 

OS -7305B 5249.00 DC -7MHz, 3" 
COMPOSITE SIGNALS: - CRT; Harz:.25V /div; 1011z- 100KHz 
Pilot: 19KHz t2Hz, 0.8Vrms ° .. < z, `` y t m 4 ranges; Vert IOmV /div, lot. & 
INT. MODULATION: 400KHz, ., ,. 

1 KHz ±1%, I Vnns, distortion < .5 %;L-R Separation. >30dB. \ Ext. Sync.; Input: I M 0 /35pF. 
, OS -7010A $299.95 10MHz, ?CRT, 

EXT. MODULATION: Freq.: SOHz -15KHz Hon' .2V /div, Vert'IOmV -10V /div. 
L -R Se. oration: >45dB 100H2- 3KHz; >35dB 50Hz- I5KHz. .: t 

CM3300A 5139.00 10 ranges, 99.9pF - 99.9mF, fully automatic. 
Resolution: 0.lpF lowest, 0.1% full scale. -- 
Accuracy: SIBB 
0.5% of full scale ±1 digit M 99.9í1F, 
I% of full scale ±1 digit to 99.94F 
Display: 3 digit LED. 

"6 .v 
e 

Unit:. F, nF, itF, mF, Ove : :e indicators. OS -622G S311995 20MHz, 2 CH/X -Y 

TOOLKITS - ELECTRONIC /PC Alt trigger, trigger lock, hold OFF, 'N 
AUTO DISTORTION METER 

9u5 $29.99 U.S. Patented, 45 -pus. Contents. IC inserter/extractor 
syn., 8x10 div., ImV /div., Hors .2pa- .Ss/div; Vert lmV -SV /dry. 

Alt TV OS-653G $699.95 SOMHz, 2 CH/delay sweep, trigger, sari. DM -3104Á $799.95 
with securers & bows, 3 -prong part retriever, #0 phillips screwdriv- 

OS -6101G 51499.95 I00MHz, 4ch/8 traces, delay sweep, cursor DISTORTION MEASURE 
er, 1/8" Get arewdriver, self -hold tweezers, metal tweezers, extra 

readout. 2 e 
parts tube, soldering iron, solder, crimping tool, long -nose plier, 

m: warren or OS-622G, OS-653G, A OS-610I G. Range: 0.01 % to 30%, 

cutting pher, zipper vinyl case. Bita include: Phillips: #0/ #l/ #2/ #3; UHF ATTEN UATORS 
0.1 /0.3/1 /3110 /30% 6 ranges. 

Flat: l/8 "/3/16 "/1/4"/9/32 "; PLI/PZ2; T8/l'9/t'10/l'15/T20/T25/ 
Freq: 400Hz +l0Ye, 1KHztlO%(HPF). , 

T27/T30/T40/T45; Xes 5/64 "/3/32 " /1 /8" /5/32" /3/16 "; Sackers: 
RT -8815U (500) $299.00 / RT -8817U (75 e) S299.00, 950MHz, Input: 3mV -I 00V; Ratio measure 20dB. 

3/16" (5mm)/7/32" (5.Smmp1 /4" (6mmp9/32" (7mm)/5/16" (8mm). 
81dB, O.SW max.; Steps: 1/2/3/5/10/20/20 /20, 8 switches. Auto. Freq. Switching Ranges: - 

8523 $34.99 23 -pas Contents.- IC inserter /extractor with securer & 085E-2 (500) S399.00 / 087E-2 (750) $399.00, 950MHz, 81dB, Fundamental Freq. = (fo)s1O%; 
>-80dB %; >-70dB (fo)t10° /. 

bows, }prong retriever, 3/16 " /1/4' nutdriver, 3/16 " / 1 /8" slot- 
OSW max.; Steps: I0dB +7. I dBx10, Electronic adustment knob. Fund. Refection: at (fo)t5 at 

part 
ed screwdriver, #0 / #1 phillps, reversible TI 0/f15 bits,re- versible MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER 

Harmonic Accuracy: t0 "5dB, 1.8(fo)-201CHz 

LEVEL MEASURE Range: 0 to ]OOV M .03/.1/.3/1ß/10 /30/100V 
#2 philtips/' /." slotted bits, tweezer, long -nose plia, cutte, 6" adj. 

- 

BGC -8088 $699.00, learn Freq Response: t0.5dB/20- 50kHz; u I dB/20 -1 WkHz 
wrench, soldering iron, solder, crimping tool, zippy case, manual. 
D es ra![lrrfid 

STEREO /ALIGNMENT /SWEEMAR SCOPE 
STEREO SCOPE OS-750518 $369.00, 0- IOMHL20mV. 

\ 
- 

y - 
`. ^ 

" \oy? 
`° 

a 

computer theory. Excelle- DM-3204 $1,599.00 dual channels; S ec see DM- 3104A. 

ntfool individual duel 
who wantent to tee am about WOW- FLUTTER METER 
ROM, RAM, UO ports, WF -3103A $699.95. Freq. Range: 3KHz+10% 1IS/CCIR; 

programming, &nine 3.151C.110% DIN. 
ALIGNMENT SCOPE OS- 7001A5369.00, 0- 200KHz/ImV 

,. MFAlhR SM- 6225B/C 5199995 
8088 Microprocessor. An - --- Measuremt:.03/.1 /.3/1/3% full scale. 

easy to understand step- Accuracy t5% of MO scan. 
by -step manual 

goal x Function: LlN/WOWhlutter/WTD. 
56-key keyboard, LCD '` Freq Counter:10Hz- 9.99MHz 
display, RS UART._ indication' CCIR/DIN/lIS 

Freq Range: (AM)490KHz; (FM)10- 
11.4MHz;Acc uracy. t 0.1 % ;Marker: 

* ' " " (AM)455KHz,i:51CHM,±10KHz; 
t " . (FM)10.7MHz, t7.5KHz, i150KHz. -232, 
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Antenna 
Rotator 
Ideal for use with most TV antennas as 
well as smaller UHF and VHF Ham 
antennas. Adjustable mounting clamp 
accommodates masts up to 134 ". Requires 
three conductor rotor cable (not included). 
Order Description (ea.) 
30-1100 Rotator and control box $39.95 
30 -1025 100' three conductor cable 12.95 

Prices Effective Aril 16 

through June 30 1998 

When ordering please 
provide this cc de. 

SOURCE CODE: POP53 

For over 20 years. MCM has been Ile leading supplier t) the 

electro tics service industry. H toe i lven:ory, rapid delivery and 
competitive prices have nade MCM the choice for: 

Hobbyists Service Technicians 
Educators lista) ers 

Ciscover the MCM difference. Jail tlday far your tree catalog. 

Universal Desktop Rapid 
Battery Charger 
Unique charge contacts accommodate 
nearly any type of Ni-Cac or NíIMIH 
battery. Ideal for Amateur Radio HTs, 
computer laptop, camcorder, cel ular 
phone and many other batteries. Supports 
4.8V, 6V, 7.2V, 8.4V, 9.6V and 12V 
charging. AC adaptor and automobile 
cigarette lighter included. Charge rate: 
650/40mA. Discharge rate 400mA. 
Order # (ea.) 

111.2801 $49.95 

sl 4rwaff . Mlil(/A' 
Digital Laboratory 
Power Supply 
Precision power supply is ideal for any 
service bench. Output voltage is variable 
from 0- 30VDC, with adjustable current 
limiter from 0 -3A. Switchable digital 
readout shows either current or voltage 
output. Coarse and fine adjustments 
provide precise adjustment. 
Order Reg. $199.00 72 75 $24e00 

Remote Control 
A /B /C /D Switch 
Four input remote controlled RF switch 
allows selection from up to four sources for 
output to TV or VCR, via infrared remote. 
Electronic switcher eliminates possibility 
of contact failure. Frequency range: 
5MHz- 2050MHz. Output and inputs are 
75ohm "F" type connections. Remote 
requires two "AA" batteries not included 
( #290 -070). 
Order # 

32 -5190 

Reg. 
$5,1e3 $39.95 

Remote Control 
A/B Switch 
Remote controlled RF switch 
allows selection from two sources 
for output to TV or VCR, via infrared 
remote. Electronic switcher eliminates 
possibility of contact failure. Frequency 
range: 5MHz- 8900MHz. Output and 
inputs are 75ohm "F" type connections. 
Remote requires two "AA" batteries not 
included ( #290 -070). 
Order# Reg. 
32 -4425 $2.0.5 $19.95 

30 Piece 
Security 
Tool Set 
This is a complete set of security bits for 
all of those difficult service applications, 
such as TBM PS /2 monitors, cable boxes, 
telephone equipment and many others. Kit 
contains security hex bits, security torx 
bits, spanner bits, tri-wings and more. 
Take the frustration out of those difficult 
service situations and save $15.00. 

22-1475 $3949 $19.95 

12V, 4Ah Sealed 
Lead Acid Battery 
Ideal for most 12VDC and battery backup 
applications including alarm panels. 
Dimensions: 2.75" x 3.65" x 4.02 ". Weight 
3.96 lbs. Connections via .187" tabs. 
Order# Reg. 
29 -1910 $194 '14.95 

1-800-543-4330 
www.mcmelectronics.com 

Hours: M -F 7 a.m. -9 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.. EST. 

Same Day 
Shipping! 
In stock orders 

received by 5:00 p nr. 

(YOUR TIME) are 
shipped the same day 

CIRCLE 154 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

=SEW 

AC Wall Adaptor 
This 13.5VDC, 1 amp AC 
adaptor is perfect for use 
as a battery charger or to 
power projects. 
Order # (ea.) 

58. 3990 $3.99 

MCM ELECTRONICS' 
850 CONGRESS PARK OR. 
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459 
A PREMIER FARNELL Company 

SOURCE CODE: POP53 
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c Clio NT WIG OL 
RELAYS LIGHTS MOTORS M E A S MAP R E 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY NP OUP T 
SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 $79 

WOGS INTO PC SLIT 

2A LINES DIGITAL VO 
S CHANNEL. 

S BIT A/0/ IN 

12 VII COUNTER 

UP TO 14K sup/sic 

MODEL 4$ $189 

12 BIT 10G URI A/0 
4 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

3 TIMER COUNTERS 

24 DIGITAL I/O 

RS -272 INTERFACE 

28 WIES BESTIAL I/O 

8 ANALOG INPUTS 

PWM OUTPUT 

RS.232 INTERFACE 

t DIGITAL l/O 
S ANALOG TNPUIS 

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

2 COUNTERS -24 III 

MODEL 180.02 .. $ 79 

RS232 WTEWW 
TRMR, 28 AMPS 

12 SIT A/0 
DPW-ISOLATED 

COMPLETE OMM 

MODEL 7i.......$?39' 
11S232 INTERFACE 

GI SIT Aft) 
SS DIGIT 

UP TO 60 IMP/ SEC 

Prairie Digital, Inc. 
PHONE 608 -643 -8599 FAX 608 -643 -6754 
846 SEVENTEENTH STREET PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN 53ST8 

68 

ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS 
CABLE VIEWERS.. .get back to your BASIC Cable Needs 

Call 800- 577 -8775 
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs. 

ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLY & 
WAREHOUSING 
CORPORATION 

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT 
: PRICE 

: EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE 
: WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING 

ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS) 

: ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING 

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last years OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock! 

COMPETITIVE PRICING- DEALERS WELCOME 

HOURS: Monday -Saturday 9 -5 C.S.T. 

It n not the Intent of B.E.S. W. to defraud any pay television operator an we well not assist any company or Individual in daring the sang 

'Refer to sales personnel for specifications. 

P.O. Box 8180 Bartlett, IL 60103 800- 577 -8775 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Learn MICROCONTROLLERS 
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and 
PROGRAMMING... 
...with the AES learning system/ 
embedded control system. 
Extensive manuals guide you 
through your development 
project. All programming and 
hardware details explained. 
Complete schematics. Learn to 
program the LCD, keypad digital, 
analog, and serial I /O. for your applications. 

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE. Choose from an 
Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11 
based system. All models come with: 

32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display 4 

by 5 Keypad Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O Interrupts,timers, chip - 
selects 26 pin expansion connector Built -in Logic Probe Power 
Supply (can also be battery operated) Powerful ROM MONITOR to 
help you program Connects to your PC for programming or data 
logging (cable included) Assembly, BASIC, and C programming 
(varies with model) Program disks with Cross Assembler and many, 
well documented, program examples User's Manuals: cover all details 
(over 500 pages) Completely assembled and ready to use Source 
code for all drivers and MONITOR Optional Text Book 

Everything you need. From $279. 

Money Back Guarantee 

Call for Free Info Pack, or see 

WEB at http://www.aesmicro.com 

714 -550 -8094, FAX 714 -550 -9941 

AES Call 1 -800 -730 -3232 

AES 575 ANTON BLVD., SUITE 300, COSTA MESA, CA 92626, USA 
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The Ultimate Saving; Source 

LARGE VARIETY 
SAME DAY SHIPPING 

Coals 6,000 "r¢w íie 
Audio/Video Ser% -ire Parts 
_tudio/Viileo .treNssories 
Professional Audio 

Security Products 
Connectors 
Technician Aids 

Chemicals 
Test Equipments 
Soldering Equipment 
.tn1om0N¡VP l'rodu1 
.AulomoliV-PP Installation Kits 

I Ovor 15,000 
Original SENT' in stork. 

SHIP UP TO 5Ibs 
FOR ONLY 

ups 

2nd pay Air 

Plus handling & C.O.D. charge if il applies 

4225 NW 72ND AVE. MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166 

TEL : (305) '16 -1016 FAX : (305) 594 -6588 

TO ORDER A CATALOG CALL "258" 

Ij,j1 )j,))A 
CIRCLE 153 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 69 
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70 

Check Out 
What 

We 
Have 

To Offer: 
SINCE 
1971 f 

FIST /ne NC DMM OJñvtii 
Don't let the price fool you. This meter is a digital 
multimeter designed for engineers and hobby- 
ists. Equipped with 5 functions and 19 ranges. 
Each test position is quickly and easily selected 
witthh sim le to f the FUNCTION /RANGE 
selector rotary switch. 
General Rubber Boot Included 
Display: 3 -1/2 Digit LCD, 21mm Figure Height 

with Automatic 
NPolarity Overran 

go I Icaton: 
3 Least Signifi- 

cant 
for Guaranteed Accuracy: 

23 °Ct5 °C RH<75% 
Temperature Ranges 

Operating: 0°C to 40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F) 
Storage: -10 °C to 50 °C (14 °F to 122 °F) 

Power: 9V Alkaline or Carbon -Zinc 
Battery(NEDA1604) 

Low Battery Ind/cation: BAT on Left of 
LCD Display Resistance (0I Dimensions188mm long x 87mm wide x Range; Resolution: Accuracy 

2000 100mí2 

Our 
Best 

Offer 
Ever 
on a 

High 
Quality dull Sized 

DMM 
ny qty 

33mm thick 
Net Weight 400g 20000 10 

DC Voltage (DCV) 20K0 100 ±(1.2%rdg+2dgts) 
Range: Resolution: Accuracy' 200Kfl 1000 
200mV 100NV 2000K0 1K0 
2000mV lmV ±(1%rdg+2dgts) 20MO 10K0 ±(2%rdg +lodgts) 
20V 10mV Mar /mum Open Circuit Voltage: 2.8V 
200V 100mV Diode Test 
1000V 1V Measures forward voltage drop of a Maximum Allowable input 1000V DC semiconductor Junction lnmV test cur- or Peak AC 

rent of 1.5mA Max. DC Current (DCA) 
Test Range: Resolution: Accuracy. 

200NÁ 100nÁ Measures transistor hFE. 

2000NA 1NA t(1.2%rdg +2dgts) Frequency Range: 45Hz-450Hz 

20mÁ 1 DpA Maximum A /towable Input 750V rms 

200mA 100NA ±(1.2%rdg+2dgts) 
Rested seems of age 

Responding. Call- 
10A 10mÁ 

AC Voltage (ACV) Or erbodHotecdon:mAlnput.2A /250V Range: Resolut on: Accuracy' fuse. 200V 100mV 3(1.2%rdg+10dgts) 
750v 1V 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION PRICE 
9300G Rugged High Quality DMM with Rubber Boot $19.00 

Positive Photolobrica /ion Kit 
Make you, own PCB's 
Kit includes the basic Items needed to 
fabricate pre- sensitized printed circuit 
boards (does not include artwork). Also 
Included is a basic process guide to assist 
the user in the basics of exposing, developing and etching a PCB. 
All items fit conveniently in the plastic development tray, and a 
tight fitting lid is included for handy storage. Additional 
recommended supplies for fabricating PCB's are: exposure bulb, 
etchant tank, eye protection, art -work, paper towels. 

Klf Includes 
1 each 3 "x5" pre -sensitized single sided PCB 
1 each 4'x6" pre -sensitized single sided PCB 
1 each 6'x6' pre -sensitized single sided PCB 
1 each 500m1 developer liquid 
1 each 500m1 ferric chloride etching liquid 
2 each foam brushes 
1 each plastic development tray 
1 each rubber gloves 
1 each Instruction sheet 

Kal Ga% 
ositIve Photo Resist Pre- Sensitiz 

Printed Circuit Boards 
These pre- sensitized printed circuit 

i boards are ideal for small produc- 
; Lion runs. They provide high resolution 
and excellent line width control. High 

sensitive positive resist coated on 1 oz. 
opper foil allows you to go direct from 

our computer plot or artwork layout. No 
need to reverse art. 

Single -Sided lois Copper foil an PX -Ph no /lc Substrata PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 50 

$1.90 $1.70 
2.45 1.98 
3.98 3.60 
4.48 4.10 

10.65 8.52 
PRICE EACH 
10 50 

$2.98 $2.60 
3.49 3.20 
5.98 5.78 
7.20 6.80 

15.73 12.59 
PRICE EACH 
10 50 

$3.68 $3.38 
4.29 3.99 
7.39 6.98 
8.69 8.30 

18.35 14.68 

PP101 l 00mm x l 50mm/3.91 " x 5.91" $2.55 
PP114 114mm x 165mm/4.6" x 6.6" 2.98 
PP152 150mm x 250mm/5.91 " x 9.84" 5.40 
PP153 150mm x 300mm/5.91' x 11.81" 6.15 
PP1212 305mm x 305mm/ 12" x 12" 12.78 
S/ng/e-Sdeo( lor Copper Poi on f/beig/otr Subshote 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 

GS101 100mmx 150mm/3.91"x5.91" $ 3.90 
GS114 114mm x 165mm/4,6" x 6,6" 4.80 
GS152 150mm x 250mm/5.91 " x 9.84' 8.69 
GS153 150mm x 300mm/5.91 "x 11.81" 10.20 
G61212 305mm x 305mm/ 12" x 12" 18.88 
Double-Sldro( lo¢ Copper Fol on Flberg/oss Substroh 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 

GD101 l 00mm x 150mm/3.91 " x 5.91" S 5.07 
GD114 114mm x 165mm/4.6" x 6.6" 5.95 
GD152 150mm x 250mm/5.91' x 9.84" 10.47 
GD153 150mmx300mm/5.91"x 11.81" 11.95 
GD1212 305mm x 305mm/ 12" x 12" 22.09 

Exposure Syshtin 
Just place your presensitized board and artwork 
centered under the exposure fixture. Place the 
convenient acrylic sheet over the board and 
artwork to hold everything in place. Turn on light. 
Voila! Exposure takes about 5 minutes. Kit Includes 
one fluorescent tube, stand and acrylic weight. 

Features 
Exposes boards In about 5 minutes! 
Convenient acrylic sheet to hold board in place during exposure 

x 8.5 ") 
Fluorescent light fixture with plastic cover designed to aid In 
proper light refractions for even exposure 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 
416 -X Fluorescent Exposure System 
416 -B Extra Replacement Fluorescent Tube 

r-, 
new! 1 

PRICE 
$31.95 

16.95 

CAT NO 
416 -K 

DESCRIPTION 
Photofabrication Kit 

new 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC. 
911 800- 811 -5203 

N. 602 -464 -2485 0 FAX 
WE ACCEPT: mito 

PRICE 
$27.95 

£)h Etchkyg Tank This handy etching system 
will handle PC boards up to 8° x 9°, two at a time. 
Ideal for etching your PCB's! System includes an 
air pump for etchant agitation, a thermostatically 
controlled heater for keeping etchant at optimum 
temperature and a tank that holds 1.35 gallons of 
etchant. A tightfitting lid is also supplied to prevent 

evapordtion when system is not being used. Typical etching time is 

reduced to 4 minutes on 1 oz. copper board! 
REDUCES CAT NO DESCRIPTION PRICE 

ETCHING TIME! 12 -700 Etch Tank System $37.95 

-v Devoioper This product is used as the developer 
on our positive photo- resist printed circuit boards. 
Includes instructions. 50 gram package, mixes with 
water, makes 1 quart. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 25 
POSDEV Positive Developer $ .95 $ .80 $ .50 

aching Chemico/s /F.mrc Chhaiae 
A dry concentrate that mixes with water to make 1 pint 
of etchant, enough to etch 400 sq. 
inches of lozboard. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
ER -3 Makes 1 pint $3.50 $2.75 

RECEIVE OUR LATEST 132 PAGE CATALOG! 
It's chock full of all types of electronic equipment and supplies. 
We've got I.C.'s, capacitors, resistors, pots, inductors, test 
equipment, breadboarding supplies, PC supplies, indus- 
trial computers, data acquisition products, personal 
computers and computer parts, plus much, much more. FAX 
us your name and address or call 800 -811- 
5203, ext. 5, to leave a message on our catalog request line. 
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Color Weather Proof Bullet Camera 
1/3' CCD with removeable rotation capable 
mounting bracket 
Specifications 
Image Sensor: Interline transfer CCD 1/3" 

format 
Effective Pixel: 512(H)x492(V) pixels /NTSC 

512(H)x582(V) pixels /PAL 
Scanning System: 2 : 1 interlaced 
Sync System: Internal sync 
Sync Pulse: 15.734KHz + 1 %(H)/ 15.625KHz 

+1 %(H) 
59.94Hz +1 %(V)/ 50Hz +1 %(V) 
Sub- Carrier 3,57 MHz +30ppm 

Resolution: 400 TV lines (H) 
S/N Ratio: More than 46dB (typ) 
Gamma Characteristics: 0.45 
Min. Illumination: 1 LUX (F1.2 10 IRE) 
Video Out: Composite video signal : 

1.0Vp -p 
White Balance: Auto white balance 
Electronic Shutter: 1/60 - 1/100,000 SEC(N) 1/50 - 

1 /100,000 SEC (P) 
Power Supply: DC 12V + 10% 
Power Consumption: 240mA (typ) 
Lens: 4mm (78 or 92 degree) F : 2.0 
Ambient Operating Temp: -5 deg. C +40 Deg. C 
Ambient Storage Temp: -10 Deg. C +50 Deg. C RH 95% 

MAX 
Dimension: 2 1/8" (L) x 1 1/4" (D) 
Weight: 3 oz. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
WDB-5407S Color Water Tight Bullet Camera $299.00 $269.00 

(water light for outdoor use, not suitable for sustained underwater use, 

new! 1- 

CCD Bullet Cameras ' ̀ ' ° i+I 
Available with standard or pinhole lens. Virtually newt 4E indestructible bullet shaped casing. This sleek B &W 
camera can be mounted on walls or ceilings along ,. w 
narrow corridors or virtually any location for virtually any surveillance 
application. 0.5 lux minimum illumination with 380 lines of resolution. 
Even includes a built -in electronic iris for automatic light 
compensation. 
Features 

Extremely low power consumption 
No blooming, no burning 
0.5 LUX minimum Illumination 
CCD area Image sensor for long camera life 
Ultra small size allows for simple application and installation 
Built -In electronic auto iris for automatic light compensation 
Ultra compact camera 

Spoalcallons 
Image Pick -Up Device: 1/3' CCD area sensor 
No. of Pixels: EIA = 512(H) x 492(V) 
Pixel Pitch: EIA = 9.6uM(H) x 7.5uM 
Scanning System: EIA =525 lines, 60 field /sec 
Sync System: Internal sync 
H. Resolution: 430 TU line 
V. Resolution: 400 TU line 
Usable Illumination: 0.5 Lux F1.6 
S/N Ratio: More than 48dB . 

Gamma Characteristic: 0.45 
Video Output: 1.0 - 1.1 up -p 75 Ohm 
Electronic Shutter Time: EIA =1/60- 1 /50,000 sec 
Lens F No. Focal Length: STD : 1.6 Open / 4.3mm(78 deg) Pinhole: 4.3 fixed/ 

2.8mm(91.4 deg) 
Power Consumption: DC 9V (8 -10V), 110mA 
Operational Temp.: -10 deg - +50 deg C RH95% max 
Storage Temp: -20 deg - +60 deg C RH95% max 
Dimensions: STD : 22mm(W) x 22mm(H) x 38mm(D) Pinhole. 

22mm(W) x 22mm(H) x 30mm(D) 
Weight: 35g max PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
WDB -07S Standard Lens Version $144.00 $129.00 
WDB -07P Pinhole Lens Version 144.00 129.00 
WDP -07S /water Standard Lens Weather Proof 169.00 152.00 
WDP -07P /water Pinhole Lens, Weather Proof 169.00 152.00 

CCD Dome Camera with Audio 
B &W DOME camera with integrated microphone. Ideal security 
system application. 12 VDC operation. 
Specifications 
Image Device: 
Picture Elements: 
Scanning System: 
Synchronization System: 
Horizontal Resolution: 
Sensitivity: 
Electronic Iris (linear): 
Video Output: 
S/N Ratio: 
Power Supply: 
Gamma: 
Power Consumption: 
Operating Temp.: 
Operating Humidity: 
Weight: 

1/3' interline transfer CCD 
ETA= 542(H)x492M 
2:1 Interlace 
Internal 
380 TV Unes 
Under 0.3 LUX 
EIA = 1/60-1/100,000 sec 
1.0vp -p. 75 ohm 
More than 50dB 
12V DC (±20%) 
r =1 
110 mA max 
-10 °C - +50° C 
RH 95% Max 
100g 

Applied Lens: 3.6mm -9T, 4.3mm -78° 
AI /EE /Flicker Less /Mirror Image: Jump soldering selection 
Audio Plck -up Sensitivity: -60dB (0dB =1 V /ubar) 
Audio Frequency Range: 20 Hz - 20 kHz 
Audio S/N Ratio: More than 40dB 
Audio Output Level: 1 Vp -p /600 ohm 
Dimensions: 87 x 55.5mm PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
WDDB -6500 B &W Dome Camera $144.00 $129.00 

new! 

4 

1 /5' CCD Board Cameros 
Available with PINHOLE LENS with AUDIO; STANDARD LENS with AUDIO. 
and STANDARD LENS with INFRA -RED. These are the world's smallest 
commercially available CCD board cameras! 
Weld's Smakeld BUWBcard Cameras 

Image-U PickUpnevice 1/3" CCD area Sensor 
Picture Elements EIA= 512(H) x 492(') 
Pixel Pitch EIA =9.6UM (H) x 7.:5UM (V) 
Scanning System 2 : 1 Interlace 
Scanning Frequency EIA =525 lines, 60 field /sec (II) 15.750 

KHz x 60 HK 
Resolution 430 Unes 
Minimum Illumination 0.03 LUX 
S/N Ratio 45DB 
Lens Mounting 4.3mm standard, 5mm pinhole 
Video Output 1.0 VP- P /7500HM composite signal 
Power Requirement 8 -12 VDC (9VDC standard) 
Power Consumption 100mA 
Operating Temperature -20C -+ 70 C RH 95% Max 
Storage Temperature -40C -= 85 C RH 95% Max 
Audio Pick -Up Sensitivity -60 DB (ODB = 1 B /LIBAR, 1 KNZ) 
Audio Frequency Range 20 Hz to 20KHz 
Audio S/N Ratio More than 35DB 
Audio Output Level 1VP-P/600 OHM 
Dimension 
WDP -2000 30mm (H) x 30mm (W) 

WDI 4000 WDS -2005 30mm (H) x 30mm ON) 
WDI -4000 44mm (H) x 30mm (W) PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
WDP -2000 1/3" B &W Pinhole Lens with Audio $89.00 $77.00 
WDS -2005 1/3' B &W Standard Lens with Audio 89.00 77.00 
WDI -4000 1/3' B &W Infra -RED (-lo audio) 89.00 77.00 
WDPH -55BW Plastic Housing Option for B &W Board 13.00 12.00 

Cameras (WDP-2000 & WDS -2005 ONLY) 

WDP-2000 

WDS-2005 

SEE OUR ON -LINE CATALOG AT 
www.cir.com 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC. 800 -811 -5203 

SINCE 1971 
602- 464 -2485 

602- 464- 5824(FAX) 

'_SD Safe Soldering Stations -t1 6mm 7 1/37 

Auto-Temp 136ESD & Auto -Temp 137ESG stern rep 
Meets applicable military standards 
ESD safe featuring ceramic heating element and state of the art 
P. T.C. sensor to ensure accurate temperature performance 

Features 
wIlswomilmer 

lane Tune Temperature from 150° C POD* F) through 460° C (050° F) without 136ESD 
unnecessary tip or heating element changes. 
Precision Tip Temperature' accuracy Is mastered to within x3° C (6° F) using state 
of the art circuit technology and a built -In P.T C. sensor located at the top of each 
ceramic heater shaft for fall safe accuracy. 
Fast Heat Up & Recovery. A long life Japanese made ceramic heating element 
facilitates fast heat up, fast recovery and exacting temperature control with 
minimal overshoot. Heat -up time to working temperature Is attained in about 45 
seconds.Spike Free Circuit. "Zero voltage" switching and fully grounded design 
meets military application standards for protection of electrosensitive devices 
against line transience and voltage spikes. lip leakage Is less than 0.4 my or 0.5 
ohm resistance. Ethereal Calibration Pod. A calibration port is located on the face 
of the unit thus temperature adjustments are quick and convenient, 
llghlwelght Soldedng Iron. Ergonomic mint handle that stays "cool'. Handle 
assembly cord Is made from silicone rubber that won't be damaged when coming 
into contact with high temperature Irons. 

Isolated Power Unit. The power unit 
is isolated from the AC line by a high 
quality transformer and only 24 Vac 
voltage is used to drive the heating 
element. 
ESD Sate. Exceeds all soldering 
equipment military specifications 
regarding electro static sensitive 

137ESD W/ Digital R/O devices for critical applications. 
Lock-Out Realize: Constructed with 

a lock -out feature to allow supervisors only to set and lock specific soldering 
temperatures. Accomplished via a special sized allen head screw located on the 
front panel.Superlor High Insulation ceramic heater provides insulation rated over 
100Mohms at 750° F. Optional SMD Tlp Series for re -work applications. 
Range of Interchangeable Tips Available for maximum system flexibility. 

CAT NO 
136ESD 

137ESD 

DESCRIPTION 
Electronic Temp Controlled ESD Safe 

Soldering Station 
Electronic Temp Controllec ESD Safe 
Soldering Station w/ Digital Readout 

PRICE EACH 
1 5 

$99.00 $88.00 

129.00 114.00 
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68HC 1 1 Micro -Controllers 
MRC1164GP ( kit/assm)* - Controller w/ 64k $77.95/$97.95 
MSCC11GP ( kit/assm)* - Controller $27.95/$37.95 
*Uses any 68HC11 Chip (sold separately) 

68HC 1 1 Expansion Boards 
ME11GP (kit/assm) - 32k & UO expansion board for the EVBU $46.95/$68.95 
MRSXGP ( kit/assm)- Sensor & UO expansion board for MRC1164GP $59.95/$88.95 

Programmable Rutonomous Mobile Robot Kits 
ROBOBUGGP ( kit/assm)* - serious six -legged robot $547.95/$788.95 
TAL2 ( kit/assm)* -R &D robot vehicle $495.95/$798.95 
TALJR ( kit/assm)* -expert robot vehicle $135.95/$215.95 

Communications Boards 
*First -time buyers of MekatronixTM brand products need 

the Corn-Kit $19.95 OR the Com -Pack $27.95. 
The card plugs into the back of your PC's serial port/cable. 
You can then Program your robot or micro -controller in 
sBASIC, HC 11 Assembly, C (ICC 11), Forth or I.C. 

Seruos 
MS455RGP -42 oz -in dual ball bearing servo $13.95 
MS455HGP -Servo modified/continuous rotation $19.95 

Software 
HSDLI1GP - MC68HCI 1 115.2 Kbps downloader $8.95/ W95 
ICCI1GP -MC68HC1I C- Compiler $71.50 Dos /$125.50 Win 
TGPPDO1 -Program disk w/ collision avoid. progrm $8.95 
TGPPDOI - Program disk w/ line following progrm $9.95 
TGPPSD -Example robot programs & source code $18.95 
TJAIPDGP -TJ Artificial Intell. program $18.95 
REMRPDGP -IR reading software for select IR TV remotes $28.95 
EDUPDO1GP -Software & Tutorial for Middle & High Schoolers $28.95 

A 
Order Today 

Mention this Ad for 
FREE Insurance 
on Your Order ! 

Sensors /Emitters 
GP1 UYRGP32 /40 $4.89/ $3.49 

32khz/40khz Infrared Digital Sensors 
GPIUYHGP32/40 $6.89/5.89 

32khz/40khz Infrared Analog Sensors 
MIR27ERGP $1.39 

Corresponding IR emitters 

MORE 
CCAMPALGP -Wireless color mini -camera spy $298.95 
BC12A500 -A/C adapter /robot battery charger $9.55 
AANCGP -6 AA Rechargeable NiCad batteries $14.55 
IRREMGP - Remote control module for Talrik Jr. $22.95 

Orders: Toll Free: 1- 888 -MR -ROBOT 
E -mail: novasoftll@aol.com 

Web Catalogs: 
http: / /www.mil.ufl.edu/novasoft 
http : / /members.aol.cominovasoftll 

For Technical Questions & other inquiries: 
novasoftll @aol.com or 804 -272 -5752 

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES 
ATM crimes, abuses, vulnerabilities and de- 
feats exposed! 100+ methods detailed, in- 
cludes: Physical, Reg. E, cipher, PIN compro- 
mise, card counterfeiting, magnetic stripe, false 
front, TEMPEST, tapping., spoofing, inside job, 
vibration, pulse, high voltage - others, con jobs. 
Histories, law, security checklist, internal pho- 
tos, figures. Much more! $39. 

CELLPHONE MODIF. GUIDE 
How cellphones operate and are modified. 
Vulnerabilities to hack attack and coun- 
termeasures. Details on programming 
NAMs, ESNs, etc (cloning), control data 
formats, computing encoded MINs, ESNs, 
SIDHs, operating systems, PROM program- 
ming, forcing ACK, test mode and resets, 
cable diagrams, scanning, tracking, scanner 
restorations, fret' allocations, roaming, 
Step -by -steps to keypad- reprogram 100+ 
popular cellphones. More! $49. 

PAGER BEEPER MANUAL 

PHREAKING CALLER ID & ANI 
How they work and dozens of ways of defeat - 

ing Caller ID, ANI, '69, '57, Call Blocking, 
'67 etc. Describes ESS, SS7, CN /A, CAMA, 
DNR, Diverters, Centrez - more! $19. 

BEYOND VAN ECK PHREAKING 
Eavesdropping on TV and computer 
video signals using an ordinary TV de- 
scribed to detail. Includes security in- 
dustry reports. Range up to 1 KM. Plans 
include both the ours and the original 
Top Secret Van Eck designs! $29. 

HACKING THE INTERNET 
The latest tricks and methods being used 
on the Net to pirate software (warez) 
and the newest hacking websites. Up- 
dated every two months. Includes ex- 
amples, countermeasures, password de- 
feats, UNIX, Sprintnet, brute force meth- 
ods, lots of tips, and more! $25. 

COMPUTER PHREAKING 
Describes in detail how computers penetrate 
each other, and how VIRUSES, TROJAN 
HORSES, WORMS are implemented. Doz- 

How Pagers work, different types and ens of computer aime and abuse methods 

uses, freqs, advantages over and uses with and countermeasures. Includes disk filled 

cellphones, and tips and tricks. How Pag- with hacker text files and utilities, and the 

ers are hacked /countermeasures. And legendary FLUSHOT+ protection system . 

plans for a Personal Pocket Paging Sys- Internet advice, password defeats, glossary - 

tem (xmitter and receiver). More! $29. much mort! Manual + PC Disk! $39. 

MAIL $3 FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG T0: ($1 w /order) 

MANY MORE TITLES 
Hacking Fax Machines 29 
PBX Hacking $19 
Voice Mail Hacking 29 
Beyond Phone Color Boxes - $29 
Hacking Answer. Machines - $19 
The Hacker Files 39 
Internet Cons & Scams $19 
Internet Tracking & Tracing $29 
Hacking the Internet 25 
Cookie Terminator - $19 
Beyond Van Eck Phreaking s29 
Casino Hacking - $25 
Credit Card Scams - $29 
Cons & Scams - $29 
Polygraph Defeats - $25 
By an Order of the Magnitude $49 

Ultimate Success Manual $19 
Stealth Technology $19 
Cryptanalysis Techniques $29 
Secret & Survival Radio $19 
Secret & Alternate IDs - $15 
Rocket's Red Glare $29 
High Voltage Devices - $29 
Mind Control - $29 
Under Attack! - $29 
Radionics Manual - $29 
Heal Thyself - $19 

TOM CONSUMERTRONICS 
SIAM 2430 Juan Tabo, NE, #259, ABQ NM 87112 

P.O. Box 23097 ABQ, NM 8719 

PECIAL PRO ECTS 
r`ewt .esign: 'ut just a. out 

anything! Ask for our free SP 
Application Form! Hardware now 
done as SPECIAL PROJECTS only 

THE DIRTY-2 DOZEN! STOPP /NG 
24+ Disks. Sec CATALOG! P4ER 

STOPPING METERS'-' 

POWER METERS 
s reported on "60 MINUTES "! 

All -new 6th Edition! Over 45 pages jam - 
packed with how devices can slow down (even 
stop) watt -hour meters - while loads draw full 
power! Device plugs into one outlet and normal 
loads into other outlets. Describes meter creep, 
overload droop, etc. Plans only! $29. 

THE E.G. MANUAL External magnetic 
ways (applied to meter) to slow down and stop 
power meters while drawing full loads. Plans $25. 

KW -HR METERS: How watt -hour meters work, 
calibration, error modes (many), ANSI Standards, 
etc. Demand and Polyphase Meters. Experimental 
results to slow and stop meters by others. $25. 

All 3 above Onl $59! Add $20 for SPM Video 

$29 SPM THE VIDEO! 

Order Today! 505 -237 -2073 (9 -6, M -F) 

Fáx: 505- 292- 4O78(all hours, orders only) Web Adventure: www.tsc- global.com 
Established in 1971. Featured on CBS '60 Minutes,' Forbes, New York Times. Add $5 total S/H (US, Canada). 

Sold for educational purposes only. Postal M.O. is fastest. VISA, MC OK. COD add $7. 
See Catalo for LIMITED WARRANTY SPECIAL PRO ECTS and all other Policies 

Now its easier to learn about KW -HR Power 
Meters than ever before! This educational 
video shows you how they work and their 
anatomy. Demonstrates SPMEM device and 
external magnetic methods used to slow and 
stop meters! Hosted by a top expert in the 
field. From the novice to the pro, an excellent 
source of info on these exciting devices! Great 
in combo with our SPM related manuals! 

Only $49 for SPM video + SPM manual!! 
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 Digital Entertainment 
also available through 
OSkyvision® 

N r r 

4DTr- 
FOR C BAND 

l 
BEST Values 
from Skyvñsiont 

t,tem Ru\ning Strong 

1:AlY 

Everything on the are I :r co nplete vanet) 

Enjoy debut of ney charueh 

Often in the clear br mscth.4 

Wild feeds... Act on happens 

Programming yo 7 wart it e price 

you can afford to ¡av 

Whether you're conslhring your first 
satellite TV entertainment system or 
looking for an npgrdde b your 
current systetn. Skyvi ien provides 
the best in hardware, tetnlcal 
support, couve.tienít., 
low cost and service:. 

Receivers 
from $229 
includ >ng 4DTV 

Dish Movers 
12" to 52" for all 
C- ana Ku -band disies 

LNBs 
All kinds 
to heat up your pie re 

Tune -Up Kits 
for C /Ku band & DBS 

Programming 
Save 30% - 50% with Skypac" 

Support 
Customers enjoy toll -free technical help 

All marks shown are registered trademarks 
of their res . ve owne -s. 

1010 :rontier Drive 
Fergus Falls, MN 56537 

= 18- 739 -4879 Intl: 218 -739 -5231 

1-800-543-3025 
www.skyvisiorl.com 

q 

Skyvision' 
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rn 
cY) 

EARN 
MORE 

MONEY! 
Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

I 

op ..°I.s 
Earn up to 

$60 an hour 
and more! 

1 \ 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course prepares 
you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License." This valuable license is 
your professional "ticket" to thousands of 
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio - 
TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics 
and more...even start your own business! 
You don't need a college degree to qualify, 
but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

Or, Call 1- 800 -932 -4268 Ext. 240 

commanD paoDUCTIOns 

I 
1 

1 

I 

FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240 
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

74 
CITY STATE ZIP 

CABLE TV 
Converters & Descramblers 

Compatible with 

Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, 
Pioneer, Oak, & Hamlin 

Equipment 

BRAND NEW! 

6 -MONTH GUARANTEE 

LOWEST PRICES 
Volume Control & Parental Lockout Available 

Greenleaf Electronics 
1- 800 -742 -2567 

NO ILLINOIS SALES 
It is not the intent of Greenleaf Electronics to defraud any pay television operator 

and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same. 

Oftli min% 10 
Are you interested in Microprocessors & Embedded 
Control Systems? If not you should be! Look around. 
just about everything these days has an embedded 

microprocessor in it. TVs, cars, radios, traffic 
lights & even toys have embedded computers 
controlling their actions. The Primer Trainer is 

the tool that can not only teach you how these 
devices operate but give you the opportunity 
to program these types of systems yourself. 
Examples & exercises in the Self Instruction 
manual take you from writing simple programs to 
controlling motors. Start out in Machine language, 
then move on to Assembler, & then continue on with optional C, Basic, or Forth Compilers 

So don't be left behind: this is information you need to know' 

Measuring Temperature 
Using a Photocell to Detect Light Levels 
Making a Waveform Generator 
Constructing a Capacitance Meter 
Motor Speed Control Using Back EMF 
Interfacing and Controlling Stepper Motora 
Scanning Keypads and Writing to LCD/LED Displays 
Bus Interfacing an 8255 PPI 
Using the Primer as an EPROM Programmer 
DTMF Autodialer & Remote Controller (New!) 

The PRIMER is only $119.95 in kit form. The PRIMER Assembled & Tested is $169.95. This trainer 
can be used stand alone via the keypad and display or connected to a PC with the optional upgrade 

($49.95). The Upgrade includes: an RS232 serial port & cable, 32K of battery backed RAM, & 
Assembler /Terminal software. Please add S5.00 for shipping within the U.S. Picture shown with upgrade 
option and optional heavy -duty keypad ($29.9" Installed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Examples 
Include: 

CÌÌÌAV, inc. 
11 EMAC WAY, CARBONDALE, IL 62901 
618 -529 -4525 Fax 457 -0110 BBS 529 -5708 
World Wide Web: htlp://www.emacinc.com 

1985 - 1998 

OVER 

12 
YEARS 

OF SERVICE 
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A AAZI4Bo 
ELECTvRONIC &SCIENTIFIC DEVICES 

41, LASER WINDOW BOUNCE SCIENCE PROJECTS 
Remarkable concept allows user to hear sounds within a 
premise over a beam of laser light reflected from a 
window or similar surface. Experimental device provide 
hours of Interesting and educational use. Utilizes a vislbl 
red laser that simplifies alignment and discourages 
Illegal use. Usable range will vary-expect about 20 to 50 
meters. Optional lens will Increase range 200 to 400 
meters! Further range requires expensive optics. 
Requires a sturdy video tripod (not Incl.) Caution -check 
local law In your state If planning to use for accessing 
oral communication REQUIRES OPTICAL AUGNMENT 

LWB5 Plans $20.00 LWB5K KIT /PLANS $ 149.50 

LWB50 Ready to Use With Selected Laser Pointer $249.50 

LWB70 Above With High Performance Laser Gun Sight, Long Range 
Extender Lens and Cushioned Headsets $299.50 

USES SCATTERED AND 
DIRECT REFLECTIONS 

.11;:w=", ,V,«, 

RIMER 
aEeoNECALNaaNEe 
SUET NECKS ROM 
UM LOW NOME DOWN 

YOU WNW 
rsm eADwlOtl 

IASI!MECIM 
FOR COMEN/CE 

dearer eteoen.srr nM 
WWI orewM B In 

WIRELESS LAB 
KITS 

TRANSMITTER PROJECTS 

7 Saper Smnattw Una Clear 
IMP*. vale. Ranenmer 

2 I Ms. r.t.ptern. lmLerrler 

3 "" AleedtidEnles/ 
1loettng/IEomtne Beacon _ - . .. 4 Bepina TtanlmNtei 

5 Eanamlt.,r Rebroadcasts 
Video or AI.dVo outputs 

6 NE5A1" 

d O1e 
D 

M 
I M 
DW 

AuAdvised 
tesr 

d " 

All 6 Abov? Kits Plus FREE Info Data Pack on 
HELPFUL .HINTS 3udding and Tuning Wireless Devices 

COMBCX Pcrts and Plans for abovel..$59.50 
COMBCP Plans for all the above! $ 10.00 

ULTRA BRIGHT LASERS 

4 to 7x brighter 650 -630 nm Radiation 

ALL MEWL coNsmucIlON 
1 YEAR WARRANTEE 

rr. BATTERES INCLUDED 

LAPN65 15mw equiv 2000 ft $29.95 

FOCUS 
REnEEmaEmd 

/ 
WIES rawer SER POI 

LAPAI66F Focusable Above LAPN65..$39.95 
LAPN6JFFocusable /4000'Range 669.95 

FANTASTIC VISUAL EFFECTSr 
0:r amt abet Dwke R'Mrh wise TIN. 

Poartw 
r=ssNmaso.aVp Rtil tlht 

Potato kid ldiEw. t(tr 
LASER PATTERN GENERATOR 

LAPN65PT 15 mw equiva670rm...$29.95 

TRANSISTORIZED TESLA COIL 
TURNS A LIGHT BULB INTO A 

SPECTACULAR PLASMA DISPLAY 

Transmits Wireless Energy 4' 
Noiseless Operation 
Pyrotechnic Effect 
12 VDC/5 Amps or Battery 
115 VAC Optional Converter 
Adjustable Frequency 
Control For Effect 

TCL.9K 
Plans 

$59.50 
TCL50 Ready to Use $109.50 
I2DC /712VDCe7Amps $39.50 

HOVERBOARD PLANS 

Kit Soon to be Available 
28 Pages of 'how to* bald 
fT10 Tarte 11BId ot 
COfltfflElQ O CakEllrl Of do 

JACOBS LADDER 
Obsnw a pyrot chrkd 
display of -*meting" fiery 
plasma. Starts off as 1/2" arc 
and wands to over 3' 
before evaporating Wee 
space This is an excIent 
attention getting display m 
well as o winning science 
praised!! With arec control 

JACKI Plans $8.00 
JACKIKKIt Minus Case 129.50 
JACC10 Ready to Use 249.50 

I2KVGEN20 Pwr Supply Only $99.50 
I2K VGEN2K Kit of Pwr Supply $79.50 

250KV TESLA COIL 
10 -14' of Explosive 
Bolts of Lightning 
Transmit Wireless Energy 
Sponge and Bizerte 
pyrotechnical effects. 
Ian Motors Anti-Gravity 
Size 20 "Hx8 "Sq 
Weight - 25 Pounds 
115 Volts/2 Amps AC 
Labeled "Use Caution" 

BTC3 Plans 
BTC3K Kit /Plans 
BTC30 Ready to Use 
BTC4 Plans 500Kv 24 to 30' 

BURNING LASER RAY GUNS 

A FUTURISTIC 

CONCEPT!! 

$20.00 

BURNING CO BENCH LASER 
THAN 

M 
HOTTER 

TORCHES! 

ARNIM 
Aeaable 4 

LC7 Plans $20.00 

'KINETIC ELECTRIC GUN 
PIONEER 

EAPON! 
FUTURISTIC Í -=-=1 

CID 
WA .. 

up to several poll Proven theory ¡ ... 
may require additional 

HOVER Plotu. $ 

3 MI FM BROADCAST 
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 

TleLaiY On FM YmdmR eIESIMrIWpllarr 
poiBd. CI* Sanwa Mon Phone Y Used 

VWPM7K Klt/Plans $39.50 
BEEP 1 K BopoT Mod Klf 519.95 

HIGH CRIME AREA SECURITY! 

INFINITY+ TRANSMITTER 
ROOM MONITOR/ LINE GRAUER/CONTROLLER 

Paola anibinhai and back Inn 

if ACCESS CALLS 

Ycc wIRot B APPLIANCES 
Reno., control your hanulll 

:Z EXTRA ADDED FEATUREIII m 
TELCON3 Plans $ 10.00 
TELCON3K Ki/Plans. S99.50 
TELCON30 Ready to Use $199.50 

Programmed vial built In BEEPER ALERT 

HIGH 
VOLTAGE 

500 Jage Energy Stomp. 
Constant current Charging =TV spark Switch 

vebdter 
PR 

THE 

W HIES a A Battery s Operated 
JOE THE IIESEAIICNI Labels. A banges product 

EGUNI Plans with Parts List $20.00 
All Parts are Individually Available 

3Mi FM BC TRANSMITTER 
Safely Product Allows listening 
to CNldren or Invalids In 
Hmardou s Meat. Pooh. Ponds 
etc. Great secutlly Intrusion 
Meth Uses Rd Table Top Radio. 

FMVIKKit /Plans - $39.50 

GRAVITY GENERATOR 
Demonstrates a unique 
phenomena of elechical 
readions that produce the 
effect of 'anti-gravity". You 
buid and Ieutate a small 
mock spas. s hb from 
materials. s.14M - 

1 

demonstration 
,at method of 

Ievit°NN Levitate an Object! 
GRAI Plans and Book $20.00 
GRAIK Pwr Sup Klt /Pians $99.50 
GRA IO Assbled Pwr Sup.. . $149.50 

} 

Generates Highly Effective 
Audible and Visual Stimuli 
wits Sio- Feedbadt That 
Con Induce as 
Wail as ALPHA Relaxed 
States of the Mind. Place 
Subjects " Under' Your 
Control. Enhances Hidden 
PSYCHIC Ability in 
People, 

MIND Plans 
MIND2K 

15.00 
Kit and Plans 9.50 

MfND20Assembled 89.50 

ION RAY GUN PROJECTS ENERGY' 

Star Wars ì 

Technology 
Demonstrates 
Weapons 

/ñ 
_apoes s PoientLaN 

10G7K Kit /Plans $99.50 

TELEPHONE TAPING SYSTJM 
EXTENDED X4 PLAY, /ligi 

Phone Convenahon 
20 
Topes 

ces Input 31 Ouch 

TAP30X Ready to Use $84.50 
BEEPIO Beeper Alert $29.95 

SHOCK FORCE FIELD VEHICLE 

OBJECT FIET 
applbsyyeedesst.,BeEy CAUriON 

IarYlrrtNhepryst srlMed 
SHKiK Klt of Pwr Module.... S 19.50 

PIASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL 
130 db of DUecnonal Sonic 

Shock Waves Energy 
Handheld and Battery Operat 
PPP; Plans $8.00 
PPPIKKR /Plans $49.50 
PPP 10 Ready to Use $79.50 

HIGH POWER STUNGUNS 
STUNI00100KV StunGun...$29.50 
STUN200200KV StunGun...$49.50 
STUN300300KV StunGun...S69.50 

INFORMATION 
UNLIMITED DEPT PE 1098 

BOX 716 AMHERST, N.H. 03031 

ATTENTION! " 
=Cowered Mini Sized r 

u(es far research MI: 

4i 

HOVERCRAFT, ION GUNS 
FORCE FIELDS, SHOCKERS etc 

MINIMAX4 4KVGIOma $19.50 

ATTENTION!! RAILGIJN EXPERIMENTERS 

HIGH ENERGY PULSER 
RAIL GUN, COIL GUN, EXPLODING WATER, ANTIGRAVITY, MASS 

WARPING,IEVITATION, PLASMA PROPULSON, L TTiCE SNAPP8LG, EMP sic 

Lossless Energy Charging 
Programmable Voltage to 2 KV 

and Energy Control to 3 KJ 
Spark Switch OKJ) u...,anwue,a,. 

Úñrversd l VDC or 11S VAC + w...Q 11#1. 

7.5 X 7.5 X 7" light weight HOTSHOT 
HEP3 Plans High Energy Pulsar /Ignitor $ 15.00 

HEP3K let /Plans (Minus Energy Storage) S 
299.50 
199.50 

HEP30 Assembled (Minus Energy Storage) 
HEPCAP 800 Joules Energy Storage $199.50 

24 Hr Toll FREE "Orders Only" Line 1- 800 -221 -1705 We A spf MC, VISA Cash, MO, 

Fax Your Order to 1- 603 -672 -5406 Checks Please add $5.00 

9 to 5 pm EST Information Line 1- 603 -673 -4730 Add alCM 
50rders Add 

See Our Web Site at http://www.amazing1.com FREE CATALOG ON REQUES171 
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WORLD'S 
SMALLEST 

Wireless Video Transmitters 
Used by hundreds of hobbyists and 
professionals alike in R/C models, 
Robots, Surveillance Video, movie 
Special Effects, and Law Enforcement. 

., previously, I used expensive wireless units from 
Peico, MVP, and Supercircuits. Nothing approaches 
the VidLinks in power, picture quality, size, and 
value. Thank you." R. Leslie, CCTV Installer, NY. 
"The best... Incredible color, resolution... very easy 
to use... cool." P. Davis, Movie Props, CA. 

Actual Size!!! 

Live Remote Video From $99.00 
Full 100 mW RF Power. Range 500ft. to 1 /2mile 

Crystal Controlled 
High -Resolution Full Color/ B &W video 

Fully epoxy encased- no exposed components 
Fully assembled- only two wires to attach 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 

VidLink 100: 100mW Power- upto 1/4 Mile 
$199.00 New! High- Power! 
VidLink 15: 15mW Power- upto 150 Feet 
$99.00 New! Low Price- Same Size! 
Covert Camera: 1 1/4" sq. Pinhole Lens 
$169.00 Pro Grade Japanese Quality! ` Audio Module Now Available. Call. "' 
Check/MO, COD +$5.00, S &H $5.50 

AEGIS #671 -1225 E. Sunset Dr. 
RESEARCH Bellingham, WA 

98226 -3529 USA 

1- 604 - 224 -0416 
Visit our virtual catalog on the INTERNET at: 

L 
76 

Digital Oscilloscopes 
100 MSa /s Parallel Port Based DSO 

0 2 Channels 
700 MSas 

I Illli,lill 

h`t`I Ft h 

$499 

D50-2100 

2 Ch. Digital Oscilloscope 
100 MSa /s Max Single -Shot 
Rate on Both Channels 
60MHz Input Bandwidth 

32K Samples Per Channel 
Optional FFT Spectrum 
Analyzer *, Advanced Math* 
and TV Line Trigger** 

IEEE Pulse Parameter 
Measurements 

One touch Auto -Setup 
Advanced Pulse Triggering* 
Hands -Free Voice Control 

Easy to use Windows and 

DOS Software Included 
Parallel Port Interface to 

Laptop or Desktop PC 

Small and Lightweight 

(9 oz and 6.3" x 3.75" x 1.25 ") 

Free Demo Software on Web 

For $499 you get the model DSO -2102S Oscilloscope, Probes, 
Interface Cable, Power Adapter, and Windows and DOS Software. 
*DSO-2102M $599 "TV -Line Module $149 

DSO w /Logic Analyzer (ISA based) 

200 MSa /s Max Single -Shot 
Sample Rate 
2 Oscilloscope Channels 
8 Logic Analyzer Channels 

10 Channels Simultaneously 
125 MHz Single Shot Bandwidth 
Up to 128K Samples /Channel 
FFT Spectrum Analyzer included 

DSO -28264 (10Ch, 200MSa/s, 64k) $1999 
DSO -28464 (20Ch, 200MSa/s, 64k) $3799 

All prices include Probes and Software 

Link Instruments (973) 808 -8990 I 369 Passaic Ave. Suite 100 Fairfield, NJ 07004 
www.Linklnstruments.com /pe6 Email: Sales®Linklnstruments.com 
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Kenwood CS -4125 Sale!!! 
Free t -shirt 

with purchase of 
CS -4125 oscilloscope!!! 

KENWOO 
MODEL CS-4125 

20 MhHz, 2 Channel, ncludes probes 
Suggested Price $595.00 

SPARE SCOPE PROBE SPEC AL. 

Kenwood PC-35 - 10:1, DC t3 50 MH7 
Regular $62.00 

Kenwood PC-41 - 10:1 /1:1 DC to 50 MHz 
Regular $62.00 

Products International 
Call today for your free 84 page test & 

measurement instrument catalog! 

8931 Brookville Rd * Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800.638 -2020 * Fx 800- 545 -0058 
Email: SMPRODINTLCaol.com 

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Electronic 
Training Videos 

;ii .,'<.; 
Learn electronics quickly and 
easily with UCANDO's computer - ¡,, ;, animatec training videos. Students 

!',_,.::: can learn at their own pace and 
professionals will find the 

UCANDC videos to be a valuable 
source of reference material. If 

these videos aren't the best 
teaming tools you've ever seen, 
return them within 30 days for a 

complete refund. These videos are being used by Tech -Schools, CET's, 
Military Branches, Ham Operators, Industries, and more, across the 
United States and around the world. Order today and see how UCANDO 
is 

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics." 

VCR Mainterta & $11004::429.95 All others .,. $4498 each 
+ Intro to VCR, 4 #irárrent Alternating Current 
Semiconductors : .spppli+es, Amplifiers Osclllatots .t hat 1 

Digital 2 Digital 3 *'lïgítal 4 Digital 5 Digital 6 AM Regio+ FM 
Radio Part I FM Radio Part 2 - TV Part 1 "intro to TV" TV Part 2 

"The Front End" TV Par? 3 "Audpp' 4 Fit3or Optics Laser Technology +' 

SAVE!!! 6 videos for only $240 or 12 videos for only $45n 

VISA 

`de.IUrCa,d 

1- 800 -678 -6113 
or mail checx or money order to 

UCANDO Videos 
P.O. Box 928 

Greenville, OH 45331 

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog 
CIRCLE 136 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EPROM+ 
A DEVICE PROGRAMMER 
FOR BENCH AND FIELD 

Uses parallel printer port! 
Excellent software! 

Supports all standard parts! 
FIRST GENERATION EPROMS 2715, TMS2716', 25XX 

SECOND GENERATION EPROMS (24. 28. 32 PIN) 2716 - 270150 (8 MEG) 

16 BIT EPROMS (40. 42 PIN) 27C192.1 . 27CI60 (16 MEG) 

FLASH EPROMS (28. 32 PIN) 25F. 29C, 29EE. 29F FAMILIES PLUS BOOT BLOCK DEVICES 

EEPROMS/NVRAMS (24. 2g. 32 PIN) 28C114 - 2800111, X2211/12, Eß5901, PLUS DALLAS I2XX 

SERIAL EEPROMS (8. 14 PIN) 17XX, 24XX, 25XX, 35XXX, S9XX, BSXX, 93XX, 95XX +ERI4011 

BIPOLAR PROMS (16 - 24 PIN) 74SXXX AND 82SXXX FAMILIES 
MICROCONTROLLERS (ALL FAMILIES) 874X, 875X, 87CSXX, 87C75X, 89C5X, 89CX1151 

687115.68711. PICI2XXX - 16CXXX, OC4X PLUS FLASH AND 141881 

READ, PROGRAM, COPY, COMPARE FILE LOAD /SAVE (PLUS MUCH MORE!) 
FULL SCREEN EDITOR W/25 CMDS + BYTE /WORD MODES 
RUNS UNDER DOS, WIN3.1/95 ON ANY SPEED MACHINE 
SUPPORTS INTEL HEX, S- RECORD AND BINARY FILES 
MADE IN USA 30 DAY MONEY DACE GUARANTEE 

I he l'ruJessionals Choice!\ _ 
,BST 

.4Y/g6.1.ClI/ry 

i...aww,e ú cQ iñrú 

289 
SYSTEM INCLUDES: PROGRAMMING UNIT, PRINTER 95.181 SHIPPING 95.181 C.O.D. 
PORT CABLE, POWER PACK, SOFTWARE & MANUAL VISAMASTERCARDAMEX 

ANDROMED, t RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, OH 
(513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562 

Help protect our nation's soil and water. 
Call for your free action packet. 

1- 800 -THE -SOIL 
WE OWE IT TO OUR CHILDREN 

United States Department of Agriculture 
Soil Conservation Service 

T7 
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Introducing Eagan Technical Services, Inc. 

Surface Mount Rework System 

The Eagan Technical Services SMT Rework System and Procedures 

were developed to meet the needs of several high volume computer repair 

facilities and provide an efficient and economical method for removal and 

installation of Surface Mount devices. The system includes all tools, 

supplies, and materials required to perform nondestructive removal and 

installation of most package /types of surface mount components. 

Eagan Technical Services, Inc. 
1408 Northland Drive, Suite #304 
Mendota Heights, MN 55120 
Phone: 612.688.0098 Fax: 612.688.7829 
Toll Free: 800.285.1873 Internet Address: www.eagantech.com 

SMT Reflow Gun 
Reduction Nozzle 
Set of 3 Probes 
Set of 2 Tweezers 
Cleaning Sponge 
Illuminated Magnifier 
Water -Soluble Flux 
Organic Core Solder 
Flux Applicator 
Tool/Parts Box 
Instructional Video 
Practice PC Board 
Instruction Booklet 

Cable TV 
Converters 

Save Dealers 
$100 Welcome 

30 Day Money Back 

Call Us Last! 
We will beat any advertised price 

2 Pc. Combo $95.00 
Minimum 10 Lot 

1- 800 -842 -9670 
T.C.V. 

ATTENTION DEALERS: WHOLESALE ONLY! 

Formerly JES, Inc. 

5 
CLU 

O 

BEST PRICES! 
FAST SERVICE 

SAME DAY SHIPPING 

NEW! 
Wavemaster 99 Channel 

Sleep Timer Std./HRC Switch Parental Control 

10+ 20 + 50+ 
$57 52 45 

TOLL FREE: 

800 -322 -9690 

5+ 10+ 20+ 

Panasonic 145 $12 65 60 

Refurb. Panasonic 145 51 55 52 

Panasonic 100 52 49 -- 

Panasonic 175 - -- CALL! - -- 

Starcomm DQN 49 45 39 

(99 ch; Refurb.) 

FAX: 

516 -246 -5634 

htts://www.xtronics.com/kits.htm 
Join the exciting and profitable world of factory 

automaton via PLCs. First, buy the PLC Primer, 

a great intro to PLCs & ladder logic programing. 

It ships with student PLC software and a PLC 

manual for $37.94. Next, get our PLC starter kit. 

It comes with an 8( +2 Pot)in 8 out Toshiba PLC, 

cable, software (Win95 &3.1 w/o support) for $295.00!! 

Electronic Kits! 4 Xcelite' 

See these and more on 
w, 170M 

our WEB site! $3.75 

l",1 

Crystal radio $5.75 Glitter -Globe BucWninster Fuller 

Function Gen w /FM $28.00 sphere 64 LEDs EN12192$45.00 

Function Generator $14.95 Deluxe IC Radio $11.95 

Pulse Generator $28.00 World Radio $25.95 

RF Sig Generator $28.00 Train Sound Module $3.80 

FM Microphone $6.95 IR Receiver or Xmitter $3.90 

Ultrasonic Translator - Hear Assembled Metal 

ultrasonic -sound $18.50 Detectors from $18.50!! 

Free catalog 
Transtronics 

Á 
_ 

111, 9209 W. 9th Street 
Lawrence, KS 86049 

ph 785 841 3089 Minimum Order $20.00 + 

FAX 785 841 0434 Shipping - up to 4 lb $5.00 
We ship over seas! 

SURVEILLANCE 
The Latest High Tech 

Professional Electronic Devices 
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE 

selection of surveillance, counter - 
surveillance /privacy devices: 

hidden video equipment, pinhole 
cameras $14911, telephone 

recording systems: 12 -Hour $139°° 
16 -Hour $19910 touch tone 

decoders, scanners, 
bug/phone tap detectors, voice 

disguisers, telephone scramblers, 
locksmithing tools, and more. 

Catalog $ 5.00 

SPYOUTLET 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo, NY 14226 
(716) 695 -8660/(716) 691 -3476 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 

Equipment & Accessories 
Wholesalers Welcome 

Call C &D ELECTRONICS 
1 -888- 615 -5757 M -F 10a -6p 
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4 Way Speaker Switch 
Control up to 4 pairs of speakers with this 
compact speaker selector switch. Features 
circuit protector, heavy duty rocker switches, 
spring loaded terminals, and silver plated 
switch connectors. Includes one pair of 
amplifier inputs. Load to amplifier is 
minimum 4 ohms (with 8 ohm speakers) or 
220 ohms with all speakers switched off. 
Net weight: 1 lb. 

#PO- 309 -030 

WAS NOW 
00 $22",,, 15 

EACH 

"The Sound Bridge" FM Stereo 
Wireless Transmitter 
The Sound Bridge is a 

mini FM wireless transmit- 
ter that can be used to 
broadcast stereo sound 
from any audio source like 
portable CD players, TVs, 
electronic games, CD- 
ROM, even computer 
soundcards, to your home 
stereo receiver! Adjustable from 
89 to 95.5 MHz. 

#PO- 249 -220 

Weller Professional Irons Weller 

Perfect for a variety of electronic soldering work, this top quality iron features :+ 

long life, double coated tip and a quick change, alug-in heater element. 
Lightweight handle includes a comfortable cushioned grip. Net weight: 1/2 lb. 

#P0-372-1 10 (25 Watt) $30°0to-3r $285°0-01 

#PO- 372 -112 (35 Watt) $3890(.3; $3495(4.11') 

Home Theatre In -Floor Subwoofer 
To fully appreciate the potential of movie soundtracks, a dual voice coil 
subwoofer is a must! Many film special effects are extremely demanding in the 
low frequency range and require a subwoofer 
that can duplicate explosions, earth - 
quakes, even the footsteps of 
Tyrannosaurus Rex! This 
subwoofer fits the bill by featur- 
ing a 10" dual voice coil woofer 
for true stereo operation and 
high pass filters for your main 
speakers. The most unique fea- 
ture of this subwoofer is the fact 
that it is designed to be mounted 
in between the floor joists In new 
and existing home constructions. 
Simply mount the in -floor sub to the 
joists and mount a heat register grill 
above opening in subwoofer front enclo- 
sure. The subwoofer is now totally out of 
view and ready to rumble! Includes detailed 
installation manual. 
Specifications: 10' dual voice coil treated paper 
cone woofer with poly foam surround *Frequency re- 
sponse: 30 -100 Hz *Nominal impedance: 8 ohms per 
coil *Power handling: 100 watts RMS channel /140 watts 
max SPL: 89 dB 1W /1m *Dimensions: 2T D > 14.5/8" W x 
9' H Net weight: 29 lbs. 

#PO- 300 -445 $13995 
EACH 

.Peak Instrument 

-The Woofer Tester" 
Peak Instrument Co. proudly 
introduces "The Woofer Tester ". Just 
ask any loudspeaker engineer, ani 
they will tell that the only way to 
design enclosures of the correct size 
and tuning is to measure the Thiele - 
Small parameters for the actual 
drivers to be used. The reason? 
Manufacturers published specs can 
be off by as much as 50 %! But until 
now, measuring the parameters 
yourself required expensive test 
equipment and tedious calculatiors, 
or super expensive measurement 
systems ($1,200 to $20,000). The 
Woofer Tester changes all that. 
Finally, a cost effective, yet extremely accurate way to derive Thiele -Small 
parameters, in only minutes! The Woofer Tester is a combination hardware and 
software system that will run on any IBM compatible computer that has EGA or better 
graphics capability and an RS232 serial port. The Woofer Tester will generate the 
following parameters. Raw driver data. Fs, Dus, Ors, Ors, Vas, BL, RE, LE, SPL W 
1W /1m, Mmd, Cm, and Rm. Sealed box data: Fsb and system O. Vented box data: 
Fsb, ha, alpha, and 0 loss. The Woofer Tester system includes hardware, test leads, 
serial cable, AC wall adaptor, detailed instructions, and software. 

#PO- 390 -800 $249DDEA 

OrNCaL r AND 
ACCURATELY 
MEASURES' 

Fs. Cri, Q. Ors. 
Yu. BL. R. E.. 
s ,W/In. 

= 
SR. 

Aena p., .rmn.n -. 
IN MINUTES .; 

900 MHz Wireless Speaker System 
900 MHz technology sends signal 
up to 180 ft., through walls, floor; 
and ceilings. 
Ideal for use as rear surround speak- 
ers or for adding wireless sound to 
every room in the house! 
Full range, bass reflex design w th 
built -in high power, low cistortion 
amplifier. 
Weather resistant cabinet for 
outdoor use. 
Selectable battery (six C size for 
each speaker) or AC operat on, 
adaptor Included. Built -in rechar3itg circuitry for ni -cad batteries. 
System includes: 900 MHz transrritter, wireless speaker pair, A', adap- 
tors. and all cables necessary to hook up system. 

SLimited availability. Net weigh: 9 lbs. 
Frequency response: 20 -18KHz 

#PO- 319 -030 Si 6995,,,,,, 

Dayton Loudspeaker Co. 

VISA ® *30 day money back guarantee $20.00 minimum order 
*We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover, and company C.O.D. 
orders 24 hour shipping *Shipping charge = UPS chart rate 
+ $1.90 ($5.00 minimum charge) *Hours 8:00 am - 8:00 pm 
ET, Monday - Friday *9:00 am - 5:00 pm Saturday. Mail order 
customers, please call for shipping estimate on orders ex- 
ceeding 5 lbs. *Foreign destination customers please send 
$5.00 U.S. funds for catalog. *Quantity pricing available. 

CIRCLE 156 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

i 8003380531 
340 E. First St., Dayton, OH 45402 -1257 
Phone: 937- 222 -0173 Fax: 937- 222 -4844 
E -Mail: sales @parts- express.com 79 
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CABLE T.V. EQUIPMENT 
Friendly, Knowledgeable Service 

ORDERS CALL: 
1- 8 0 0- 3 6 1 - 4 5 8 6 

All Equipment New 
Convertors & Descramblers 

30 Day Money Back Guarentee 
6 Month Warranty 

Visa, MC, C.O.D. Welcome 

KDE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1494 

Addison, IL 60101 
Info. 630 -889 -0281 HRS: Mon -Fri, 9 -6 CST 

Fax 630 -889 -0283 Sat, 10 -2 CST 

Forest 
.......E.....: D Electrons J 

Inc. 
Are you overpaying .. . 

... your cable company? 

Y o u are if .. . 

... you are leasing their 
equipment. 

Forest Electronics, Inc. offers a complete line of 

New Cable Decoders and Converters that 

are fully Compatible with your cable system. 

All systems come with: Remote Control, & 
Parental Guidance Feature. Volume Control 
is also available. 

All Equipment is fully guaranteed & comes 
with a 30 day money back option. 

For More information Call Us 24 Hours a Day At: 

800-332-1996 
FAX: 813- 376 -7801 

New and Pre -Owned t Equip ment 
e Goldstar 

Model OS -9100P $899.00 
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! 
Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity 
TV Synchronization Trigger 
Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty 

FREE SHIPPING! 
ON GOLDSTAR IQUIPMINT 

ANY WHIRL IN THY U.S. 

Faá,d[ AK HI 

PreOwned Oscilloscope Specials 

Tektronix 2215 
Tektronix 465 
Tektronix 465B 
Tektronix 475 
Tektronix 475A 
Tektronix 2465 

60 MHz $549.00 
100 MHz $579.00 
100 MHz $729.00 
200 MHz $829.00 
250 MHz $929.00 
300 MHz $2,499.00 

Professionally Refurbished 
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications 
The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes 
6 Month Warranty - The Longest Available! 

fí 
Eihr 

MóNP 
Model 4040 $499.00 

20 MHz Sweep /Function Generator 

LOWEST PRICES EVER! 
NEW FLUKE MULTIMETERS & TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPES 

The Industry Standard in Multimeters 

Fluke Model 87 $285.00 !!! 

AMEX C.O.D. 

We Buy Surplus 
Test Equipment 

1- 800 -996 -3837 

Test Equipment Depot 
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY 

P.O. BOX 708 Medford, MA 02155 
(617) 665 -1400 FAX (617) 665 -0780 

email: afoti @fotronic.com TOLL FREE 1-800-99-METER 
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i DOUBLED MV 
INCOME... 
WORK ONLY HAIS 
TIE HOURS! 

1 covered a lot of miles driving a cab for 13 years... but I 
sure didn't get anywhere! I mean the hours were long. The 
pay was short My boss pushed, pushed, pushed all the 
time. In the meantime bills were piling up. Medical bills. 
House repairs. Charge cards. Just the everyday 
things. 1 was not just behind 
the wheel, I was behind the 
eight ball. 

That's when I saw a magazine 

article that talked about the hottest big 

money -making cancer opportunities of the 

90's. The one that interested me the most per- 

tained to theNE V etplosh+e SA1FLI.ITE 

DL S f//' v/Fl EC/ R oM C S f i e l d 
I mailed the coupon for the FREE information kit they offered I liked 

what I saw when the information packet came in the mail. What really caught my eye, 

however, was the idea I could gain all the knowledge I needed to make a success of this business studying 

in my spare time at home. Foley -Bel saw's modern, practical bands on course combines 
sbgple step-by-step lessons with easy -to- follow video cassette guidance. No special expe- 

rience, education or electronics background is necessary Just average mechanical aptitude to follow simple A -B -C 

repair procedures that are clearly outlined for you. 

I decided to get in on the action... and just look at me now! Now I'm really in the driver's seat I'm doing what I 

want to do. I'm my own boss. I set my own hours. I'm making more money than my wife and I ever dreamed possible. 

Would you believe Fm making twice what /made driving a cab...and I work only half as may 
bouts. 

Get in the EAST LANE on the New "INFORMATION 
SUPERHIGHWAY" Everyone's Talking About! 

Iis exciting! It's gigantic! The technology of 
tomorrow is here today! You've been reading and 
hearing about the amazing INFORMATION 

SUPERHIGHWAY. Its so NEW that few tech- 
nicians are equipped to service Ibis fast 
emerging fields Foley -Belsaw gives you 
SATELLITE DISH technology (including 
New MINI- DISH)... along with the electronics 

expertise you need to make BIG MONEY servicing 
TVs and other electronics equipment 

Be Your Own Boss! 
Is quickand easy to become an expert at home in your 

spare time Eam really BIG money adjusting installing 

and repairing SliteDish Systernc TYs 

CD Players, AM /FM Timers. HomeErttafairmtent 
Centers. Every home, every business, every office in your 

area desperately needs your expertise! 

Your liming Couldn't Be Better! 
Never before and probably never again will you have 
a ground -floor opportunity like this to get into a 

booming business of your own, make really big 

money, be your own boss and enjoy financial freedom 
and security. The fact you're reading this message 
shows you're smart enough to realize this! 

Learn In Spare Time At Home! 
It's easy to learn in your spare time at home. -And 

when you complete the course you will receive Foley - 

Belsaw's official diploma acknowledging your 
accomplishment 

Send Coupon Today for 
FREE Kit. No Obligation. 

Don't miss out on this once-in -a- lifetime opportunity. 

Send in the coupon NOW. Get all the facts and study 
them in the privacy of your own home. There's 
absolutely no obligation and no salesman will call on 

you. So don't delay. Mail the coupon today 

"Took In over 13,200 in the pest 10 days!" 
N.H., Denver, CO 

"Doubled my Income within 6 weeks." 
R.B., Bakersfeld,CA 

Mai for FREE Information Package 

Foley -Belsaw Institute 
6301 Equitable Road 
Kansas City, NO 641120 -1395 

Please Check Only M"of:he 
] Satellite Dish, Dept. 31566 

] Computer Repair, Dept. 64697 

] Gunsmithing, Dept. 92603 

PC'rogranming, Dept. 35513 

] VCR Repair, Dept. 62795 

] Vinyl Repair Dept. 71443 

1 

Since 1926 

Folowing: 

Locksmithing, Dept. 13100 

] Small Engine Repair, Dept. 52972 

] Woodworking, Dept. 43839 

j Upholstery, Dept. 81510 

Saw & Tool Sharpening, 21907 

Name 

Address 

CRY 

State Zip 

Call Toll -FREE 1-800-487-2100 81 
L 
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Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful 
Real -Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer 

Features 
20 kHz real -time bandwith 
Fast 32 bit executable 
Dual channel analysis 
High Resolution FFT 

Octave Analysis 
THD, THD +N, SNR measurements 
Signal Generation 
Digital Filtering 

Triggering, Decimation 
Transfer Functions, Coherence 
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) 
Time Series, Spectrum Phase, 
Spectrogram and 3 -D Surface plots 
Real-lime Recording and 
Post -Processing modes 

Applications 
Distortion Analysis 
Frequency Response Testing 
Vibration Measurements 
Acoustic Research 

System Requirements 
486 CPU or greater 
8 MB RAM minimum 
Win. 95, NT, or Win. 3.1 + Win.32s 
Mouse and Math coprocessor 
16 bit sound card 

PHS 

E. Ea. M.a. E, um, 

® 

HI d . __:yFF :d 

Priced from $299 
(U.S. sales only - not for export/resale) 

Professional Quality Sound Cards Available...Call 

DOWNLOAD FREE 30 DAY TRIAL! 
www.telebyte.com/pioneer 

Pioneer Hill Software 
24460 Mason Rd. N.W. 
Poulsbo, WA 98370 

Spectra Plus 4.0 
Affordable Signal Processing Software 

Sales: (360) 697 -3472 Fax: (360) 697 -7717 e-mail: pioneer@telebyte.com 

WINDOWS 95 
-One Step at a Time 

Don't know what to do 

when confronted with 

Microsoft's Windows 95 

screen? Then you need 

a copy of Windows 95- 
One Step at a Time. 

Develop your expertise 

with the straight- forward 

presentation of the fre- 

quently -used features that make Windows 

95 so valuable to the PC user. 

To order Book BP399 send $8.99 plus $3.00 for 

shipping in the U.S. and Canada only to 

Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 

240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. Payment 

in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International 

Money Order. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 

; indows 9 
une step 
-in *neo 
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Super Savings!!! Super Savings!!! 
10 Watt Multimedia 
Speakers 
Amplified speaker 
system features 10 

watt max. power 
output, 80Hz -20KHz frequency response, 
0.5% THD, 40dB signal -to- noise, 2" x 4" 
full range speaker. Separate controls for 
volume and power. Includes cables and 
wall transformer. Size: 3 -7/8" (D) x 

3 -1/2" (W) x 5 -1/2" (H). 
Retail Price: $34.95 

No. 220 -0201 $9.95 (per pair) 

50 Watt Multimedia 
Speakers 
Amplified speaker 
system features 50 
watt max. power 

output, 80Hz -20KHz frequency response, 
3" magnetically shielded full range 
speaker. Separate controls for power, 
volume and tone. Includes LED power 
indicator and front headphone jack. 
Includes cables and wall transformer. 
Size: 5 -1/8" (D) x 4 -1/2" (W) x 7" (H). 

Retail Price: $79.95 
No. 220 -0203 $29.95 (per pair) 

20 Watt Multimedia 
Speakers 
Amplified speaker 
system features 20 
watt max. power 

output, 80Hz -20KHz frequency response, 
0.3% THD, 45dB signal -to- noise, 3" full 
range speaker. Separate controls for 
volume, power and tone. LED power ON 
indicator. Includes cables and wall 
transformer. Size: 5 -1/2" (D) x 3 -3/4" (W) 
X 7 -1/8" (H). Retail Price: $59.95 

No. 220 -0202 $19.95 (per pair) 

Super CHARGER TM.... 

Alkaline and Ni -Cd 
Charger for AAA, AA, 
C and D Cell batteries. 
Incredible space -age 
technology automatically 
and safely recharges regular alkaline (1.5V) 
and nickel cadmium (1.2V) batteries. 
Mfg: Buddy L Model #8000. 
*Repackaged* 

No. 140-0140 $7.95 ,ta, 

340 E. let St. 
Dayton, Ohlo 
45402 

Call for a free catalog 

Order Toll -Free 
1 -800- 344 -4465 

Fax Order Line 
1 -800- 344 -6324 

CIRCLE 150 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Printed Circuit 
Boards 

Print and Etch Special 
$0.24 /Square Inch Single Sided 
$0.32 /Square Inch Double Sided 

Traces Solder Plated, FR4 
Prototypes as low as $60 

FR4 0.062 Material Special 
$0.07 per Square Inch 

Shipping & Handling $15.00 min 
Visit us at www.impulse.net/ -cic/ 

Channel Island Circuits 
358 South Fairview Ave. Unit C 

Goleta CA 93117 

email: cic @impulse.net 
Phone/Fax: 805-964-4449 

CABLE CONVERTER 
DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIP 

WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF CHIPS,TOOLS, 
WIRELESS QUICK INSTALL TEST BOARDS AND 
DIAGNOSTIC CUBES FOR ALL CONVERTERS! 

** *ANYONE IMPLYING ILLEGAL USE WILL BE *** 
DENIED SALE.WE SELL PRODUCTS ONLY!! TO 
TECHNICIANS OR CABLE REPAIR FACILITIES!! 
MI IN CUSTOMER SERVICE S. TECH. SUPPORT! 

*ALL ORDERS SHIP WITHIN 24HRS, UPS/ FED -X. 
*PRIORITY NEXT DAY SHIPPING AVAILABLE! 
*SALE= BUY S TEST BOARDS AND GET I FREE. 
*MON -FRI - SAM -7PM - SAT IOAM -2PM EST. 

*WEB PAGE HTTPi //WWW.800- GOCABLE.COM et VISUAL 
COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

ORDERS /CATALOG 1 -800-GO -CABLE 
TOLL FREE TECH. DEPT. 1- 888 -519 -TECH EST. 1976 

111W., 
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Any waveform you want! 
Starting at 

$795 
Quantity 1 

Money back 
guarantee 

Telulex Inc. model SG -100 

1111! I I 

DC to 20 MHz linear 
and log sweeps 

Pulse Generator 

Telulex Inc. 

1111 

411 

1l l 
i II 

Int/Ext AM, SSB, 
Dualtone Gen. 

Noise 

Synthesized Signal Generator 
Clean sinewaves DC -20 MHz with .001% accuracy! 

.1 Hz steps. DC Offset. RS232 remote control. 

Arbitrary Waveform Generator 
40 Megasamples /Second. 32,768 points. 12 bit DAC 

Function Generator 
Ramps, Triangles, Exponentials & more to 2 MHz! 

Pulse Generator 
Digital waveforms with adjustable duty cycle 

NANA/, 
Int/Ext FM, PM, 

BPSK, Burst 

Arbitrary Waveforms 

Ramps, Triangles, 
Exponentials 

For* 
Unlimited Possibilities! 

2455 Old Middlefield Way S Tel (650) 938 -0240 http: / /www.Telulex.com 

Mountain View, CA 94043 Fax (650) 938 -0241 Email: sales @Telulex.com 

CIRCLE 142 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

LEADER 
For Professionals Who 
Know The Difference 

nr Oscilloscopes 
is- Video Sync /Test Generators 
or Waveform Monitors /Vectorscopes . EFP /ENG Instruments 
mr. RF Signal Level Meters 
I- Audio Generators & Meters 
Ar- Frequency Counters 
I- Meters & Bridges 
I.- Power Supplies 

Function Generators 
Ar RF Generators 

PRINT 
Products International 

(on 
Call, fax or email for your free test and 
measurement instrument catalog today! 

800- 638 -2020 * Fax 800- 545 -0058 
Email: SMPR0DlA L@aol. com 

Test Instruments, Equipment, Tools & Supplies For Electronic Production, Maintenance & Service 
8931 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800 -638 -2020 * Fax 800- 545 -0058 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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COPY 
RENTAL 
TAP. 

WITH 
s:8 8 I3 S WNW:. £;v..r ...... .. 

BEFORE AFTER 

The clearest picture possible 
playing back movies. 

GUARANTEED 
to eliminate copy protection. 

No Rolls/Jitters/Flickers /Fading 

Works on all TV's, VCR's Beta & Cable 

Gold Video Connectors & Cables Included 
1 Year Warranty 
Money Back 

Guarantee 101®0_`J 

VISION 
ELECTRONICS 
1-800-562-2252 

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA, NE 68130 

http://www.modernelectromcs.corn 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

'MOUSER 
ÉAIM* Bo r. .,.q.., 

@ir r++ 30 o.aag 

I 

r=-<. Air N. 

411-,-.,Me 4". 
PM* trr tß.. .a.n....n .6., 

MOM ,C;' ., , 
..r..» 

...t.. 
rw. DIN... 

.. 

MX «-.,.,a., 
OP,zHK,KIK. 

Visit our web site! 
www.mouser.com 

FREE catalog is available on the 
Internet, CD -ROM, or in paper! 

70,000+ Products 145 Suppliers 
Same Day Shipping No Minimum Order 

800 -992 -9943 
817 -483 -6828 Fax: 817 -483 -0931 

www.mouser.com catalog®mouser.com 

958 North Main St., Mansfield, TX 76063 

CIRCLE 152 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MO -TECH DISTRIBUTORS 
YOUR MIDWEST PANASONIC 
CONVERTER WHOLESALER 

PANASONIC 
TZPC1453G2 
"Top of the line converter' featuring sleep timer, par- 
ental lock, standard/HRC switchable, last channel recall. 
favorite channel memory, and 83 channel capable. 

TZPC1003 
One of our best selling converters featuring sleep timer, 

parental lock, last channel recall, favorite channel mem- 
ory, and 80 channel capability. 

TZPC175DG2 
Our "Top of the line" converter with volume control. 
Featuring sleep timer standard/HRC switchable, parental 
lock, last channel recall, favorite channel memory and 

83 channel capable. 

Phone (810) 739 -2710 
Fax (810) 739 -3517 

Breadboard Workstation 

Build your projects and prototypes without 
soldering! Re -use your components! 
Consists of 640 contact breadboard, 2 

power strips, 0.25w speaker, power indi- 
cator, on /off switch, manual, delivers 6 and 

12V. (8 x AA cells not included) Money 
Back Guarantee. "(Outside USA $10 S &H) 

Amazon Electronics, Inc: P.O. Box 21 

(14172 Eureka Rd.), Columbiana OH, 
44408 Tel: (330) 549 -3726 Fax: (330) 
549 -3725 (www.electronics123.com) 

Expandable 8051 SBC, 

Multi- Tasking PC WatchDog, 
PC & Printer Port Data Acq... 

Remotely Downloadable, Expandable SBC starts 

at $99. Stack on cards expand SBC to fit your 
needs. Use our I/O cards or design your own with 
our proto board. Projects up in no time! 

Atmel's 89C5X, 11.059MHz, 4.75" x 3.15" 
Load program then run or debug, its that simple! 
RS232 & RS485 ports. Has 5 External Interrupts 
Cards: A/D, D /A, DUO, LCD/Keypad, Counter. 
FREE Assembler, Disassem, Simulator, Basic, C 

We also have... 
UNIQUE PC WATCHDOG.. monitors up to 4 

programs, resets or alarms if any fails. Only S80. 

8chanA/D,24DUO & Counter for aPC$65. 
PRINTER PORT, 8 channel 8 bit A/D, 8 ITT 

D/I, 8 D/O (e.3 35mA. $87 

Innovation West (626) 309 -6085 
Fax: 309-9972 inovwest @aol.conl 
http : / /members.aol.com /InovwestI 

$139* Laser --:r 
LightShow 
Draw with a laser beam! Animation. text. 
music & more! Includes galvos, mirrors. 
servo amp. demo software disk, analog and 

digital computer interface. Use an inexpen- 
sive pen pointer or high power gas laser. 

r J Computerized 

e 

Motors $39" 
t ( Includes: 2 Stepper motors, 

2 DC motors. computer interface. training 
manual. & demo software disk. Expandable! 
Up to 12 motors. up to 3 amps per phase. 

Now with 4 Axis Linear Interpolation 
Add S6 for shlppLng. Computer wnh parallel printer p r 

& cable, assembly. pmts. supply, & laser an rcyu red 

FREE FLYER 
vo.ec 510- 582 -6602 Fax 510 -582 -6603 

svs I 

1273 Industrial PBy West Bldg. 460 
PO Box SW" S I layward CA 94545 -0125 

PROGRAMMERS 
ADVANTECH EETOOLS NEEDHAMS DATA CO ICE TECHNOLOGY HILO 

SYSTEM GENERAL CHROMA MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY XELTEK 

Li 
PROMAX EMP -20 MEGAMAX MEGAMAX4 SIMMSIP TESTER EMUPA 

CALL ADVANTECH IABTOOL 599 EETOOLS SIMMAX 

629 ICE TECH MICROLV 795 CHROMA SIMM/SIP 

650 EETOOLS ALLMAX + 

409 EETOOLS MEGAMAX 
509 EETOOLS MEGAMAX4 
369 XELTEK SUPERPRO II 

409 XELTEK SUPERPRO II P 

249 XELTEX SUPERPRO L 

165 XELTEK ROMMASTER II 

479 MOD- MCT -EMUPA 

739 STAG ORBIT-32 

LAB100L48 

359 MOD- MCT- EMUPA/R 

279 MOD- MCT- EMUP/R 

49 EPROM 1 G TO 512K 
69 EPROM 1G TO 1 MEG 
99 EPROM 4G TO 1 MEG 

199 EPROM 16G TO 1 MEG 
89 EPROM 1G TO 8MEG 

129 EPROM 4G TO 8MEG 
250 EPROM 8G TO 8MEG 

MICROMASTER SUPERPRO ALLMAX PLUS ROMMASTER2 

General Device Instruments 
Sales 916- 393 -1655 Fax 916- 393 -4949 BBS 983 -1234 

Web ww.genenllevice.com E-Moll icievice @beut.com 

Cable TV Outlet 
Factory 

Direct! 

Get the Clearest Coverage 
of Sports, Movies, News, 

Main Events and Adult! 

-Unbeatable Wholesale Pricing - 
-Converters/Descramblers- 
-Filters and Accessories- 

-Premium Channel Coverage - 
-Full Satisfaction Guaranteed- 

QB VIDEO 
Open M -F 9a to 5p (CT) 

1- 800 -249 -3025 
Visa, MC & C.O.D.'s Welcome 
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Stepper Motor 
Controller IC 

E -Lab # EDE -1200 
Controller IC for unipolar stepper motors. 
Designed to interface a logic -level signal to a 

stepper motor. Also capable of running inde- 

pendently (self -clocking). Allows for half - 

stepping and directional control. TTL/CMOS 
compatible inputs. TTL -level outputs. 18 pin 

DIP package. 5 vdc operation. Works for 

most unipolar stepper motors. Includes 
specs and hook -up diagram. 

125° 2 50 
CAT# EDE -1200 $ each 

PRICE REDUCTION! 
SL WABER "PowerMaster" 
Surge /Noise Suppressor 

Protect your computer, phone, VCR, 
TV and stereo equipment from 
damaging transient voltage 
surges. Just plug in, and you've 
got full 3 -line protection. Visual 
indicator lets you know that the 
device is functioning. 
UL, CSA listed. 
CAT # PW -103 
Formerly $3.75 

I S -VHS Tape (Used) I 

$275 á h 

i. 

Super VHS tape 
users! Save a bundle 
on name -brand S- 
VHS, T -120 tapes. 
These tapes were 
used for a brief peri- 
od, then bulk erased. 

The record -protect tabs 
pi 6 have been broken out, so you 

will have to cover the notch with a 

piece of tape, but they work great and 

cost a fraction of the "new" price. Try some, 

you'll be back for more. 

CAT #S -VHS 
$30ó 

each 

10 for $28.00 100 for $250.00 

QUALITY 
PARTS 

FAST 
SHIPPING 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

I Shielded Woofer I 

Designed for use in Infinity center channel 

video sound systems. These well construct- 

ed woofers have shielded magnets to pre- 

vent interference with 
picture quality. 

5 1/4" 6 OHM 
1" voice coil. 8 oz. 

magnet. 50 watts max 
power. 3.125" deep. 

CAT # SK -7346 

$1OTh 12 for $96.00 

Miniature Temperature 
Sensor (THERMISTOR) 

Keystone (Similar to #RL0503-17-56K-96- 
MS) 30K ohms @ 25 degree C. (77 
degree F.) Negative temperature coeffi- 
cient. 0.2" long X 0.09" diameter, epoxy 

insulated bead. 1.13" long teflon insulat- 

ed AWG #30 wire leads. Prepped with 

0.75" long metal tabs. 

CAT# THR -19 

2 for 150 

box of 264 
$150.48 

(57c each) 

3 Volt Lithium Coin Cell I 

Panasonic # BR2330 -1GU 
3 volt, 255 mAh coin cell. Lithium 
batteries have a very long shelf life 

and are great for memory back -up 
protection. 0.9" diameter x 0.12" thick. 
0.7" between positive and negative pc leads. 

CAT #LBAT -16 

2 for $ 1 50 
20 for $12.00 
100 for $45.00 
1K for $300.00 

Ferrite Bead 
TDK # HF7ORH 16X28X9 
1.1" x 0.63" od x 0.35" id. 

CAT # FB -24 $1.00 each 
10 for $8.50 - 100 for $70.00 

CALL, WRITE, FAX 
or E -MAIL For A 

FrGe 96 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. send $3,00 Postage, 

I 
RED U/trabright LEDI 

PAINFULLY BRIGHT RED LED 
2500 to 4000 mcd @ 20 ma. These 
T 1 3/4 (5 mm diameter) red LEDs are 

significantly brighter than conventional 
LEDs. At close range, they are painful 

to look at. They are great for attention 
getting displays that can be seen from a 

distance. Water clear in off -state. 

CAT # LED -42 

2 for $1 20 
10 for $5.00 

100 for S45.00 
1000 for $400.00 

High Brightness 
FLASHER LEDs 

T 1 3/4 (5rrm) high brightness RED 

LEDs with built -in flasher unit. 

3 -5 Vdc operation 

CAT # LED -4 2 for 900 
100 for $40.00 - 1000 for $300.00 

I Stepper Motori 

Airpax # LB82246 
Unipolar, two- phase, 6 lead - 
stepper motor. 500 ohm coil. 7.5 degrees 
per step. 1.4" dia. X 0.7" body. Oval 
mounting flange has holes on 1.65" ctrs. 

0.08" (2mm) dia. shaft is 0.4" long and is 

fitted with a 0.31" dia. gear 
with 18 teeth. 15" leads. 

CAT # SM'T -28 

$200h 

I "HI -8" Video Cassette I 

SONY Hi -8 Top quality, 
metal particle 120 minute 
video cassettes. Used 
for a short time, then 
bulk -erased. Each 
cassette has its own 
plastic storage box. 

$3óö 
CAT # VCU -8 

10 for $28.00 
100 for $250.00 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-826-5432 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 914C8 -0567 

NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail Orders 

Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL 

OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to change without notice. 

FAX (818) 781 -2653 INFO (818) 904 -0524 

INTERNET http: / /www.allcorp.com/ 
E -MAIL allcorp @allcorp.com 

1117; 

VISA 
I _I 

OIvER 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E -MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST. 

CIRCLE 28 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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COMPLETE INTEGRATED CAD /CAE SYSTEM 
Schematic, Simulation and Layout 

EDWIN NC Delux 3 

Full integration of Schematic and Layout 

C1 On -line help 

c> Library viewer with editing possibility 
' Up to 100 schematics sheets 

C.> Up to 32 layers 99 N 
O Automatic MC with user specified parameters / $1 49, `i . 

FOR 
ONLY 

Automatic component renaming 

O Mixed -mode simulation (AC, DC and TD analysis 

Optionals: 
Thermal Analysis for PCI: $ 29,99 

b EDSpice Simulator (Spice): $ 59,99 
Q EDCoMx (Spice model generator): $29,99 

nr'NC version (Nnn.commernaii is dest,nated pnN tor students, bobbests and educatone mstnubons companies 

must purchase the P,o,esslunat version_ However. there aren't any dnerences betonen'NC and n,okenonzr cercons. 

EDAShop 
PO. Box 55 -8207 

Miami, Florida 33255 -8207 

Phone: (305) 267 -4005 Fan: (305) 261 -0709 

Web site http: / /www.edashop.tom 

BE A LOCKSMITH1' 
Home study. Learn locksmithing for a great 

career, or to start your own at -home business. ' 
FREE LITERATURE: 800- 223 -4542 
Name 

.vadees, Phone 

Crty atete Zip 

The Sehool of LoeknMtlNng, Dept LKG34i 
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Rd.. Atlanta, GA 30328 

chao asa =me asset asset asset asp 

IDEO SYNC GENERATOR 
wripRestores Horizontal 

and Vertical 
Sync Lines from 
Distorted Video 

For Free Information Package and Pricing 

ON20 
Call 219 -236 -5776 NI 
www.south- bend.netJrcd 

Lost Sync 

Restored Sync 
with VSG 

R.C. Distributing, PO Box 552, South Bend, IN 46624 

FCC License Preparation 
Avionics,Maaine,Radar exam -prep 
HOMESTUDY,fast,easy & inexpensive 

Manuels,Audio,Video,Disks 
*** GUARANTEE PASS * ** 

FREE BROCHURE -1- 800 -800 -7555 
See on- wptpub@worldaccessnetcom 

WPP PUBLICATIONS 

Smith / 3-in-1 LatheMiliDrill 
Benchtop machine shop 

Aá,ke v,Rlr t n para and repair, 
Easy. tu use, tre training 
\tbrk metal. wood. or plastic 

FßtrE Dept. PE, PO Box 1517 

%%AO Ann Arbor, MI 48106.1517 

Call 1- 800 -345 -6342 

4 models 
starting at 

$995 

Debco is a Nit Builders Paradise 
Raceme Kits . Ras - huts - Comolsn - amis. r.. 

Call Debco today for 
your BEE copy of 

The Electronic Experimenters Journal 

1 800 423 -4499 
Dsbco Electronics 4025 Edwards Rd. Cincinnati. OH 45209 

BUGGED ?? 
EAVESDROPPINß is unbelievably widespread! Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone and room conversations RIGHT NOW! Are you 
sure you're safer FREE CATALOG telle you feet! Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter -Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable (up to 9250 hrl full/ art-time 
income. Call Nowl 1-8 00- 732 -5000 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 
Equipment & Accessories 

Wholesalers Welcome 

Call C &D ELECTRONICS 
1- 888 -615 -5757 M -F 10a -6p 
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Weeder 
Technologies 

Md S4 

Ship/Hand 
US & Canada 

FREE 
CATALOG! 

VISA 

PO Box 2426, Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32549 

Stackable RS -232 Kits 
Digital I/O - 12 I/O pins individually configurable for input or output. DIP 
switch addressable; stack up to 16 modules on same port for 1921/0 points. 
Turn on /off relays. Sense switch translstlons, button presses, 4x4 matrix 
decoding using auto- debounce and repeat $32.00 
Analog Input - 8 Input pins. 12 -bit plus sign salt- calibrating ADC. Returns 
results In 1mV steps from 0 to 4095. Software programmable alarm 
trip -points for each Input DIP switch addressable; stack up to 16 modules 
on same port for 128 single -ended or 84 differential Inputs. 349.00 
Home Automation (X -10) - Connects between a TW523 and your sedal 
port. Receive and transmit all X -10 commands with your home -brewed 
programs. Full collision detection and auto re- transmission. 338.50 
Caller ID - Decodes the caller ID data and sends it to your serial port In a 
pre -formatted ascii character string. Example: '12/31 08:45 850- 883 -5723 
Weeder, Terry <CR>'. Keep a log of all incoming calls. Block out unwanted 
callers to your BBS or other modem applications. 334.50 
Touch -Tone Input - Decodes DTMF tones used to dial telephones and 
sends them to your serial port Keep a log of all outgoing calls. Use with the 
Caller ID kit for a complete in/out logging system. Send commands to the 
Home Automation or Digital I/O kits using a remote telephone. 333.50 

Telephone Call Restrictors 
Two modes of operation; either prevent 
receiving or placing telephone calls (or 
call prefixes) which have been entered Into 
memory, or prevent those calls (or call 
prefixes) which have 'not' been entered. 

Block out selected outgoing calls. Bypass 
at any time using your password. $35.00 
Block out selected incoming calls. Calls 
Identified using Caller ID data. $46.00 

Phone Line Transponder 
7 individual output pins are controlled with 
buttons 1 -7 on your touch -tone phone. 
Automatically answers telephone and 
welts for commands. Monitor room noises 
with built In mic. Dial -Out pin Instructs 
unit to pick up phone and dial user entered 
number(s). Password protected. $49.00 

- 
ro it 

850-863-5723 

IR Remote Control Receiver 
Learns and records the data patterns 
emitted by standard Infrared remote 
controls used by TVs, VCRs, Stereos, etc. 
Lets you control all your electronic projects 
with your TV remote. 7 individual output 
pins can be assigned to any button on your 
remote, and can be configured for either 
'toggle' or 'momentary' action. $32.00 

DTMF Decoder /Logger 
Keep track of all numbers dialed or entered 
from any phone on your line. Decodes all 
touch -tones and displays them on a 16 
character LCD. Holds the last 240 digits in a 
non -volatile memory which can be scrolled 
through. Connect directly to radio 
receivers speaker terminals for off -air 
decoding of repeater codes, or numbers 
dialed on a radio program. $54.50 
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Low Cost CAD Software 
Now In Windows -95 

nnnnnnzv 

*!I Design & 
Simulation 

PCB l i* 
Layout 

]r r] 
P ~ . 

Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only 

$149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensve parts libraries. 

Digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic circuitry quickly before 

actually wiring it up. Works directly within SuperCAD and displays results in logic 
analyzer" display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost simulator on the 

market. Library parts include TTL, and CMOS devices. 

Analog simulator (mentaiSPICE) for $199. Allows AC, DC and transient circuit 

analysis. Includes models of transistors, discretee, and op amps. 

Circuit board'artwork editor and autorouter program (SuperPCB), starting at 

$149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or laser printers. You 

can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount. Includes Gerber and 

Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement data directly from 

the SuperCAD schematic editor. 

New! -- Complete electronic design package (mentalMAX) including schematic 

editor, analog and digital circuit simulation, and printed circuit board layout with 

autorouter for only $549!. 

Write or call or ree demo disks: y 
MENTAL AUTOMATION.,..$ 

5415 - 136th Place S.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98006 

(425) 641 -2141 
Internet: http: / /www.mentala.com 

The World's Largest Source 
for Home Automation 

The Best & Most Comprehensive Home 
Automation Catalog in the Industry. 
Best Customer Service & 
Technical Support 

Thousands of hard -to -find 

automation, X -10 and wireless 

control products. Computer inter- 

faces, software, development 

tools, lighting control, telephone 

systems, security systems, surveil- 

lance cameras, infrared audio /video 

control, home theater, touchscreen 

control, HVAC, pet care automation, 

wiring supplies, books and videos and 

much more! 

World's Largest Selection! 

Lowest Prices Guaranteed! 

HOME AUTOMATION SysTEMS, INC. 
Questions: 714-708-0610 Fax:714- 708 -0614 

e -mail: catalog ®smarthome.com 
www.smarthome.com 

Call for a FREE Catalog! 800-762 -7846 

800-SMART-HOME 
Dealers /Resellers ask about our 

HASPRO Dealer Program 800 -949 -6255 

SURVEILLANCE HIDDEN CAMERAS 
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER -BEST PRICE IN THE MARKET 

Ulla *kW anda tan., In Pane. WWI to molen 
OWN aY mk. LAY or Wet WIN We asps. lar lye 
musty ebb shop bula. ose wee and ads ol 
pa. Feel $159.00. 56)i13 a51 hoed Canas Wine 
DMf $99.09 WO. YAWN caen cama. wig! ele! 
$249.001Aó. pat $5.95 to 541. Wheeled Wawa 
COD. Chet Mow Par or hb0A.1C. 

BOLIDE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
PH 1800! 355 -0895 or 18181575-8178 

9660 Flair Drive 318 El Monte. CA 91731 

W 
EL/CTWICAL 

WAREHOUSING 
CORPORATION 

ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS 

Own Your Own Unit Today 
Cable TV Converters & 

Descramblers 
All Makes / All Models 

Call 1- 800 -577 -8775 
Technical Info: 847-584-2099 

PCB TONER TRANSFER PAPER 

PRINT -IRON- PEEL -ETCH 
No treed to soak off transfer ! 

Brand new paper - based transfers 
with advanced coating for use with 

laser printers or photocopiers. 

SIMPLE, QUICK & 
INEXPENSIVE ! 

$7.95 US / 10 Sheets 
ROSS TECHNOLOGIES - BOX 26021 
WINDSOR ONT. CANADA N9A -7E9 

KT 

Soak sour laundry . not your ,rioted circuit boards! 

The Pocket Pro rammer 
7 ,o.' Q 

> - . 129.95 
The portable 
programmer 

i that uses the 
w,wuca, `-! 

I 

printer port of - - ow. 
PC 

TIE POCKET PROGRAMMER 2 ' instead of a 

internal card. 
Easy to use software that programs 

E(E)prom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 271C1/ 
281CIIF1/291CllF1/25 series from 16K to 8 

Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters 
available for MCU's 874X, 875X, Pic, 40- 
Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom's, PLCC, 5 -Gang 

and Eprom Emulator to 32K X 8. 

Same Name, Address & Phone 8 for 
13 Years - - -. Isn't it Amazing ? 

Intronics, Inc. 
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St. 
Edwardsville, KS 661 13 Add 54.75 COD 

Tel. (913) 422 -2094 Add $4.00 Shipping 

Fax (913) 441 -1623 Visa I Master Charge 

!!!BROADCAST FARTHER!!! 
The model 220 is an 80 -110 MHz RI amplifier that connects to mono or 
stereo FM transmitters and produces a powerful Z -15 watt signal which 
could broadcast up to 5 miles or more! Requires 50 -150 mW drive. 

Step by step plans complete with part source ,/ PLUS $ 2 SAH 
Information and antenna designs ... ONLY 14 No coo.. 

PPProgressive Concepts r BOX 586 STREAMWOOD, IL 60107 
630)736 -9822 FAX (630)736-O353 LIL11 

Oualit Microwave TV S stems 
WIRELESS CABLE - ITFS - MUDS 
ATV - INTERNATIONAL - S-BAND 
Amplifiers Antennas Books Components 
Filters Systems Video Products 

RF Frequency 1990 - 2700 MHz 
Cable Ready - VHF - UHF Outputs 
SASE For "FREE" Catalog or Send $1 

PHILLIPSTECH ELECTRONICS 
PO Box 8533 Scottsdale, AZ 85252 

CHALLENGER "STEM ORDER LINE 800- 880 -MMDS 
33-Channel 525114 

mil" CATALOG/INFO 602- 947 -7700 Complete Grid 8265 
Fwn Year Warranty FAX LINE 602- 947 -7799 
FREE SHIPPING Visa MX Amy Disc COD's e Pride 

Do You Repair lectronics? 
Repair Databases for 
TV, VCR, Monitor, UL 

Audio, FCC, and more. 

- Over 76,000 record> 

- Private user forums 
- Live on -line chat rooms 

RepairWorld.com Il..lili.l iI.II!.,.,I,i,l l.,nl,.,,lllll -I, .i. .,. 

TLEADN ELECTRONICS, 
Hcme study. Make excellent money. Repair I 

and install camcorders, TVs, VCRs, stereos, 
sound and lighting, alarm systems, and more! I 
FREE LITERATURE: 800 -223.4542' 
Hance Age 

Address Phone l I 

ciryrstare Zip 

Lhool of Electronics, Dept ELG341 PC01. 6065 Roswell Rd . Atlanta. GA 30328 

2 Yew Mown 

CALL NOW! 
tired New SaÑal Blsaru 

MEGA EIECTROOICI 

FREE 

30 Day 
Trial! 

VISA. IIC COD 87 
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Unbeatable 

PRICES! 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

CONVERTERS FILTERS 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 

ß > 30 Day Trial 

FREE > Product Catalog 

1 Year Warranty 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Let us point you in 
the right direction ... 

Technologies 
Omaha, Nebraska 

TOLL F R E E 

888 -554 -ARROW 
888 - 554 -2776 

We're on the web FREE 
http://www.poptronix.com 

WE'RE WITH YOU EVERY DAY 

24 HOURS A DAY! DROP IN! 

WE'D LOVE TO HAVE YOU VISIT! 

If you are not getting 
this catalog you are 
missing out on some 
of the best deals in 

electronics today! We have thousands of 
items ranging from unique, hard -to -find 
parts to standard production components. 
Call, write, or fax today to start your. free 
subscription to the most unique catalog in 
the industry, filled with super values on 
surplus electronic and hobbyist type 
items. If you have a friend who would 
like to receive our catalog, send us their 
name and address and we will gladly 
forward them a complementary 100 page 
catalog. 

Why pay more? Call today. 

340 East First Street Fax Order Line 

Dayton, Ohio 45402 1 -800 -344 -6324 

Order Toll -Free 
1- 800 -344 -4465 

CIRCLE 151 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

BEST DEALER PRICING! 

CABLE 
IJI IFI ECT 
CONVERTERS FILTERS 

U ESiC R A MRit. E RR 
IMPROGE YOUR IMAGE WITH 

VIDEO STABILIZERS 

FREE 
CABLE TV 
CATALOG! 

5., 

Now you can tune -in your favorite 
cable TV programming 
and SAVE 5100'S - 

EVEN S1000'S on premium 
CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. ú is 

I '1OOEI f%I 
ELECTRONICS 
1- 800 -906 -6664 

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA, NE 68130 

http://www.modernelectronics.com 

No Calories. No rat. No Cholesterol. 
NO KIDDING. Our free Consumer Information Catalog serves up over 200 free and low - 

cost government booklets you can really sink your teeth into. 
So come 'n get it! Whatever your taste, you can feast on the free Catalog. It's filled with 

plenty of satisfying booklets. Just call toll -free 1- 888 -8 PUEBLO. Or get a bite on the 
Consumer Information Center website www.pueblo.gsa.gov 

ce 
Dealer 
iscounts 
30 -Day 

oney back 
1 -year 
arranty 
C, Vis 

www.cable4you.com 
1 -(800) 888 -5585 

Slot Machines $ 449.00 
Free Shipping 

Slot Machine Demo 
Video S 5.99 
40 - Minutes 

33' High 20' Wide 14' Deep 

Brochure $ 1.00 
Magic Box 

Test Chips 
Filter Kits 

so* 
8p 

1 - * 
Notch Filters 

Video Media www.nutnet.com 
P.O. Box 93/6025 
Margate, Fl. 33093 VISA 

(954)- 752 -9202 IIQi10 

7 SECOND IC REMOVER 
Remove 100's of good IC's per hour 
Won't damage IC's or circuit boards 

e 

8 Desoldering Tools 
(Remove 6 thru 40 pin IC's) 
10 Desoldering Tools 
(Remove 6 thru 64 pin IC's) 

$ 89.95 

$114.95 
FRANKS ELECTRONICS 

P. 0. BOX 357 - GLEN, MISS. 38846 
Orders By Mail Only. No COD's. 
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ALFA ELECTRONICS, INC. 
- /Mil/ (1( '1 /. 11- I TEA' I EQUIPMENT I R(1 I"lU EN 

DMM 
DMM -899 ($179.00): true mu, AC/DC (V,A), D, 

bar graph, freq, apse., dBm, logic, diode 
DMM-811S ($149.00): AC/DC (V,A), D, bar 

BnP4 f t6 apac.. lo(Pe. diode 

DMM -20 ($74.95): AC/DC (V, A), Freq. cont., 

Capas, Induct, 0,11.8E, diode, duty cycle 

DMM -22 ($89.95): 4000cohmts, bar graph, Freq, 

AC/DC(VA), 0, Capacitance, diode, contn. 
DMM -23T ($99.95): 4% digit true mu, high rad 

(10µV, I OrA , 10mG), hFE, diode, confia. 

DMM -10 ($19.95): 3% digit, DC/AC V, 0, lFE, 
diode, signal outputt+3V, -0.5Vsq.,50%duty) 

DMM-1 13 ($24.95): Pocket Size, DC/ACV, 0, 
diode, Continuity beeper 

DMM -128 ($24.95): economy type, DCV,ACV, 
DCA, 0, hFE, diode 

DMM -122 ($59.95): DCJAC(V,A), C2. hFE, diode 

capacitance, freq, logic, continuity 
DMM -123 (144.95): DIV:M + capacitance, 

DC/AC(VA), C2, hFE, diode, continuity 
DMM -124 ($69.95): Electiical+Temp,DC/ACV, 

C2, capacitance, flag, 3 phase, diode, confia 
DMM -1230 ($54.95): Antorange + bar graph, 

DC/AC V Cap,O, diode, continuity beeper 

OS CILIOS COP E 

Ii 

q 

. C 

0 
. .. 

r -- 

POWER SUPPLIES 

cwmrs TE 

Dual Trace, Component Test, 6" CRT, X -Y Operation, 

TV Sync, CH2 Output, Graticule Ilium, 2 Probes(xl'X10) 

PS -200 20 MHz Dual Trace $339.95 
PS-205 20 MHz Dual w/ Delay Sweep $429.95 
PS-400 40 MHz Dual Trace 5494.95 
PS-405 40 MHz Dual w/ Delay Sweep $569.95 
PS-605 60 MHz Dual w/ Delay Sweep $769.95 
PS -1000 100MHz Dual Trace $999.95 

Digital Scone: 
DS -303 30MHz Digital, 20 Samples/sec $849.95 
DS -303P RS -232 interface, 30MHz $1,049.95 

& ve Probe: 
1-:P -9060 (60MHz) $15, HP -9150 (I50MHz) $22, 

1-:P -9250 (250MHz)$29, HP -9258 (250MHz,100: 1)539 

1 -800 -526 -2532 (526 -ALFA) 

IS Dass Money Back Guarantee! 

iLCRMETER FREQ. COUNTER':: 
CAP -15 (349.95): 3% digit 0.IpF- 

20mF, 9 Ranges, 0.1pF resolution 
zero adjustment. 

LCR-24 (8139.95): 0.1µH -200H, 
0.lpF- 2000µF, 0.010 -20MO, 
diode test New Medal 

LCR -814 (2189.95): 0.1µH -200H, 
0.1pF -20mF, ImD -20M Cl, Q 
Factor, dissipation, zero adjust 

LCR -131D (3229.95): autonmge, 
0.1µH -IOkH, 0.IpF -10mF, tmC1- 
10MO, Q Factor, setud/paralld, 
120Hz/IkHz testing mode. 

FLUKE DMM 

FC -1200 (812995). 
p1.25GHz 

Handheld, 8 . 

SS mV (130- 350MHz), 30mV (( 

sensitivity 
m 

(800MHz), batteries or 9V adapta. 

FC- 2500 (3179.95): 2.5GHz Handheld 8 digits 
display, 4ppn accunry, sensitivity <50mV, 
batteries or 9V adapter. 

FCC -5270A (8149.95) 1.2 GHz bench type, 8 

digit, 10 ppm, p33mby sensitivity, IOVP-P 
max. 

Fi., -578I (3329.95) 1.3GHz bench type, 8 digit, 
I ppm accuracy, 20mV sensitivity, period 
0.1µs to 100ms. Ideal for test & repair of 
audio instrument 

SPECIALTY METERS 

Han HeI4 Scope Mete Sound meter $169.95 Watt Meter 1129.95 

12B S 84.95 92B -111 51,445 EMF Tester $69.95 High Voltgae Probe 

70-UI S 85.00 %B -III $1,695 Conductivity $169.95 $59.95 

73-III $ 115.00 99B -111 $2,095 Thermometer pH Meter $7995 

75-III $139.00 1058 $2,495 569.95 -589.95 Light Meter $80-590 

77 -111 $154.00 123 -III $945 Humid./Temp meter Light Adapter $49.95 

79-III $175.00 863E $475 $169.95 Anemometer $179.95 

87 $289.00 8676 $650 Press. meter $299.95 Anemometer adapter 

$7 -III $309.00 Elects. scale $89.95 (And More) $89.95 

AUDI(3VRFJFUNGT. RF Generator 
° 8G-4160 ($124.95) I00kHz-150MHz 

GENERATOR... >. sinewaves in 8 tanges,100mV at 35MHz 

SG -4162 ($229.95): same as SG -4160, plus 6 

digits int/ext freq. counts (150MHz). 
AWN* Geometer 

AC-2601 ($124.95)10Hz -I MHz, 0-8Vpp 
sine, 0 -lOVpp squarewave 
AG-2603 ($229.95): same as AG -2601, plus 

6 digits mt/ext freq. counter (150MHz). 
Famcds. Generates 

FG- 2100A ($169.95).2Hz- 2MHz,5mV -20Vn 
FG-21112AD ($229.95) same as FG- 2100A, 
phis int counter and ITL, CMOS output 
F6 2113 ($329.95) Sweep 0.5Hz -5MHz, 
linear/lon, VCG, GCV, 6 dig. mt/ext counter 

Short Circuit and overload protected 

Constant current, constant voltage mode 

0.02°A0-2mV line regulation; 0.02 ° /a+2mV load regulate 

Analog Melee Dhaka Dlghd Voltage Anatol Current 
PS-303 ß159.00) 30V/3A PS-8200 ($179.95) 30V/3A 
PS-305 15219.95) 30V /5A 9E -8201 ($239.95) 30V /5A 
PS-8 IC ($289.95) 60V/3A 
PS-8 17 ( 1399.95) 60V /5A pleat Volt 4 CgrrertDal/ar 
PS -1610 ($289.00) 16V /10A P5-0300 ($199.95) 30V/3A 
PS -8107 ($399.95) 30V/10A PS-8301 259.9 30V /SA 

Short Circuit & overload protected 
Constant current & voltage mode 

Independent or Tracking 

Dual 1YacMng (Analog V d 1 Newlyn) 
PS -303D ($314.95) 30V/3A/30V/3A 
PS -305D ($399.95) 30V /SA/30V /SA 
P54108 (5549.95) 60V/3A/60V/3A 
PS -8109 ($699.95) 60V /SA/60V /SA 

DC Pf1Vi/ER`S1tiPPLES 

One fixed 5VDC, 3 Amp output 
Parallel to double current output 
(PS -8102 & PS -8103 only) 
Thole Osbert (Analog Itmtarel 
PS -8102 ($399.95) 30V/3A/30V/3A 
PS -8103 ($489.95) 30V /5A/30V /SA 

midst Dallas+ 
PS-8202 ($499.95) 30V/3A/30V/34t 
PS-8203 ($549.95) 30V /5A/30V /5A 

0 -6536 i ii, v; u., 6220 $36295 
_ Tri )IC Out nit Simule Out nit Prouranllnable \.1111 11, Alli,. nl. r - 

Dual CH / Delay sweep 
RnedlseRaCorset seas 
Built -in delay line 
lards input,CHI output 
TV syn., trigger level loch. 
2 probes (x1, x10) l 

Dual CH/X -Y operation 
1 mV/div sensitivity 
Z-axis input,CHI output 
TV syn., trigger level 
lock 
2 probes (x1,x10) 

0S-305 ($229.95) - 5 MHz One Churmai 
0&3111($324.95) - 10 MHz One Channel 

2 vanable out 0- 30V,0 -3A 
One fixed 5V,SA output 
Auto track, serial parallel 
Coast. volt, current mode 
4 analog or 2 digital display 

PC-3030 ($499.95) 

PC-3031D ($549.95) 

Auto -set Cursor Read-out Oscilloscope 
HO MHz OS-61112 *NEW $1349.95 

Dual channels 
Anaaet for parameter selection 
Automatic Peak to Peak 

Memory for 10 user -defined settings 

RS-232 Remote control 
Triggering DC -250 MHz 
Alternate trigger 
Component tester 

ALFA ELECTRONICS 
P.O. BOX 8089 

PRINCE'T'ON. Xi 08543 

s .. . 
..,..._-"""-,. 

Corut voltage, current mode 
Voltage regulation <001% 
Current regulation 50.2/ 
PS: 2 analog or 1 digital disp 
PR: 2 analog or 2 digital dig 

Analog Meters Display 
PS -1830 ($209.95) 18V/3A 
PS-1850 ($229.95) 18V /SA 

P9 -3030 ($219.95) 30V/3A 
P8-6010 (5209.95)60V/10A 

PR -3060 (5329.95)30V/6A 
PR -6030 (5329.95)60V/3A 
PR- 1810H($349.95)18V/10A 

Digital Meters Display 
PS- 1030D(í229.95)18 V/SA 

PS- 1830D(í254.95)18 V /5A 
PS- 3031D($254.95)30V/3A 
PR- 6030D(í399.9 , n V /3A 

FUNGTíON 
?RATOR. 

BENCHTOP 
OMM 

High stability, low drift 
One fixed SV ,3A output t 
1 OOpoint progrvn(PPS ser) 
SOpoint program(PPT ser.) 
Auto seriu1/paraU.(Ppf ser) 

Auto back (PPT series), 
IEEE -488.2 and SCPI 
compatiñk command set 
(opbonap 

PPS-1860G ($1,149.95) 
PPS -36350 ($1,149.95) 

PPS-61120G (i1,149.95) 
PPT-111300 ($1,49995) 
PPT-3615G ($1,499.95) 

FG 8015G($179.95)Sweep 
0.02Hz- 2MHz,no counter 
Sine/SqutFri/pubdRamp 

FG -89140 ($239.95) 
0.02Hz -2MHz w/ counter 
Pulse, eviction generator 

FG- 8017G($249.95)Sweep 
Sine/Tr/Squ/ITI/CMOS 
0.02Hz.2MHz, FM mod. 

FG -8019 ($399.95) Sweep 
0.02Hz -2MHz w /counter 
INT/EXr AM/FM mod 

FG-80200 ($209.95) 
0.02Hz2MHz 

FG8050 ($499.95) Sweep 
0.05Hz 5MHz w /counter 
INT/EXT AM/FM mod 

20mHz Freq. resolution 
Linearfog sweep 
Arbitrary modulation 
RS232 ;IEEE- 488(option) 

FG-1130G ($1,799.95) 30MHz 
Synthesized Function Gen. 
Output sine, tri., square, 
sync out arb. waveform 

TEL: (14OO)526-A .FA(2532)/ (609)897 I I 35 

FAX 609-897-0206 
E-mail: MIA I6X cì aol.cnnh 

DM- 8034($179.95) 3'4 dgt 
AC/DV(V,A),C,D,diode 
1000V, 20A, 0.5% accu. 

DM- 8040($339.95) 3w dgt 

ACV to 50kHz, true mu 
DM- 8055($649.95) 5% dgt 

0.006% basic accuracy. 
19V,ImU,InA resolution 
dBm,auto,REL, min/max 

DM- 51055G(5889.95)GPIB 
Seine funct as DM -8055 

Intelligent Counters. 
FC -8131 (5469.95)1.3GHz 
FC-8270 (5629.95)217141z 

UC-2010G ($294.95) 

Call/W rile /Fax`I II.I il lier FREE CATALOG 
Visa, MC, AMEX CuL). PO Accepted OEM Wekomr 

1 Year Wananty(2 Years for GW/Instek) 

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

89 
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M O N D O T R O N I C S 

*KI1S* 

Your 

*BOOKS* 

* VIUEiÌ * 

ráalt§torélcocr 

3ÿl,4 57164 
N Or write to us: 

4286 Redwood Hwy #226 -137 
San Rafael CA 94903 

Phone 415 -491 -4600 Fax 415 -491 -4696 

Email info@mondo.com 

CLASSIFIED 
PLANS -KITS -SCHEMATICS 

"HEATH COMPANY is selling photocopies of most 
Heathkit manuals. Only authorized source for 
copyright manuals. Phone: 616- 925 -5899, 8 -4 ET." 

BIO- STIMULATOR featured in PE June issue. 
Tone muscles. relieve aches and pains with elec- 
tronic acupuncture. Updated kit with enclosure 
$40.00 plus $2.50 S &H. RAH PROJECTS, P.O. 
Box 15904, N.B., California 92659. 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT KITS: 49 McMichael 
St., Kingston, ON., K7M 1M8. $3.00 catalog. 
www.qkits.com. QUALITY KITS 

CATALOG: Broadcasting /micro Transmitters, 
Amplifiers, Antennas. Start your own radio sta- 
tion books. Audio, TV, Ham, CB, Surveillance, 
Science projects and more. www.panaxis.com, 
PAN -COM Intl PO Box 130 -x, Paradise, CA 
95967 

SECRET ELECTRONIC GARAGE DOOR OPEN- 
ER USES MAGNET send SASE to MAI -E 41 East 
Campus Court Racine, WI 53402. 

Eavesdropping Equipment, 117 schematics and 
text. Free explanation sheet. $65.00 + S &H $6.00. 
Also kit schematics. Sheffield Elecronics, PO 
Box 377940, Chicago, IL 60637 -7940. (773) 324- 
2196. http. / /www.adnetmk.com /sheffield. 

FASCINATING electronics! Hi -Tech gadgets, de- 
tectors, descrambler, jammers, 3D stereo, high 
voltage, robotics, coutermeasures, more! Cataolg 
$2.00 QUANTUM RESEARCH 17919 -77 Av- 
enue, Edmonton, Alberta T5T 2S1. 

MONITORS MADE SIMPLE Learn to repair com- 
puter monitors! Case studies, illustrations, parts 
sources, manufacturers included! 136 pages, soft- 
cover, $19.95 + $2.50 shipping. Order today! Send 
check or money order to Pikes Peak Press, 321 
W. Henrietta Ave., PO Box 1801, Woodland Park, 
CO 80866. (719) 687 -1499. 

AUDIO -VIDEO -LASERS 
VIDEO STABILIZER: Works with all videotapes. 
$45.95 + $6.00 S &H. Free brochure. 30 day mon- 
eyback. STAR DEVELOPMENT, Box 92457, Mil- 
waukee, WI. 53202. (414) 860 -1471. 

CABLE TV 
CABLE TV descramblers. One piece units. Pio- 
neer 6310's, Scientific Atlanta 8580's, DPV7's and 
others. Lowest prices. Money back guarantee. 
Precision Electronics Houston. TX 1 -(888) 691- 
4610. 

CONFUSED Descramblers will explain all your 
options, all makes and models. Wholesale and re- 
tail. Open 6 days a wk 9AM - 8 PM Est. Best tech 
support and friendly service. Toll free 1 (888) 238- 
0967 ROYAL ENGINEERING INC. 

CABLE Descramblers and Converters. 10 lot 
decoders $38.00 ea. 10 lot converters $57.00 ea. 
Visa and Mastercard accepted. (304) 337 -8027. 

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS 
SHOP NO MORE, BEST PRICES AND TECH 
SUPPORT. EXTREME ELECTRONICS 1 -888- 
609 -4910 

Free Cable Descrambler Plans, For Details 
Write: Sierra Publishing, 909 E. Yorba Linda Blvd., 
Suite H -181, Dept PER, Placentia, CA 92870 

Signal Eliminator can block severe TV interfer- 
ence or unwanted channels! Order by channel 
number - 0 thru 36 available. Only $30.00 each 
plus $4.00 S /H. Quantity discounts. Money Back 
Guarantee. Prepay, Visa or Mastercard. COD 
$5.00 additional. Visit us on the web today at 
http : / /starcircuits.com /tvfilter. Star Circuits, PO 
Box 94917, Las Vegas, NV 89193. 1- 800 -433- 
6319 

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! ALL MAJOR 
MAKES AND MODELS WITH REMOTE. ALSO 
UNIVERSAL CABLE BOX. 30 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. DEALERS WELCOME. 
CALL 1- 800 -538 -CABLE. 

CABLE Descramblers including New T -2 Testers. 
Fully activates Jerrold DP- 5- CFT22xx's. Multi - 
mode, fiber optics. Descrambles everything per- 
manently, guaranteed. Lowest single or lot prices 
available. Se habla en espanol. Call Cableking 
(203) 849 -1759. 24 hours a day. Website address 
www.ntplx.net/-cablking/kingkabl.htm 

CABLE Descrambling, New secret manual. 
Build your own Descramblers for Cable and Sub- 
scription TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, 
Gated Sync, Sinewave, some free methods 
$12.95, $2.00 postage. CABLETRONICS, Box 
30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824. 

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT & ACCESSSORIES. 
Wholesalers Welcome! 30 Day Moneyback Guar- 
antee! Free Catalog! PROFORMANCE ELEC- 
TRONICS, INC. 1-800-815-1512. 
Descramble cable with simple circuit added to 
Radio Shack RF modulator and using VCR as 
tuner instruction $10.00 TELCOM Box 832 P -6 
Brushly, LA 70719 

CABLE BOXES -ALL MODELS -ALL CHAN- 
NELS. Jerrold Impulse Dp, DPV & DPBB's, Pio- 
neer or Scientific Atlanta - Lowest Prices in U.S. - 

$175.00 including remote, batteries and cable. 
Call for 10 lot pricing. Toll Free (888) 689 -0779. 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
VIDEOCYPHER II descrambling manual. Sche- 
matics, video and audio. Explains DES, EPROM, 
CloneMaster, Pay -per -view $16.95, $2.00 postage. 
Schematics for Videocypher Plus, $20.00. 
Schematics for Videocypher 032, $15.00. Collec- 
tion of software to copy and alter EPROM codes, 
$25.00. VCII Plus EPROM, binary and source 
code, $30.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, 
Bethesda, MD 20824. 

DSS Hacking: How to construct and program 
smart cards, w /picl6C84, software. Complete DSS 
system schematics. $16.95. CABLETRONICS, 
Box 30502R, Bethesda, MD 20824. 

SKYVISIONI Your Satelllite Home Entertainment 
Source. Best Values. DBS and C/KU -band equip- 
ment, including 4DTV. Most complete selection. 
Parts -Tools- Upgrades -Accessories! Free Discount 
Buyer's Guide. Call 800- 543 -3025. International 
218 -739 -5231. www.skyvision.com. 

CB- SCANNERS 
CB RADIO MODIFICATIONS! Frequencies, kits, 
high -performance accessories, books, plans, re- 
pairs, amps, 10 -Meter conversions. The best since 
1976! Catalog $3.00. CBCI, Box 31500PE, 
Phoenix, AZ 85046 

GRAVITY THEORIES 
Gravity Reversal Theory. A manuscript revealing 
reversal of gravity by altering the cause of gravity. 
$19.95 U.S. Dollars to Schwab Inc., 11221 Man- 
chester Rd., Suite 306, St. Louis, MO 63122 

MISC. ELECTRONICS 
FOR SALE 

All chips $9- $18.00. Security tools from $9.95. No 
Minimum. Guaranteed. 9am -5pm EST. 1- 800 -760- 
0555. 
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
$$$$ Millions in Scrap Gold from old electronics, 
computers, circuit boards, jewelry, 24 hours: (603) 
645 -4767. 

ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES, Home Based, 
Part/Full time. 250pg. Comprehensive Guidebook, 
Insider information, 24hr recording (800)326 -456D 
x145. 

Inventions /new products. ISC, America's lead- 
ing invention firm, helps submit to companies. 
Patent Services. 1- 800 -288 -IDEA. 

BE A COMPUTER PROGRAMMER. Train at 
home for an exciting new career with ICS -Ac- 
credited Member of the Distance Education and 
Training Council. Call today for free information 
with absolutely no obligation: 1- 800 -595 -5505, ext. 
2350 

EDUCATION 
FIBER OPTIC EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
KIT, Includes: tutorial w /experiments, 40ft. fiber 
assortment, +cutting tool. $19.95 +S /H 800 -373- 
7078 

REPAIRS -SERVICES 
Developing New Products? Contract Manufac- 
turer can help build, market, finance, your new 
product lines. SMT and TH PC board assemblies, 
prototypes or production. Free quotes. Assembly 
Resources: (978) 251 -8090 

SEIZED CARS: 
SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, 
Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's 
your area. Toll free 1 -800- 218 -9000 Ext. A -14087 
for current listings. 

FORECLOSE: 
GOV'T FORCLOSED homes from pennies on 
$1.00. Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area. 
Toll free (1)800- 218 -9000 Ext. H -14087 for cur- 
rent listings 

GRANTS 
FREE CASH GRANTS! College. Scholarships. 
Business. Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1- 

800- 218 -9000 Ext. G -14087 

There's a life 

to be saved right now. 

Please give blood. 

Call 1 -800 GIVE LIFE 

America, ON Cram 

BREAST CANCER BEGINS 
EVEN SMALLER THAN THIS. 
THAT'S WHY YOU 
NEED A YEARLY 
MAMMOGRAM, 
ESPECIALLY AS 
YOU GET OLDER. 

MAMMOGRAMS 

CAN DETECT 

LUMPS TOO 

SMALL FOR 

YOU TO FEEL 

AND EARLY 

DETECTION 

MAY SAVE 

YOUR LIFE, 

SO CALL 

2345. 
1,L1 A rA1111oGlAx. 

EAU OFlY1TH)N VI THE BIST PrOfr(110N. 

El 43ir 

LJ 

One tree can make 
3,XX)\XX' matches. 

One match can burn 
3,0tX),000 tree. 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
from $169 !!! 

ATC O -Scope uses printer port to turn PC -AT into 
Digital Storage Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer, 

Freq. Counter, Logger., DVM. DC- 500KHz 

Print, log to disk, or export data 
Accepts standard scope probes 
Uses standard printer port 
Small and portable 
Works with laptops 
Same day shipping 
Made in U.S.A. 

Mill 
111411111/1 

111111111111111111 

1111111111111111111 IGfß1 I 111 

ll ,:J/tii 
4` 

IN"...,,,HV .._-- 
Spectrum 

Single channel units from $169 
Dual channel units from $349 

Options: 
Probe sets 
Automotive probes 
Battery packs 

Order yours today. 

800 980 9806 MC /Visa/Amex 
Allison Technology Corporation 

8343 Carvel, Houston, TX 77036 USA 

PH: 713 777 0401, FAX: 713 777 4746, BBS: 713 777 4746 

http: / /www.atcweb.com 

Build your own functional Hexapod Robot 
The kit comes complete with all hardware, 
structural components, 3 Hitec servos, Counterfeit 
Basic Stamp kit, software and an illustrated assembly manual. 
This robot can walk forward, reverse and turn on a dime using 
the alternating tripod walking gait. It is an excellent foundation 
for many artificial intelligence and behavioural based experiments. 
It is a lot of fun to build and even more fun to operate. Check out 

our web site for more information and other robot kits. 
12 Servo Hexapod $375.00 Infrared Proximity Het $30.00 Mobile Robots Book $48.00 

Quantity discounts available. $7.50 Shipping & Handling for USA, call for international and 

quantity shipping charges. IL residents add 6.25% sales tax to total. 

Many more robot kits, ask for our free catalog! 
Technical Service & Solutions 
104 Partridge Road 
Pekin, IL 61554 -1403 USA 

r 
M4. iJ Tel: 309 -382 -1816 

Fax: 309 -382 -1254 
www.lynxmotion.com 

jfrye @lynxmotion.com 

BEST BY MAIL 
Rates Write National. Box 5. Sarasota, FL 34230 

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA Fast, Accredited. Member Chris- 
tian Schools International. 1 -800- 470 -4723. 

CASH NOW FOR FUTURE PAYMENTS! We buy payments 
rom Insurance Settlements. Annuities. and Class Action 

Awards. We also buy Owner Financed Mortgage Notes. Call 
R&P Capital at 1 -800 -338 -5815. Ex1.500. 

NEED ANSWERS CONCERNING: Money, Family. Health. 
Jobs. Court. etc.? Send sett-addressed stamped envelope to: 
"ASK THE PROPHET," 8778 E. Shea Blvd. #83A. Suite 196, 

Scottsdale. Arizona 85280. "NO CHARGE FOR GOO'S 
WORK." Send S2.00 tee for handling. 

LOSE INCHES WHILE YOU SLEEP 1- 800 -531 -4877 ID 
03352 -PE. 

co 
co 

to 
to 

-o 

American Heart 
Association., 
Fighting Heart oeame m 

ero Soave 
cD 

ONE OF THESE 
CAN CHANGE Ñ 

A THOUSAND LIVES 
SUPPORT MEDICAL RESEARCH 

0997, American Heart Association 
91 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
Popular Electronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear 
in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 

Aegis Research, Canáda 76 

AES 68 

26 Alfa Electronics 89 

28 All Electronics 85 

Allison Technology 91 

Amazon Electronics 84 

Andromeda Research 77 

Arrow Electronics 88 

Basic Electrical Supply 68 

130 C &S Sales, Inc. 64 

CadSoft 1' 

78 CD Electronics 

Channel Island Circuits 82 

Circuit Specialists 70 

'Cleveland Inst. of Electronics 35 

Command Productions ,..74 

Comtrad Industries ,....3; 5 

Consumertronics 72 . - 

Free Information Number Page 

KDE Electronics 80 

Link Instruments 76 

Lynxmotion 91 

154 MCM Electronics 67 

Mega Electronics 87 

150 Mendelson's 82 

151 Mendelson's 88 

Mental Automation 87 

16 MicroCode Engineering CV4 

Mo -Tech 84 

Modern Electronics 88 

Mondo -tronics 90 

152 Mouser 84 

NRI Schools 47 

NovaSoft 47 

30 Parallax CV3 

156 Parts Express 79 

Pioneer Hill Software 82 

45 Prairie Digital Inc. 68 

47. Print 83 

46 Print 77 

Pro Planet 88 

QB Video 84 

Ross Technologies 87 

Silicon Valley Surplus 84 

Skyvision Inc. 73 

155 Sun Equipment 66 

Tab Books 61 

Tek View 86 

142 Telulex 83 

Transtrohics 78 

136 UCANDO Videos 77 

US Cyberlab 63 

Video Media 88 

Vision Electronics 84 

Visual Communications '82 

Weeder Technologies 86 

172 Windjammer Barefoot Cruises 4 

CRC Press 9 

153 Dalbani 69 

Eagan Technical Services 78 

EDASHOP 86 

EDE Spy Outlet 78 

Electronic Tech. Today 29 

EMAC 74 

Foley -Belsaw 81 

Forest Electronics 80 

Fotronic Corporation 80. 

Franks Electronics 88 

General Device Instrurents 84 

Grantham College of Eng 4 

Greenleaf Electronics Inc. 74. 

Home Automation Systems 87 

Information Unlimited 75 

Innovation West 84 

14 Interactive Image Technologies CV2 

Intronics, Inc 87 

James Electronic Services 78 

135 Jensen Tools 63 

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES 

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
500 Bi- County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 -3931 
1 -(516) 293 -3000 
Fax 1 -(516) 293 -3115 

Larry Steckler, EHF /CET 
President (ext. 201) 
e -mail advertising@gernsback 

Adria Coren 
Vice -President (ext. 208) 

Ken Coren 
Vice -President (ext. 267) 

Christina Estrada 
Assistant to the President (ext. 209) 

For Advertising ONLY 
1- 516- 293 -3000 
Fax 1- 516 -293 -3115 

Larry Steckler 
publisher 

Arline Fishman 
advertising director (ext. 206) 

Marie Falcon 
advertising assistant (ext. 211) 

Adria Coren 
credit manager (ext. 208) 

Subscription/ 
Customer Service/ 
Order Entry 
1- 800 -827 -0383 
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM EST 

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES 

EAST /SOUTHEAST 

Stanley Levitan 
Eastern Sales 

1 Overlook Ave. 
Great Neck, NY 11021 -3750 
1- 516 -487 -9357,1- 516- 293 -3000 
Fax 1- 516- 487 -8402 
slevitan26@aol.com 

MIDWEST /Texas /Arkansas/ 
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona 

Ralph Bergen 
Midwest Sales 

One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300 
Northfield, IL 60093 -1214 
1- 847 -559 -0555 
Fax 1- 847 -559 -0562 
bergenrj @aol.com 

PACIFIC COAST /Mountain States 

Anita Bartman 
Hutch Looney & Assoc., Inc. 
6310 San Vicente Blvd. 
Suite 360 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 -5426 
1- 213- 931 -3444 (ext. 227) 
Fax 1- 213- 931 -7309 
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Tiny computers 
run PBASIC programs 

838.512.1024 (toll free) 

913.624.8333 
916.624.8003 fax 

- 101önday- Friday 7 am to 5 pm PST 

BASIC Stamps are small computErs programmed in Parallax BASIC 

(PBASIC), a simple programming language with powerful I/O instruc- 
tions. The Parallax web site (http: / /www.parallaxinc.com) provides 

id free software, manuals, and application notes. 
BASIC STAMP MODULES mmillr 
BS1 -IC Module ( #BS1 -IC) $34 

R 

8 I/O lines: 80 PBASIC instr max: 2000 instr /sec: 2400 baud serial I /O, T ',.'_' ° 7 l' ' ` e :7 
14 -pin SIP module. PBASIC language with I/O instructions including 

T. 

1 

1 ` ` 1f 

BUTTON, HIGH, INPUT. LOW, OUTPUT. POT, PULSIN. PULSOUT. PWM, 
I I I I I I I I I (III 

REVERSE. SERIN. SEROUT. SOUND, and TOGGLE. 

BS2 -IC Module ( #BS2 -IC) $49 

elb A. U.'. 1.9 tfr 

16 I/O lines: 500 PBASIC instr max: 4000 instr /sec: 50k baud serial nwuumn 
I/O: 24 -pin DIP module. Similar language as 3S1 -IC, plus DTMF, FRE- +i Wkigll9titif 
QOUT, SHIFTIN and SHIFTOUT. XOUT (X -10 \\\\\N\ 

control), etc. I/O function have a 

higher resolution on the BS2 -IC. due to its 

faster clock speed. 

STARTER KITS 
BASIC Stamp I Starter Kit 
( #27205) $99 
BASIC Stamp II Starter Kit 
(#27203) $149 

Starter Kits include BS1 -IC or BS2 -IC h. 
module, carrier board w /prototype area 

& 9V battery clip. manual, application not 'L J 

software,and free tech support. 

n 

IN 

Usine tl e PBASIC HIGH command and a 

470 ohm resistor, BASIC Stamps can 

electrify SLUE LEDs! A stamper necessity! 

(#27355) $8 

BASIC Stamp Bug (#27922) $129 
mi(aictLred above near Parallax Inc logo) 

f Tie BASIC Stamp Bug is a walking 
roto: with 6 legs that is controlled by 

The BASIC Stamp I nterpreter chip. 

Antennas under the LED eyes attatch to 
switches which detect obstacles and 

inform the robot to maneuver around 

them. 
e 

BASIC Stamp Activity Board (#27905) $79 

is used to learn and experiment with BS1 -IC and BS2 -IC modules. 

All components and current limit resistors are premed to BASIC 

Stamp I/O pins. Board doubles as a "carrier Joard" with strip header 

access to I/O pins. Features include LEDs. pushbuttons, piezo- 

speaker. an RC network for changing PWM ilto a smooth analog 

output, and an X -10 interface via RJ -11. Sample source code and 

power supply included! 

2 -line x 16 character Serial LCD Display ( #27910) $54 
4 -line x 20 character Serial LCD Display 

(not shown #27919) $109 1011 
Use the BASIC Stamp's SEROUT 

instructiol (requires one I/O line, 

ground and power) to communi- 
cate with the Serial LCD display. 

Kevin Kelm is an anthropomorphic enthu- 
siast it Deriver. CO. 'Sir Karl" is a full size 

Iclight costume that uses a BASIC Stamp 
module t) control ear. eye, and facial mov- 

ements. See Sir Karl's construction and 

PBASIC coce at http : / /www.xvt.com /users/ 
kevink,'furry /build.html 

Mìlforc Instruments of the UK uses 3 net - 

wcrked BS2 -IC modules in their Laser 

Velcc ty and Imaging equipment, which 
measures the speed of projectiles travelling 
at up ta 10 <m /sec. One BS2 -IC looks after 

the user interface. another manages the 

steering logic and the third gives additional 

I/O capabilities. 

Aujtralla +61 67 722 777. +61 39 3383306 Austria +49 5232 81 71 Belgium +32 4 377 5151 Bulgaria +359 2 72 77 50 Brazil iE 11 453 5588. +55 11 801 0045 Canada 
(514) 336 -9426 Czech Republic +42 49 5813 252 'Finland +358 31 266 1885 France +33 328 5E0 328 Germany +19 523/ 817 G.eece +30 1 902 C115 Hungary +36 

1270 7680 India +91 422 232 561 Ireland +44 1 9'7 683 665. +35 31 821 5060 *Israel +9723 498 543 'Italy +390542 55400 Japai +81 3 3251 1779 Netherlands +31 10 

450 4949 New Zealand +64 947 82323 *Poland +43 34 648 882 Slovak Republic +42 7 58C 2574 South Africa +27 11 493 6242 Sweden +46 431 41 CO 88 *Switzerland 
+49 241 918 900 Taiwan +886 2 647 1978 'Thailand ++66 2 739 1181 'United Kingdom +44 1 977 383 665 'United States E18 88/- 761.800 344 -4539 (Digi -Key), 800 831- 

4242 (Jameco). 800 538 -5000 (JOR), 800 652 -6733 (Marlin P. Jones), 415 491 -4600 (Mondo- Tronics). 800 843 -7422 (Radio Slack Unlinited). 303 512 -2060 (TechAmerica) 

the Parallax Inc logo and BASIC Stamp an registered trademarks of Parallax Inc 
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Professional Power 
at a hobbyist price. 

.I I + A 1 aj I;j ..Li^ÌAÀsfI Xlïï: 2j 
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CircuitMaker® 
- schematic capture 
and simulation 

That has been our philosophy at MicroCode 
Engineering since 1987. So it's no surprise 
that CircuitMaker and TraxMaker are the 
leading software tools for affordable, easy -to- 
use circuit design, simulation and PCB layout. 
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TraxMaker - PCB layout and autorouting 
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QUICKLY DESIGN analog, digital or mixed 
analog /digital circuits with CircuitMaker's 
advanced schematic features. You fully control the 
wiring, device placement, annotation and colors. 
And the Symbol Editor and macro features let you 
create unlimited custom devices and symbols. 

SIMULATE and ANALYZE what you create - 
try all the "what if" scenarios with: 

Fast, proven 32 -bit SPICE 3f5 /XSpice simulator 
True mixed analog /digital simulation 
Fully interactive digital logic simulation 
4,000- device library 
AC Frequency Analysis 
DC Operating Point Analysis 
DC Transfer Function 
Transient Analysis 
Step Function - step component values and 
sources over a user -definable range 

TAKE MEASUREMENTS at any point in the circuit with a click of the 
Probe tool. Results appear immediately on virtual instruments like the Digital 
Oscilloscope, Curve Tracer, Digital Multimeter and Bode Plotter. No other 
simulator lets you take measurements as quickly and easily as CircuitMaker. 

COMPLETE the design process with TraxMaker, a professional printed 
circuit board layout program with built -in autorouter. Import netlists from 
CircuitMaker and other schematic programs, or design boards from scratch. 

Includes autorouter, auto component placement and Design Rules Check 
Supports up to 8 copper layers, board sizes up to 32 x 32 inches 
Surface mount and through -hole components from a customizable library 
Outputs your PCB as a Gerber file, Excellon N/C drill file, and prints to 
any Windows -selectable printer or plotter 

RELY ON free technical support from qualified engineers. And every 
MicroCode product is backed by our 30 -day Money -Back Guarantee if it 
does not live up to your expectations. 

Call 800 -419 -4242 for more 
information and free demos 

(or download from www.microcode.com) 
CIRCLE 171 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CircuitMaker version 5 

TraxMaker version 2 

CircuitMaker Design Suite "' 

(CircuitMaker and TraxMaker) 

$299 
$299 

$549 

MicroCode Engineering Inc 927 W. Center St Orem, UT 84057 801 -226 -4470 Fax: 801 -226 -6532 Email:sales @microcode.com 
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